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Preface -------

Chakraborty Rajagopalachari# popularly known as •Rajaji" 

or "c. R. •~, p.leyee an iltl>ortant role in the saga of India's 

freedom struggle. During his long and eventful political 

career, he tendered yeoman setvice to the country and left an 

indelible impress on contemporary Indian politics. C.Rajagopala

chari always fought for liberty, fundamental rights# rule of 

law and social justice. He was against any stPactural ~cial 

changes and favou:red social and moral reforms, a.lbeit ~1ithin 

the long-standing and prevailing social structu~. But he 

realised that the neglect of moderate social reforms would only 

invite more revolutionary change in the future. This belief 

prompted l . ..t.e, during his Premiership in the Madras Presidency, 

to undertak~ some progressive legislation in the field of 

agrarian reforms# the question of temple-entry and prohibition. 

His concern for these social problems was genuine. Though a 

traditionalist# his adherenCE' ;to social custom and tradition was 

not uncritical. 

c.Rajagopalachari's relations with Gandhiji were marked 

by mutual respect and dependence. Gandhiji was to find in 

c.Rajagopalachari one of the best adherents of satyagraha. Also# 

it was perhaps only C.Rajagopalachari in the right-wing of the 

Congress leadership who was to take up on a ~arge scale various 

programmes in Gandhij i 1 s constructive movement. Gandhiji called 

C.Rajagopalachari his 'conscience keeper•. 



c.Rajagopalachari lacked many of the attributes 

which are considered as requisites for political success. He 

cannot be said to have possessed the charismatic qualities of 

Gandhiji. He never succeeded in building up a mass following 

either at the local or at the national level. H€ never came 

ii 

to power as a consequence of popular demand. c. Raj agopalacha ri • s 

contribution lies in his conservative political philosophy and 

in seeking to fulfil those Gandhian economic and social beliefs# 

He saw in Indian tradition a set of relevant values to maintain 

social discipline both as a defence and an alternative to the 

encDOachment of the modern socialist state. During the 1950s 

and the 1960s, c.Rajagepalachari became a leading ideologue of 

the Swatantra Party and a critic of the Congress government. 

In undertaking and completing this work, I came o...cDOss 

and benefited from many persons who helped and encouraged me in 

many ways. However, l should express my gratitude to those 

who were directly associated with this study. First and foremost, 

I must express my gratitude and thanks to Dr.s.N.Ray, the 

seniormost Professor in the Department of Political Science, 

North Bengal University, for his scholarly, meticulous and 

inspiring guidance which was the source of inspiration and 

encouragement. It v.;~-r under his supervision that I undertook 

this study and he provided the perspective and the direction 

in the completion of this work. I am greatly indebted to him 

for the completion of this work. 
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Also, I should express my thanks to other teachers of 

the Department of Political Science, North Bengal University, 

I should acknowledge their encouragement while I was a full-time, 

regular scholar in the Department of Political Science for three 

years. I am also thankful to Mr. l<ajal Ranjan Biswas, Junior 

Research Fellow, North Bengal University, for giving me friendly 

help from time to time. 

I wish to express my thanks to the Librarians and staff 

of the following Libraries s Central Library, North Bengal 

University; National Library, Calcutta1 National Archive~ New 

Delhi; Nehru Memorial fiJUseum and Library, New Delhi; and 

Madras University Library. Beside~ I am really thankful to 

the following persons for allowing me to interview them cordially 

about the career of C.Rajagopalachari ; Mrs. Dr.Arunasivakam~ 

Reader; Department of PubliC Administration, University of Madras1 

Dr.P.Jagadesan, Reader and Head of the IJepartment of History, 

University of Madras; or.v.Balambal, Reader, Department of History, 

University of Madras; and Mr.J?.Raj end ran, Editor of the Kalki. 

Needless to mention, no words will suffice to express 

my indebtedness to my father and elder brother, Wi.o have stood 

by me over the long years providing me both material support and 

mental encouragement. 

Place s North Bengal University, 
RajaR amrrohunpur, 

Dated s I S" · j · 4 t 

A~~ At~ VV\.~\ • 

{Az iz Ahmed) 
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Chapter I 

IN'fRODUCI' ION ----
1. 2.£s!~.Lof th~.ffgEl~ 

Chakraborty Rajagopalachari {1878-1972), popularly 

known as 11 Rajaji11 or "c.R. 11 , was a great patriot, an astute 

politician, an incisive thinker, ana one of the great 

statesman that modern India produced. As a close associate 

of Mahatma Gandhi, as an ardent freedom fighter, as the Chief 

Minister of Madras, as the Govemor of West Bengal, as the 

Home Minister of independent India and as the first Indian 

Govetnor-General; c.Rajagopaladhari's life was quite eventful 

and he gave yeoman ser:vice to the people of India. c. 

Rajagepalachari was the principal leader in South India for 

launching Gandhian programmes in social and economic policies. 

He was also the author of numerous works expounding ancient 

India• s religious scriptures. His political style and career 

had been controversial. He was often accused of lacking any 

truly popular support. He defended the rights of princes to 

their privy purses and his new party was aristocratic. Yet 

newspaper headlines at his death described him as king among 

the commoners. His command of English was flawless. Unlike 

Gandhij i or Nehru. c. Raj agopalachari never studied outside 

his home state of Tamil Nadu. His wisdom was truly indigenous. 

He was a well-known national leader without Gandhiji 1 s mass 

appeal who never emerged as a closely watched personality. He 

differed with Gandhij i and the Indian National Congress whe:u 
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both were at the peak of their popular appeal. A compendium 

of the leader of modem India summarised his leadership 

saying Rajaji is not a man but a technique. 

c.Rajagopalachari wrote no works of sustained 

theoretical interpretation. His first loyalty was to the 

practicalities of statecraft. Yet his conservatism was a 

searching and brilliantly integrated synthesis of ideas 

from European and Indian culture. Only an insensitive and 

uncritical reading of his thought would brand him as a 

mere reactionary. From Edmund Burke in particUlar, he 

acquired a belief in the need for gradualist change. As he 

grew in age, the substance of his thought derived less from 

European and more from Indian culture. During the later 

phase of his political career, he did retreat from his earl:ie r 

perception of socialis~ branded as crypto-socialism by 

some critics# in which he saw socialism as a kind of extension 

of the principle of Indian joint family to the whole of 

society and also, from his earlier criticism of the caste 

syste~ towards and argument that in the j ati, there es:isted 

a viable alternative means of social support to that of the 

state. 

II. Signifj£~...,2!..J:!!LSt~ 

c.Raj agepalachari,. the most astute intellectual 
1 among the elite of Indian nationalist~ and one who always 



disliked communis~ was one of the leading figures of the 

freedom movement of India. The political and social ideas of 

C.Rajagopalachari provide an example of an intellectual who, 

in the wake of change generated by colonialis~ tried to 

refOrmulate the traditional Indian social order and sought a 

revival of India's classical lik>eral tradition. 

Antonio Gramsci theorised the role of the 

intellectuals as part and parcel of his reinterpretation of 

Italian history and cultural tradition. Gramsci posed the 

problem of the member of the intellectuals im its proper context. 

He wrote s 11 Are intellectuals an autonomous and independent 

social group, or does every social group have its own particular 
2 

specialised category of intellectuals"? Gramsci • s answer to 

his own question was clear : "intellectuals are not an 

autonomous group. Gramsci acknowledged that historically. 
3 

intellectuals largely hail from certain social classes. 11 

However, the class of origin of intellectuals is irrelevant. 

What matters is that they, as a professional category, namely, 

as a set of persons whose common denominator is their professional 

role, acquire social and political weight only by acting as 

theorists. organisers, strategists and spokesmen on behalf of 

autonomous social groups, that is, social classes, either 

existing or in the process of formatioa. 

For intellectuals like C.Rajagopalachari, Hinduism 

was an awe-inspiring arsenal for fighting the Raj, on the 
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oae haaa, and for providing for the blueprint for the future 

of independent India's course of action amidst the comity of 

nations, on the other. Thus making Hinduism as the pivot, 

C.Rajagopalachari increasingly took upon himsel~ during his 

political career, the task of presetving and propagating 

ancient India 1 s tradition. directly through transla tion of 

scriptures and indirectly through short stories. By defining 

culture as essentially the prevailing pattern of joyous 

restraint accepted by the people, c.Rajagopalachari maintained 

in his book Our Cultur! that the Indian culture which is 

organically linked with dharma and spirituality should be the 

basis of our national life. Modernisation without cultural 

moorings is fraught with dangers. Similarly, in his !!!a..9yism s 

~2£~!!e and way of Li~, c.Rajagopalachari gave a modern 

intexpretation to ~r:ffi§ and ~l!• 

c.Rajagopaladhari made significant contributions to 

almost all aspects of India's recent past. he was a leading 

figure in the Congress movement during Gandhiji's leadership, 

and he seemed W. set to succeed Gandhiji as leader till the 

younger and more charismatic figure of Jawaharlal Mehru acquired 

this role. He was to drift apart from the Congress in the 

early years of the War, anxious for some war-time collaboration 

with the Raj. He opposed Congress's resumption of civil 

disobedience in August 1942. Jawaharlal Nehru brought hi• 

back into Congress politics after 1945, but whilst C.Rajagopalachari 
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weat on to hold high offices, he was Dever at ease in the new 

political dispensatio~ and in time broke f~m Congress to 

help to form, in 1959, a consetvative opposition group, the 

Swatantra Party. Arguably his most significant political 

achievements lay in those two periods whea he was in charge 

of the administration in the Presidency of Madras. c. 
a. .. 

Rajagopaladhari,himself~Tamil and~Brahmin, stood out for 

some form of stern Gandhian programme in social and economic 

policies. He was a divisive leader, revered by some, 

while bitterly resented by others. He has been pushed to 

the margins in almost ia all accounts of India's receat history. 

A.R.H.COpley 1 s work and Rajmohaa Gandhi's two-volume biography, 

was an attempt to do justice to this unfairly neglected career. 

However, regarding the study of C.Raj agopalachari • s 

political career, the objective conditions of early twentieth 

century Tamil Nadu have to be taken into account. The emergence 

of non-Brahmin movement, unlike other states, in Tamil Nad~ put 

a strong hurdle to the Congress philosophy and otganisation and 

consequently to the political career of c.Rajagopalachari and 

other Congress stalwarts. It was only during 1937-47 and 

1957-67 the Congress was strong in •ramil Nadu. the former due 

to the overwhelming national upsurge for independence and also 

for international factors and the latter due to the leadership 

of Kamraj Nadar, a non-Brahmin leader. For all these objective 



factors,leaders like C.Rajagopalachari with his great 

intellectual power could not succeed in the long run. Thus 

completed, the pmposed study might claim to be a balamced~ 

objective and total assessment of the largely controversial 

personality of C.Rajagopalachar~ who occupied an i~ortant 

place in the political development and nation-building in 

modern India. 

III. Obje_gg!,!,LQ.f the P_!;Oposed S tugz 

The present study will seek to achieve the 

following objectives s 

The primary objective is to highlight the origin 

and development of the social. economic and political ideas 

of C.Rajagopalachari in the backdrop of the continuing debate 

between tradition and modernity in India. To confront 

colonialism politically, culturally and intellectually, Indian 

thinkers conjured up a contradictory nationalist discourse, 

some placing their emphasis on the revival of ancient Indian 

institutions, structures and ideas, however, not without 

modifications; others emphasised the emancipatory role of the 

Western ideas and principles of social organisation. While 

the former group of thinkers had a strong mobilisational role 

against imperialism despite their harking back to the past: 

the latter, despite their progressive image, remained elitist 

due to their class character. 

6 



The proposed study seeks also to show, in this 

connectio~ that most of the votaries of the so-called Indian 

7 

tradition, howeve~ useful their critique of the Wes~ supported 

the status quo in the name of the tradition. Past and tradition 

can be reconstructed according to the demand of the particular 

group or class in society. The revivalistic nationalist~ during 

the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries,. in their eagemess 

to mitigate the colonial subjugatio~ provided a wholesale 

justification of the past. 

Another related objective is to analyse the 

background and substantial content of c.Rajagopalachari'.s 

critique of the Congress policies under the banner of the 

Swatantra Party. From the mid-fifties till his deat~ 

c.Rajagopalachari was one of the sharpest and most perceptive 

critics of the Congress regime in India. It is interesting to 

note that this 'Rightist• opposition to the Congress rule, despite 

its intelligent,experienced leadership and potential, failed 
a 

to make~breakthrough in the Indian political areaa and petered 

out rather prematurely. 

A third objective is to analyse the long and eventful 

political career of C.Rajagopalachari, which witnessed so many 

twists and turns. c. Raj agopalachari, from a critic of state 

power under the spell of Gandhij i, later became a votary of 

power and authority during his brief stiat of power in 

Madras and New Delhi. 



Ia this connection, the present study will also seek 

to examine c.Rajagopalachari's interaction with the political 

process and with the political leadership both before and 

after Independence, his role within the rightist faction of 

the Congress before Independence, his relations with Nehru 

after Independence, his contribution towards the developmeat 

of the distinct political and socio-economic ideology of 

conservatis~ and the relevance of his ideas in his own times 

and afterwards. 

N. Sources of Data Collectioa ---- -------------
The methodology of the present study is primarily 

historical and analytical. For the purpose of the present 

study, the original writings of c. Raj agopalachari have been 

analysed in detail. Unpublished archival materials available 

at New Delhi relating to C. Raj agopalachari have been duly 

consul ted. Besides. secondary sour eel like boQks, newspapers 

and journal~ which were mainly available at the North Bengal 

University library, the National Library at Calcutta and the 

library of the NMMB, N.Delhi were consulted. Also, personal 

interviews were taken of a few persons closely associated with 

c.Rajagepalachari at Madras. The whole range of literature on 

conservatism and Indian nationalism have been analysed before the 

preparation of a meaningful conceptual framework. Extensive 

references have also been made to secondary sources and wherever 
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possible,cross references to other related themes have a!so 

beea made. It may be noted here that unlike Gandhiji or Nehru., 

books on the political career and ideas of C.Rajagopalachari 

are scarce, and that is why the present work is an attempt at 

reconstruction of the era of the movement for freedom and at 

the life of c.Rajagopalachari in the backdrop of the freedom 

movement and after. 

The most fa~us book of Edmund Burke, ~lli£t!9!!.! 

4 
~~-B!!.2ill.!9!!..l.E...!!anc_!. 1.790, is treated as a conscious 

attempt to build conservatism as a:: anti-ideology against the 

ideas and impact of the great French revolution. In his book. 

Burke did not try to place his analysis within the framework 

of the whole course of western history. lnstead, his analysis was 

confined specifically to the eighteenLh century France. In this 

restricted framewor~ his key casual factors were neverthe.~.,., 

legitimately conservative, fo.r~ aside from a general dlange in 

the moral opinio~ he saw the primary cause of the French 

Revolution to be the failure of the nobiJ :LLy to satisfy the 

upper middle classes by giving it social status. Oppression 

by the king, Burke said, cannot be considered the cause of 

the Revolution. Nor it was the faulty economy or deteriorated 

culture which ushered in the Revolution. 'rhe r:eaJ di:::ficulcy 

was the existence of social and economic conflict between the 
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nobility and the middle classes. Burke's basic c~itique 

of the Revolution was that it was total and social, instead 

of cautious and political, as he considered the English 

Revolution. After having dwelt at some length on the problems. 

he dismissed the Revolution merely as error of opinion w1ich 

co·u.ld have been easily corrected. Surely, it was an amazingly 

superficial analysis. 

Morton Allerbach, in his book. 'l'he Conse.rvative __ ......_ --
l!!Y~!QB~ was of the opinion that the transcendent value of 

conservative ideology was the Platonic idea of haonony, and 

that this conception has assumed a wide variety of historical 

forms. If consistency was the test of iCieoloqy, then 

conservatism had been consistent only in two limited periods 

during the past two thousand years --·- the late Middle Ages 

when something resembling a conservative society actually 

existed, and the Dark Ages which -were the preconditions of 

the Middle Ages. 

on Edmund Burke. Paine argued that Burke knew nothin<J abct1.t 

the real principles motivating tne French Revolution: and he 

was impassive even before the evils of Bastille. 'l'he 

practical humanitarianism of Paine was outraged at Burke's 

pompous rhetoric. Accoroing to Paine. in the rhapsody of 

his imagination, Burke had discovered a world of wind mill~ 
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and his sorrows were that there were ao OUixotes to attack 

them. 

The Fundamental - ------
~ensions of Ide21.£.2i~.L~roveruJE~~!L!illlli!L~ 

~.!!L~.§§ 7 by c.P.Middendorp. "17as an 'L~pl,-r,\u.J study on 

the progressive-conservative debate. The major aim of the 

book was to conceptualise and operationalise the progressive-

-conservative anti-thesis in the Dutch population. In this 

study, the definition of proqressive-conse:rvative anti-thesis 

had been attempted through the construction of ideal type 

conceptual model. And the operationalisation of this model 

had been made both at the abstract and philosophical leveL$. 

,.... 

f2!!~ical Ideolog~.§..J.~!L!!!t rodu.£ti.2.U 
0

, by Robert 

Eccleshall and others dealt firstly w.ith the resurgence of 

ideological controversy in Britain during the recent years 

and then examined some of the problems that surround the 

concept of ideology. In the book there were chapters on 

liberalism, conservatis~ socialism and democracy etc. 

Clinton Rossiter, in his .f..29~.f:Y_Stism_ie...hffi...!.fj.£...; 
made an analysis of conservatism in general and then surveyed 

conservative thought in America periodically. In his analysis 

of conservatism, Rossiter made a distinction between the 

temperamental, posses~;;iv~ practical and philosophical tYPes 

of conaervatism. 
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H.L.Erdman • s book. 'f:.bL~~~f~ ~.~SL.!e2 In.2J.!J! 
1(\ 

.2.2!!§!:.£V~!.!!ir had made a careful analysis of the genesis 

of the S.watantra Party and its place in the broader constella

tion of the right-wing parties and forces in the cxmntry. He 

first considered the concept of conservatis~ social bases 

and political organisation of the right-wing parties prior to 

1959. The author made a shrewd appreciation of the strength 

of the rightist forces within the Congress. 

The author commented that the Swatantra Party was an 

anti-statist organisation but not necessarily liberal. The 

Swatantra Party was not committed to any programme of change 

even in a liberal fastdor against the traditional social order. 

The Swatantra was obsessed with anti-communism and was 

prepared to cooperate with and acc·orrrnodate most anti-liberal 

and Hindu oomnunal forces. In this context, Erdman made • 

perceptive studies of the posi ticm c·f c. Raj agopalachari. 

Mino Masani and R.G.Ranga. But the author failed to mention 

anywhere the remarkable affinity between the aims ana policies 

of the Swatantra Party <:!'.~~ the American policies towards India. 

A.R.H.Copley• s book. '!'he Poli tig!_~~f c.& 
11 

1937-!22i_!_~ralist in Pg~i~ was aa analytical study 

of c.Rajagopalachari 1 s political, administrative and intellectual 

activities. It contained a brief sketch of c.Rajagopalachari's 

rel~tionship with eminent contemporaries of the Congress High 
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command. The author probed in depth into the manifold aspects 

of C.Rajagopal&chari 1 s Prime Ministership in the Madras 

Presidency, his contribution during the war-time collaboration 

with the British,and the consequent decliae of his influence 

with objective detachedness. In the last chapter, the 

author presented a fascinating comparative study between 

C.Rajagopalachari and Morarji Pesai and the mlevance of 

c.Rajagopalachari 1 s ideas in the present context of India. 

A.R.H.Copley' s other 13ook., Sa!!.J.!5J2R.!!!chari s 
12 

2.§.~~~•.s.~!h!!P..fS?.!!!!!nder, dealt with the earlier period 

of c.Rajagopalachari 1 s political career. In this book. Copley 

analysed c.Rajagcpalachari's contect with Gandhiji and his 

rise in Madras provincial politics through Gandhian constructive 

work anc against the odds of the Swarajist faction within the 

Congress under the leadership of s.satyamurthy and also against 

the Justice Party. Copley amply showed how pxecarious a standing 

did C.Rajagepalachari held in the Madras Congress and also his 

conservative and rightist leanings. 

13 
Rajrrohan Gandhi's ,!aiajj. ston I and II was an 

important study and contribution on the political career of 

c.Rajagopalachari and his multi-faceted personality. The first 

volume was the study of the first 59 years of c.Raj agopalachari • s 

life and career which culmim.ated in his acceptance of the Madras 

Presidency Premiership in 1937. In the second volume, Rajmohan 

Gandhi probed C.Rajagopalachari's relationship with Gandhij~ 
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Jawaharlal Nehr~ Val1abhbhai pate~ Subhash Chandra Bose, 

M.A.Jinnah and Jayaprakash Narayana. It also analysed 

C.Rajagopalachari's differences with Jawaharlal Nehru. his role 

in the formation of the Swatantra Party, and his relationship 

with Indira Gandhi. Despite all these, the book remained a 

biographical study with valuable source materials. 

Eugene F. Irschick' s book. :Politics and social __ ......,.._ ......... ,.,., ""• __ _,____.... 

14 
2eparat.!§& was a perceptive account of political evolution 

in a region that had been long neglected by scholars. His book 

was of particular interest because it offered not only 

substantial contribution to regional political histor~z but also 

provided vi tal clues to an understanding of Non-Brahmin caste 

politics in the Madras Presidency. Previously, Non-Drahmins 

had occupied an unimportant position in the South Indian 

politics and administration. The inauguration of the Indian 

Home Rule Movement in 1916 ushered in attempts by Non-Brahmins 

to secure more influential and assured place in public life. 

Much o £ the narrative was concerned with the activities of 

the Justice Party and its leaders. Irschick described the 

relation between the ~on-Brahmin associations and the Congress 

Party, and the evolution of a tradition of literary and 

historical studies oi tt:e 'l'amil and the Dravidian past. 

15 
In his book. ~ Cult,BE£, c. Raj agopalachari made a 

difference between civilisation and culture. According to hi~ 
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the Indian culture which was organically linked with dharma 

and spirituality should be basis of Indian life. ~dernisation 

without cultur-al moorings was fraught with dangers. 

16 
In his book. ~j.nduism s 12.2s:!!!!.!..!e2-.11:~ of .&!£!! 

C.Rajagopalachari analysed the Vedantic and philosOphical 

roots of Hinduism. According to him, Vedanta still had 

immense value and can provide the clue for solving the problems 

of modem civilisation. He also gave modern interpretation 

17 
In the upa,Eishads, C. Raj agOpalachari asserted that 

the Upanishads was the best modern book on religion. A study 

of the full texts of the YRanish!2§ would be the means for 

comprehending the minds of the fathers of Hinduism. 

J:n his _!!!~.9-.SU-!!r 18 c.Rajagopalachari opined that 

the purpose of the book was to give nothing new beyond what 

had previously taught by the Upan!!h!S!• C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

book did not propose to give any new interpretation of the 

BhagaY.!E...ill!• The purpose of c.Rajagopalachari • s book was 

a siq)lified presentation of the ~!!. content, and at bringing 

it within the small compass so as to enable the modern students 

to understand, in the midst of his other studies, the faith, 

discipline and ideals that lighted the path of life for 

generations of Indians, and to which was given the name 

Sanatana Dharma or Hinduism. 

121213 
.. 9 NOV 1998 
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In his :!!!,!.J?.!!!%;9 C. Raj agopalachari provided a 

glimpse of the life of a political prisoDer in British India 

and also his xeflections on contemporary political developments 

afflicting India. He wrote in his Diary s "Non-cooperation is 

not a means to a political en~ b•t Dharma by itself. By our 

sacrifices we have made the history of India in this generatioa 

an honourable chapter, a relief from the continuous story of 

surrender. indifference anc1 dishonour." 

In their book India's Strug9l!,_for Independen.£!• Bipan 

Chandra et al examined everyone of the varied strands of the 

Indian freedom struggle individually and collectively and 

pxesented it in a new and coherent narrative and analytical 

framework. Basing themselves on or8 1 and other primary sources 

and years of research, the author:s took the reader through 

every step of the independence struggle to the final victory 

in 1947. 

Sarvapalli Gopal's three-volume biography of Jawaharlal 
21 

Nehru was recognised as the standard work on one of the key --
personalities of the twen·cieth century. Written from first-hand 

knowledge of Nehru and with the advantage of unrestricted access 

to Nehru's papers, the volumes provided more than an account of a 

personality and branched into a definitive study of both the man 

and the age. 

In his flbdern In~_j885-19!722 Sumit Sarkar attempted 

a synthesis keeping the anti-imperialist struggle as its central 
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focus while trying also to place it within the totality of 

economic, socio-cultural and political developments += o ... 

colonial India. The historiography of modern India and its 

freedom struggle had often tended to have an elitist bia~ 

concentrating on the activities, ideals or factional manoeuvres 

of leading groups at various levels. But Sumit sarkar• s work 

tried to e:x.pJore, in the light of the author's own research. 

some of the rich possibilities of a history from below. The 

shift in focus to·wards tribals. peasants and workers made a 

significant shift from conventional history writing. 

E.M.S.Namboodiripad's ~tl!sto£I of_ln£i!e-!E!!22m 
23 

strugg!!, was one of the few comprehensive works on Indian 

freedom struggle written from a consistently class point of view. 

The book described in detail the oevelopment of capitalism in 

India as an inevitable consequences of the British rule and the 

rise of the new class of nourgeoisie which remained throughout 

at the forefront of the national struggle for freedom. This. 

in fact, decided the nature oE the general tactics of the 

freedom struggle, the tactics of mass act ion for negotiations 

with the British. Particular at tent ion had been paid to bring 

out the class content of the Gandhian method of struggle and 

the role played by the working class and other labouring masses 

at the different stages of the struggle. 

24 
In their ,!Shaki Shorts and Saffron_nags, Tap an Basu 

et al made a meticulous and penetrating critique of the forces 



of Hindutva. The authors traced the mots of the Hindutva 

ideology to the politics of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak sangh. 

·.rhey discussed the history of the RSS and the Viswa Hindu 

Parishad, analysed the institutional structures of these 

organisations, their political language, their attempts at 

transforming Hinduism and their strategies of communal 

mobilisation. 

In his Why .f.-!!!..~~ sL!iJ:!!9~-1~~2.!'L~tiffi:1!~ 
25 

!;!,!nduty.s..fhilg~h.YL....f~~Jnd Pol ,!:tical Ecsmom~ 

the author identified himself as a Dalitbahuja~ a member 

of the exploited and suppressed majority of Indians. The 

18 

author wrote with passionate anger, laced with sarcasm, on 

the situation in India today. He looked at the socioeconomic 

and cultural differences between the Dalitbahujans and the other 

Hindus in the context of childhood, fa~ily life, market 

relations, Gods and Goddesses and death. Collecting many 

of the ideas of Bahujans, he presented their vision of a more 

just society. 

Partha Chatterjee• s book, !iill~ist ThQ.y~.i,WL~ 
26 

Co~on,!..AJ:..l!Qill_!..h..l2.!.!!Y.!.!:ive Discgurse, was an ambitious 

attempt to analyse the nationalist thought of modern India 

from a critical Marxist perspective. In this book, the author 

criticised western theories of third world nationalism both 

Marxist and liberal. He demonstrated how the western 
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• 

theorists, with their emphasis on the power of reason, the 

primacy of hard sciences and dominance of empirical method 

had assumed that their presuppositionswere universally valid. 

The author took the case of India and examined the 

19 

political thought of Bankim Chandra Chattopadhya, ~K.Gandhi 

and Jawaharlal Nehru. Each of these thinkers was taken as the 

representative of stages of development of the nationalist 

thought of India. The author concluded that the third world 

nationalist thought failed, despite Gandhiji, to emerge as all 

alternative to challenge the legitimacy of capitalism. 

27 
f2.li!.!.£!1...!h2Y9!!t in Mod!tf!!...l!!s!i! was an edited book 

by Thomas Pantham and K.L.Deutsch. The essays in the book 

focussed on the two major svreams of modern Indian political 

thought ---- one which favoured the adoption of western 

political thought and traditions, and the other which sought 

to evolve indigenous or alternative formulations. The overall 

conclusion which emerged from the volume was that in order to 

formulate an adequate philosophy of modern age, both western 

and Indian traditions had to be taken into account. 

Reba So~ in her book, Jlli~!!!Jlges wilQ.,ID_Cons!YY.! : 
28 

!~~£~2-~~_!a_tu!_22ngress_l929•l2li analysed the 

political career of Vallabhbhai Patel., Raj endra Prasad and 

c.Rajagopalachari as the chief articulator of the Congress 

right. According to her, the tria developed into an independent 
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coterie as a Desult of the challenges it faced not only from 

the British imperialism. but also from the left wing of the 

Congress. The left wing represented by Nehru, Bose, the 

Congress Socialists and the Conmunists, could not, however, 

put up a united front against the right wing. The book 

focussed on this left-right encouater within the Congres~ 

identified the composition of these two groups, studied the 

social background of the chief spokesmen on both sides, 

distinguished th'eir broad poiat of view on key issues, and 

analysed their interactions within the overall consensus 

framework of the Congress. 

In his book# 92!2.9!!!.!ek. T rf.2.!lli!L.Jild RefSLJ:!!l ' 
29 

Aft Analy§i!_2!_§!n9bi~f2litical DiSCOU£~ Bhikhu 

Parekh made a critical discussion of Gandhiji. He located 

him in the tradition of political discourse developed by his 

nineteenth century predecessors and showed how Gandhiji 

continued and broke it. The author then discussed Gandhiji 1 s 

various battles against ugly social and moral practices and 

assessed his successes and failures. 

A.R.Desai • s ~.§1 Jj,tckground_.2£1gdian Nat!2galie30 

was a pioneering book on Indian nationalism. The book probed 

Indian nationalism in various forms of social, religiou~ 

economic and cultural aspects. It gave a historical account 

and Marxist analysis of the genesis of Indian nationalism. 
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In his article, !:U:BSY-~!!!!.!ti•• ~n...~l!!!eteen:Yl 

£!!!E!!I3,1 the author, Sudhir Chandra, attempted to prove that 

the western impact produced a whole spectrum of responses in 

India. Representing a variety of attitudes from abhorence to 

fascination, the West co-existed to vacying deg.r:ees. Reacting 

to the impossibility of avoiding change, and to the urgency of 

preserving the religious moorings, the Hindus. endeavoured to 

evolve rationally defensible and practically effective via media. 

In the event, the Hindu society d1anged, yet stuck to its 

traditions. What made this persistence possible, according to 

the author, was the instinctive conservatism of the average 

Hindu. fust of the admieers of the West turned to his 

traditions. Thus was created, besides a r:ecurring ambivalence, 

a belief, real or stimulated, in the superiority of Indian 

culture which provided a defence mechanism against the westerR 

cultural onslaught. 

art.. 
In,_ article, i!:d!!l!.tl!J:.i!!h.E:L and the Ind.i..a.a.Ji!pita,li..!:E. 

32 
gass,_l936, Bipa.n Chandra showed that during 1933-36, 

Nehru produced consternation among the Indian capitalist, 

and the Right-wing in the Congress. They took certaia 

steps to counter and contain him ---- thereby revealing a 

long-term strategy to deal with him and others like him. 

S.Bhattacharyya, in his article, Cotton Mills and - --
§.pinn.!!'!.9.Jihllis 1 Sw,i9esh!_,illd the Indiap Ca'Q!:!:_!list Clas!l 

.1,2l~, 33 
argued that the boycott programme of 1921 did not 
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mean the same thing to all men --- to the merchants, petty 

traders, the cotton mill owners and the Indian consumers. But 

overriding the short term pros and cons the long term 

perspective wes the balancing of the bourgeois mentality. 

The article, ~!n Caeitalist ~ass and Congress on 

!!!!2!!!1 Planning_!_!!2._~!S...§.ector 1930•4734~Aditya Mukherjee, 

examined the ideas put forward by the Indian capitalist class 

and the Congress on issues such as economic planning and the 

role of the state. The author concluded that the national 

leadership befo~ the Independence made two common basic 

assumptions 1 the overthrow of the colonial state structure; 

and, secon~ its replacement by aa independent indigenous 

capitalist state structure. 

In his article, Mid·.!!..E!Lf2li_!!L!...i!2.!.!Lin9 Cla.u 
35 

£.2!1Stit_!!!n£L!!L!!ID..!J: !§d~ the author E.V .Ramaswamy made 

a revealing comment on the personality of c. Raj agopalachari. 

The author observed that during the 1967 elections, C.Raja-

gopalachari was the sworn enemy of the Congress. His son was, 

howeve~ contesting as a Congress candidate. When asked why he 

did not oppose his son, c.RajagOpalachari maintained that in 

Indian culture it is not dharma to work against one's son. 

In his article, aama.1!!!!!! Naick.!!:....!!!2~!.l2!!!ill-.U 
36 

~!!!!!!:.5• the author, .Mohan Ram, argued that equating poverty 

with race, and z:ace with caste, E.V .Ramaswami Naicker founded 
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the Dravidian movement which against the Congress which was to 

him synonymous with Brahmin domination and Brahminism. His 

anti-Brahmin movements had the elements of Jyotiba Phule's 

Satyasadhak movement in Maharashtra and also a secessionist 

content. Even after Independence, Naicker•s movement continued 

to represent a strong Tamil reaction to Brahminism and also the 

assertion of Tamil identity vis-a-vis the rest of India. 

In his article, Dravidian MoV!!!e1-!B_!ts ~Inde2!n2!n£! 
37 

Phases, the author, N .Ram, observed that the significant 

feature of the political situation in Tamil Nadu was the existence 

of two mass-based and politically powerful organisations ----

the D.M.K. and the A.I.A.D.M.K. These two streams defy the 

logic inherent in the condemnations of regional fo J:Ces. The 

article attempted a political explanation of the complex 

historical forces that were working in the second half of the 

19th century and which gave rise to the Dravidian movemEnt. 

VI. Plan .Q! the Stu9.l' 

The first, an• introductory chapter,, starts with a 

statement of the objective~ significance and methodology 

of the present study, besides the overview of literaturef 

connected with this work. While the second chapter makes an 

analysis of conservatism as a reaction against liberalism in 

the wake of the French Revolution in Europe, and, conservatism 
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as an ideology, it also deals with the forces and processes 

of ideological development of modern India. With the 

founding of the British rule in India. and under its 

consequent impact, there emerged a broad stream of nationalist 

anti-colonial movement. However. attempt will be made to 

chalk out the distinct conservative stream in the btoad 

nationalist current. 

The third chapter deals with C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

political activities and styles before Independence. Unlike 

other Congress politicians. C.Raj agopalachari 1 s political 

career was full of twists and turns. He had to create a 

support base in the shaky terrain of the Indian National 

Congress in the Madras Presidency and that was also possible, 

to a great extent. with Gandhiji 1 s blessings. Ho-wever, it 

would be wrong to presume that he owed his political standing 

to Gandhiji 1 s support alone. Acute in intellect, and 

self-righteous in conviction, hailing from an ordinary family 

of Brahmin background, he possessed sufficient skills and 

qualities to enable himself to erne rge as a national leader. 

During the beginning of his political career, c.Rajagopalachari 

was quite involved in the factional politics of the Madras 

Congres~ in the Gandhian constructive movemen~ and Right-Left 

factions within the Indian National Congress. However, he 

differed with Gandhiji in 1942 on the issue of the Quit India 
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Movement which brought his politicc:1l isolation and dis-repute. 

The fourth chapter deals with the social and religiou~ 

ideas of C.Rajagopalachari. It seeks to analyse and illustrate 

his ideas in detail as gathered from his writings and a~so 

secondary sources. Also, in this chapter, attention will be 

paid to bring out the reasons why C.Rajagopalchari is called 

conservative. 

The fifth chapter will make a study of the origin of 

the Swatantra Party, its growt~ and decay. Against this 

backdrop, attempt will be made to make an analysis of 

C.Rajagopalchari's role in the creation of the Swatantra Party 

and his role as a Swatantra icleaJogue and its assessment. 

The sisth chapter is the concluding chapter of the work. 

It will make a summary of findings of the earlier chapters. 

Besides, it will make concluding observations regarding the 

political career and ideas of Chakr~b arty Rajagopalchari in 

a nutshell. 
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Chapter II 

I s Conservatism ; ~...!!lSL~d N§:tu~ --------
For the purpose of analytical clarity, it is necessary 

to discuss the lineage, traditicn and the accepted meaning of 

conservatism, if only to reveal its conceptual ambiguity. At 

the attitude level, conse!vatisf'"', ·~t 1 east semantically, appears 

to refer to an attitude opposed to change • 11 Conservatism is a 

term whose usefulness is matchcc by onl:i' its capacity to 

con fuse, distort and irritate." 
1 

Gene rally, ccnse rv at ism 

implies a body of thought, either scc.lal or political, which 

emerged in Europe towards the end of the eighteenth century and 
C.z: 'I~'\ tv• ~ J 

the beginning of the nineteenth~as a reaction to the eighteenth 

century rational ism, philosophy of the enlightenment and the 

French Revolution, and was particularly associ<~ted \:ith the 

writings of Edmund Burke. It was also used to describe 11 the 

political activities and ideas of those associated with parties 

or groups which proclaim themselves to be conservative, even 

though their ideas and actions may be far removed from the 

2 
ideas and principles of conservatism. 11 The various uses of the 

term and the widely accepted and employed meanings of the \vord 

11 cor.servatism" gave it a unique flexibility. However, ln 

whatever way it is used, by any person or group, all have a comrnon 

concern with the preservation of existing institutions and 

traditions. 
3 
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A fine summary of Enlightenment thought is ,_;iven by 

Zeitlin s •• Knowledge of reality, l-lhether natural or social, 

depends on the unity of reason and observation in the 

scientific method. The Enlightenment thinkers were as 

interested in society and history as they were in nature, 

and these were tre21t.eo as indivisible unity. By studying 

30 

nature •••• including the nature of man •••• one could learn 

not only about vJhat is, but c.bout what is possible1 likewise, 

by studying society and history, one could learn not only 

about the working of the existin~ factual order, but about 

its inherent possibilities" 
4 

The beginnings of Enlightenment are generally linked 

with thE, -.Jerks of Locke. Although Locke laid down the theory 

of what was later called 'liberal democracy', it has convincingly 

been shown thc.t his theory can be regarded as the first 

ideological expression of capitalism. By defining the state 

in economic terms, the VF.t..i.'..le of freedom could only come to 

mean freedom from state interference in property rights, vrhereas 

the value of equality v11as formalised as equality before the law, 

and could never be substantiated in economic and democratic 

sense. 

L ,.-/ 
Edmu..'1d Burke was the first exponen~ of the reaction 

to these Enlightenment ideas, v1hich quickly grew into a 

rrovement which was later <"'~-"lle.d conservatism. His immediate 

and passionate reaction to the French Revolution already 
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contains the major arguments ot the anti-revolutionary 

romantic movement. A few citations will set the tone of his 

t
. 5 

reac ~on. 

The following quotations ate taken from Edmund Surke 1 s 

book Re fJ:!£!.!2!!!-Sm~-R!!.9~.!£g_in_E.!~..c.-.!12.9 

"Whatever each man can separately do, ~1ithout 

tresspassing upon others, he has a right to do for himself1 

and he has a right to a fair portion of all 1...:hich society, 

with all its combination of skill and force, can do in his 

favour. But as to the share of power, authority anc direction 

which each individual ought to have in the management of the 

state, that I must deny to be amongst the direct o1:ig.Lnal r:Lqhts 

of man in civil society. It is a thing to be settled by 

convention." (p.87) 

11 In this sense, the restraints on men .:ts well as their 
' 

liberties are to be _n,fiZUo1le.~ among their rights. But as 

liberties ana restrictions vary with times and circumstances, 

and admit of infinite modification~ they can be settled upon 

any abstract rule and nothing is so foolish as to discuss them 

upon that principle. 11 (p. 89) • 
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"The pretended rights of these theorists are all 

extremes; in proportion as they are metaphysically true, they 

are morally and politically false. The rights of man are in 

a sort of middle, incapable of definition but not impossible 

to be discerned.u (p. 92) • 

II. ''The characteristic essence of property, formed out of 

the combined principles of acquisitions and conservatio~ is 

to be unequal."{p.75). 

"'I'he rich indeed require an additional security from 

the dangers to which they are exposed, when a popular power 

is prevalent."(p.26~. 

"A perfect democracy is the most shameless thing in 

the world."(p.139). 

III. Burke on the value of conventions and traditional 

ways of life, even the value of prejud :.ce : 

"When men are encouraged to go into a certain mode of 

life by the existing laws and protected in that mode as in a 

lawfuJ occupation, v1hen they have accommodated alJ their 

idea~ all their habits to it •••• I am sure it is unjust 

in legislature, by an arbitrary act, to offer a sudden 

violence to their minds and their feelings forcibly to degrade 

them from their state anc3 their condition and to stigmatize 

with shame and infamy that character and these customs which 
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before had been made the me0sure of their happiness and 

honour." (p.230). 

"You derive benefits from many dispositions and many 

passions of the human mind, '~Which are of as doubtful a colour 

in the moral eye as superstition itself •••• But is 

superstition the greatest of all possible vices 1 •••• 

Superstition is the religion of feeble minds; and they must 

be tolerated in an intermixture of it; in trifling or some 

enthusiastic shape or other., else you will deprive weak minds 

of a resource found necessary to the strongest." (p.234). 

N. On social change : "By a slow but well-sustained progress, 

the effect of each step is watched; the good or ill success 

of the first gives light to us in the second and so, from 

light to light, \E are conducted with safety through the whole 

series. we see that the parts of the system do not clash. '1 

It was Chateaubriand in 1818 in France whc gave the 

word 'conservatism' its distinctive meaning when he called his 

periodical, designed to propagate the ideas of clerical and 

political restoration, Le Conservateur. The word was not ---- --
adopted in Germany until 1930's, \<'hile it did not obtain 

6 
official recognition in England until 1936. 

The best way to minimise the confusion that follows 

the term conservatism is to distinguish it, in ordinary way 
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from other isms. This can be most readily accomplished by 

treating conservatism as an attitude towards social change 

1 
and political reform. 

First, the term radicalism insists that the existing 

institutions are diseased and oppressive, traditional values 

are dishonest and exploitative, it is, therefore, prepared 

to force entry into fu:tute by subversion and violence. 8 

secondly, liberalism is the attitude of those who are reasonably 

satisfied with their way of life, yet believe that they can 

improve upon that substantially without betraying its ideals 

and institutions. The liberals try to adopt a balanced view 

of social proces~ in short, he is optimistic rather than 

pessimistic about the possibi1 it ies c1f reform. 

Thirdly, the term reactionary conveys a yearning for 

the past and a feeling that wants to retreat back. A 

reactionary should not be confused with the conse.tVative, is 

a man who refuse to accept the present. More than thi~ a 

reactionary is willing to erase some law~ enact others, 

even amend his nation•s constitution to ~11 back the social 

10 process. 

4,.eitlin 
11 

summarises the various propositions of the 

conse.tVative reaction s 

1. "Society is an organic unity with internal .1 \lws of 
i~ 

development and deep rootsAthe pas~ not simply mechanical 
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aggregate of individual e1emen ts." 

2. "Man has no existen~ outside a social group or 

context and becomes human only by participating in society. 11 

3. "The individual is an abstract flnc not the basic 

element of a society. Society is composed of relationships 

and institutions. The existence and maintenance of srnaJl 

groups are essential." 

4. "Customs, beliefs and institutions are organically 

intertwined so that changing and re-makins one part will 

undermine the complex relationships maintaining the stability 

of society as a whole. 11 

s. "Man has constant and tmal terable needs, -v1hich every 

society and each of its institutions serve to fulfil. If 

these agencies are disturbed or disrupted, suffering or 

disorder will result." 

6. 11 'I'he non-rational aspects of human existence have a 

positive value and are essential. 11 

7. "Status and hierarchy are essential to society. 1 Equality 

will dest~y the natural and time-honoured agencies by which 

values are passed from one generation to another." 

Karl Mannhei~ 
12 

in his semina1 work on conservatis~ 

made an indepth malysis of conservatism. According to hi~ 



modern conseJ:Vatism differs from traditionalism in general, it 

refers to a psychological attitude which manifests in the 

individual as a clinging to old ways anc expres:::.es itself in 

a fear of innovation. 

One of the most essential characteristics of conserva

tive way of experiencing and thinking seems to be its clinging 

to what is immediate and concrete in a practical way. The 

result of this is a novel, almost emphatic experience of the 

concrete, reflected in the consistently anti-revolutionary 

~Cot\'hrtc.li<>)\ of the term concrete. To exper.i.ence and to think 

concretely aow comes to signir)' a specific mode of conduct, a 

desire to be effective only within the particular immediate 

environment in which one is placed, and a total aversion to all 

things that are merely possible or speculative. 

Non-romantic conseJ:Vatism always starts out from 

the particular case at hand and never broadens its 

horiaon beyond its particular environment. Its aim is immediate 

action, change in concrete details, and it is, therefore, not 

really conccr:r.ed ~o..rith the structure of the world in which 

it liVes. All progressive action, in contrast, is increasingly 

animated by a consciou.:mess of the possible: it tran~ends the 

given immediacy by recourse to a systematic possibility, and 

it fights against thE concrete not by seeking to put a different 

concreteness in its place, but by wanting a different 

systematic sta-rting-point. 



A conservative person only thinks systematically 

when he is moved to reaction, perhaps because he is forced 

to set up a system counter to that of the progressive, or 

because the process has progressed to a point where he has 

lost touch with the present state ot things, so that he is 

compelled to intervene actively in order to reverse the 

process of history. 
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From this contrast bet\1een the concrete and abstract, 

it becomes evident, at; a crucial poi.nt, how far the two types 

of experience are functionally related to the social. The 

conservative concrete experience of things can hardly be shown 

more plainly than in the conservati\·c expe:rience of property, 

in contrast to the bourgeois experience of it. The conserva

tive notion of property was bound up witl1 its owner in an 

entirely different ways than is the case of modem ownership. 

There was a definite, vi tal, and reciprocal relationship 

between the owner and his property. Property in its old and 

genuine sense carried within it certain privileges for its 

owner: it r<endered him eligibl~ for instance to have a voice 

in the state, it bestowed hunting rights, and it qualified 

for membership on the jury. Hence, it was closely bound up 

with the proprietor's personal honour and in this sense 

inalienable. Similarly, conservatism also sets up the concept 

of freedom, in opposition to the revolutionary concept. The 

conservative contention about freedom is that human beings 
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are unequal in their nature, in their innermost being. and 

that freedom consists in the condition in which each and 

everyone, in accordance with his innermost principle, actualises 

the laws of development uniquely peculiar to himself. 

'l'he ideological nature of conservatism appears to be 

more complicated. Originally, in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, it was the expression of the nobility in 

its defense against those of the bourgeoisie. This is show~ 

for example, by the fact that conservatism becarre fully 

developed in the countries where the nobility held a strong 

position. However, conservatism was not completely opposed 

to liberal ideas. Ratner, it opposed the ideology of 

En1ightellment and also the ideas of the French Revolution. 

Secondly, conservatism was more than just an attempt 

at a defense of the interEsts oi a threatened elite s as 

conscious traditionalis~ it expressed the tr2aitional way 

of life that many people were still leading in class-divided 

society. 'l'hirdly, conservative ideas have often .oeen put 

forward in religious vocabulary, which pretends to be unrelated 

to the interests of specific groups or social classes. 

Finally, there is a developmental aspect in conservatis~ 

which made it gradually accept capitalism as a natural 

development. 
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Thus conservatism was first developed as a defenee 

of aradi tional society. It was subsequently developed further 

as a defense of capitalism. 'l'his tendency was finally 

strengthened that some conservative ideas can be used by 

almost any elite that wishes to legitimise its particular 

position. 

Clinton Rossiter distinguished four types of 

conservatism : temperamental, possessive, practical and 

h "l . . 1 13 p ~ osoph1.ca • 

Temperamental conservatism is simply a man's natural 

disposition to oppose any substantial change, in his manner 

of life, work and enjoyment. Psychologists generally agree 

that all human beings exhibit conservative traits to some 

degree in their lives and in most men these appear to be 

dominant. The important traits in conservative temperament, 

all of them largely non-rational in character, would seem to 

be habit, inertia, fear and emulation. 

Secondly, possessive conservatism is the attitude of 

the man who has something substantial to defend against the 

erosion of change, whether it be his status, reputation, 

po~Jer or most commonly, property. Like conservatism of 

temperament, possessive conservatism is self-cent red, 

non-speculative frame of mind opposed to change of any type and 
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ftom any direction. It is only incidentally an attitude 

towards social and political reform. 

The third and most common use of the word is practical 

conservatism. This is the conservatism of temperament and 

possession operating in a new dimension, the community, but 

not on the higher plane of speculative thought. The practical 

conservative is a man who is prepared to oppose any disruptive 

change in the legal, political, economic, social, religious 

and cultural order. The practical conservative has managed 

to rise some distance above his own interests. 

The last and the highest Kind is philosophical conser-

vatism. The philosophical conservative subscribes consciously 

to the principles designed to justify the established order 

and guard it against the careless tinkering and determined 

reform. His conservatism is explained in intellectual as well 

as psychological, social and ecunomic te :rms. He is conscious 

of the history, structure, ideals, and traditions of reform 

and the importance of conservatism in maintaining an 

established social order. 

III. Theories of Conservatism .....,_......,.. ____ ~-------

Samuel P.Huntington outlined three types of conservative 

theory : aristocratic, autonomous, and the situational. 14 



The aristocratic theory defines conservatism as an 

ideology of a single, specific, and unique historical 
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movement s the reaction of the feudal, aristocratic and agrarian 

classes to the French Revolutio~ liberalism and the rise of 

the bourgeoisie at the end of the eighteenth century and 

during the first half of the nineteenth century. In Mannheim 1 s 

words, modern conservatism is the function of one particular 

historical and sociological situation. Liberalism is the 

ideology of the bourgeoisie, socialism is the ideology of the 

proletariat and conservatism is the ideology of the aristo

cracy. Conservatism thus becomes indissolubly associated with 

feudalism, status, the ancient regime, and nobility: it 

becomes irrcconciliably opposed to the middle class, labou~ 

commercialism, liberalism and individualism. 

Secondly, the autonomous definition holds that 

conservatism is not necessarily connected with the interest 

of any particular group, nor indeed, in its appearance 

dependent upon any specific historical configuration of 

social classes. Conservatism is an autonomous system of ideas. 

It is defined in terms of universal values such as justice,. 

order, balance, and moderation. Whether or not these values 

ate held high by particular individuals depends not on his 

social affiliations but upon his personal capacity to see 

their inherent truth and desirability. 
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Thirdly, the situational definition views conservatism 

as the ideology arising out of a distinct but recurring type 

of historical situation in Which a fundamental challenge is 

directed at established institutions and in which the 

supporters of those institutions employ the conservative 

ideology in their defense. Thus, conservatism is that system 

of ideas employed to justify any established order, no matter 

where and when it exists, against any fundamental challenge to 

its nature or being, no matter from what quarters. 'l'he 

essence of conservatism is the passionate affirmation of the 

value of existing institutmons. No person can espouse the 

conservative ideology, however, unless he is fundamentally 

happy with the established order and committed to its defense 

against any serious challenge. 

According to Huntington, both aristocratic and tradi-

tional theories of conservatism are inadequate. In short, the 

aristocratic definition fails because no necessary connection 

exists between aristocrac-.1 and feudalism, on the one hand, 

and conservatism on the other : non-aristocrats can also 

expound conservative ideology; aristocrats can also expound 

t . 'd 15 non-conserva ~ve ~ eology. 

IV. ,!deo12.,S_4:cal Dev~lopmen t o!_Modem_ln£.!.2...~3:~ 

~servative S tran,2_!!Lindi!U..J!.Q!!Sics! Though,:!:. 

The dominant influence in the shaping of modem India 

had been its connection with Britain. The British empire in 
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India began right after 1757 and lasted little less than two 

hundred years. For two centuries the history of Europe aad 

been built up, to some extent, on the basis of domination of 

India. 

The social and political situation of India was 

extremely propitious for its conquest by a well-organised, 

economically united and militarily more advanced foreign 

power. Karl M9rx raised the question thus s "How was the 

English supremacy established in India 1 The paramount 

power of the great .l'-bghuls was broken by the .l'-bghul viceroys. 

·rhe power of the viceroys was broken by the Marathas. The 

power of the .Marathas was broken by the Afghans, and while 

all were struggling against all, the British rushed in and 

subdued all. A country, according to Marx, which was not only 

divided between .l'-bhammedan and Hindu. but between tribe and 

tribe, between caste and caste, a society whose framework was 

based on a sort of equilibriu~ resulting from a general 

repulsion and constitutional exclusiveness between all its 

members s such a country and such a society, we.Jt<:t they not 
li predestined prey of conquest1 11 

India had been conquered earlier many times, but those 

conquests had led to a change in political regimes only. so 

far as the basic economic and social structure was concemed, 

these conquests did not affect it. With self-sufficient 
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village industry and agriculture, the village was the unit of 

revenue assessment and finally village production almost 

exclusively for the village use, this economic structuxe of 

pre-British India triumphantly survived, in all its outline~ 

for centuries all foreign invasions, military convulsions, 

religious unheavals and dynastic wars. All these event~ 

spectacular and cataclysm!~ affected only the social,political 

or religious ideological superstructure of the Indian society. 

The self-sufficient village in Which practically the entire 

population lived successfully survived the most violent 

political storms and military holocausts. 

Thus, the British conquest of the Indian subcontinent 

during the eighteenth century was one of the epochal events 

of 100dem Indian history. According to Marx, the English 

interference in India had produced the greates~ so to speak 

the truth, the only social revolution ever heard of in Asia. 17 

Rarrrnohan Roy, hailed as the father of modem India, argued 

that India had much to learn from the British in the fields 

of politics, science, literature and religion. l\t>st of the 

early Indian leaders were convinced that their salvation lay 

in creating a strong Indian state. Such a state presupposed 

industrialisation, modern science and technology and a 

rationalist culture. In other "WOrds, India's salvation lay 

in embracing modernity. Since Britain has successfully 

modernised itself and was, indeed, a world leader, India had 
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a good deal to learn from it. And oadabhai Nao.taji could not 

help but see a divine hand (i.e. Brit ish domination of India) 

at such a ripe moment. 

Thus, from the very beginning of the ninteenth 

centur~ Indian leaders welcomed the British rule and urged 

the Indians to take advantage of it. Rammohan Roy contrasted 

the civilised British with their tyrannical predecessors and 

saw the new rulers not as a body of conquerors but rather as 

deliverers. He went on s 

11 From personal impression, I am impressed with the 

conviction that greater our intercourse with the European 

gentlemen, the greater will be our improvement in literary, 

social and political affairs: a fact which can be easily 

proved by comparing the condition of those of many countrymen 

who have enjoyed this advantage with that of those who have 

not the opportunity. n 18 

Rammohan Roy concluded that the British rule spelt 

a loss of autonom~ but what mattered really was s 

"National independence is not an absolute goal; the 

goal, so to say, of society to secure the happiness of the 

greatest possible number; anci when left to itself, a nation 

cannot obtain this object, When it does not contain in itself 

the principles of future progress, it is better for it that 
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it should be guided by the example and even the authority of 

a conquering people who are more civilised. '* 19 

In the Presidential Address of the Congress, B.K.Dhar 

spelt out the blessings of the British Raj more clearly s 

"Peace, order, and perfect security of life and 

property have been secured to us and to degree never known to 

the old Roman Empire and even now not be seen anywhere beyond 

the limits of the British Empire. A genuine and an active 

interest in the welfare of the masses, as is shown by its 

famine, plague, sanitation and agrarian measures, is its 

abiding and noblest features. Perfect religious and social 

freedom it has given to us unasked; and Railways, Post Office 

and thousand other instruments and appliances are the means by 

which it has added to our comfort and social advancement. The 

educational system which has immortalised the name of Bentinck 

and Macaulay is perhaps the greatest gift to the people of India. 

The spread of English education, as it has instructed our minds 

and inspired us with new hopes and aspiration~ has been 

accompanied by gradual and cautious concessions of political 

rights •••• the admissions of Indians into public service~ 

the instruction of local self-government and the reform of 

the Legislative Councils on a partially representative basis. 

We have a government whose justice is exemplary and a civil 

service which in ability, integrity, zeal, and genuine regard, 
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according to its own lights, for those entrusted to its case, 

had no r·ival in the world •••• 1 thank God that I am a British 

subject, and feel no hesitation in saying that the government 

of India by England •••• faulty as it is in many respect and 

greatly it needs to be reformed and renovated from top to 

bottom •••• is still the greatest gift by the Province to my 

race • For England is the only country that known how to 

20 
govern those who cannot govern themselves. 11 

Valentine Chirol was the first person to give a 

sophisticated version of what may be called the claim that 

India was a mere geographical expression which could never 

develop into a nation Jn the western sense of the term: and 

whatever political movement~ with pseu-national colour 

existed in India, hac tl:eil.' :rc;ct~: jn deep traditional, 

instinctively anti-westem sources. The so-call ee national 

movement, according to him, v1as engines red by smaJ 1 elite 

groups of tra<h tional society, \"lhc had in view the particular 

interests of their own castes and not the genera] interest 

of the people. These groups, being of high ritual status in 

the caste hierarchy of the Hindu society, were dee~ly 

committed to one or another form of revivalist Hinduism. 

A much more interesting interpretation from an 

analytical point. '~he analysed 

the emergence of Indian nationa1ism as a historical phenomenon. 

Here his views coincidt"'C cr <:ne important point with that of 



Chirol, namely, the absence of any political nationhood in 

India before the BritJsh Dlle. Briefly, his argument ran 

as fOllows. The East India Company conquered India with 

the help of the nascent Indian tradinq cl2sses of the late 

Mughal India and later suppressed this class. So there 

could be no national development until the Indian bourgeoisie 

rose from its ashes once again in the late nineteenth century, 

and slowly accumulated capital until the World War ~ 

qcicl<:ened the pace of development of native capitalism and 

its political ideology •••• the national movement. The 

intellect,l<~:: ~:; trained in modern political thought laid the 

theoretical foundation of Indian nationalism. These were 

the objective conciticns J.n y;hich the Indian National Congress 

came into being. M.N .Roy in his book, 1!l§.!.a....!E...!.f.2llill.!2.!1 

posed a chaLlenge to Lenin • s thesis that India was under a 

feudal system. By marshalling a for·midable array of facts 

and figures, Roy ar-,;':~:c'i that, ccntrary to the general notion, 

India was not under a feudal syste~ but was alDeady within 

the orbit of capitali~3m mtd \·Jas moving towards a capitalist 

mode of production. 

R. P.Dutta whose l!l912..!.Qda~ still remains the most 

authoritative Marxist work on modern India, v1rote that the 

growth of modern industry in the second half of the nineteenth 

centu}:-/ Jed to the rise of the bourgeoisie, together with a 

new educated middle class of lawyers, teachers, administrators, 



and journalists. But gradually there was a shift of emphasis 

from R.l?.:i:Jutt • s bou l~:J·:'0isie to intermediate groups •••• 

variously designated as the educated middle class, the petty 

bou r.:geoisie, and the in tell iyent s::l.a. A. R.Desai 1 s work on 

Indian nationalism took up in this pespect the earlier 

threads of M.N.Roy. With the growth of rnodem inC<Lstries, 

wrote Desai, the modem bourgeoisie and working class carre 

into existence, along with professional cL=sses. 'l'he 

in tcllisentsia drawn from the professional clc=Jsses developed 

before the industrial bourgeoisie and led the national 

movement in each phase. 

The construction of Indian nationalism, thus, 

commenced in the mid-nineteenth century among the urba~ 

anglicised strata to whom the appropriation of a range of 

western discourses became a v..~.\:.al element in their 

comprehension and interpretation of social experiences of 

domination and subordination at t.he hands of what seemed 

an invincible west:em modernity. 

European orientalist scholars of Sanskrit and history 

had since the eighteenth centurj created a comprPhensive body 

of research on classical Hindu culture. This particular 

style of imperial scholarship had constructed India ~s the 
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symmetrical other of the west. Hinduism was in the main 

seen as an amorphous religion devoid of central doctrines or 

organisation. Indian culture was portrayed as essentially 

spiritual and irrational as spawning hierarchical and bC1rbaric 

practices such as the rigidities of the caste syste~ burning 

of widows, 
21 

fire-sacrifices etc. · 

Early Indian nationalists, such as Vivekananda, 

internalized this construction of India as pure spirituality, 

holism and cultural depth, 8!10 in\'C st!:-;c"i them into a positive 

construction of India as the antithesis to western rationalism 

and materialism. This discursive in.;10~2:·s:J.cn opened the entire 

inventory of civilisational criticisms developed by European 

romanticism and cultural nationalism to the Indian nationalists. 

These early discourses emphasised the fundamental ontological 

difference between India and the West ano sa, .. J the r.mcient Indian 

cul turaJ. heritage as a universalist spiritual correction to the 

excessive materialism of western industrial civilisation. 

The other: simultaneous st r:at.egy strove., v1hile 

accepting the basic analysis of Hind~. cul t.u.n: as weak and 

incoherent, to reform and organise Hinduism into a more egali

tarian. doctrinnaire and organised religion. The largest of 

these reform movements, the Arya Samaj, reacted against the 

proselytising activities carried 01.A t bj/ Christian missionaries. 

The Arya Samaj emphasised the physical training and organi

sation of young men. The rationale was to Emu1 atf; the basic 



institutions and practices of semetic and monotheistic 

civilisations. 
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Gandhij i' s rise to the status of. uncontested spiritual 

figure and political saint in the Congress from 1920 onwatds 

brought about a significant change in the nationalist discourses 

and strategies. Gandhiji combined the early nationalist's 

discourses on India as spiritually superior to the West with 

a range of mass mobilisation technique. His philosophy of 

non-violence and religious populist syncretism ••*• ~he 

doct~ir.e of equal respect for all religions did not challenge 

caste or social hierarchies in any radical sense. Along with 

the emergence mass politic~ the dominant liberal leadership 

of the Congress organised the broad sections of the elite and 

urban middle classes which remained the primary social basis 

of the emerging project of a modern nation state. 

Thus, the Indian National Congress, during the British 

rule, combined nearly all ideological strands in expedient 

manner. 'l'here was an implicit faith in the richness and 

superiority of Indian culture in all kinds of nationalist 

explanations of colonialism, national emancipation and 

self-rule. This also produced and sustained an amorphous 

conservatism in the main currents of nationalism despite 

conflicting views regarding social and religious reform and 

political strategy. Reacting to the impossibility of avoiding 

change and the urgency of preserving the religious and cul tura1 
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mooring~ the nationalist ideologues endeavoured to evolve 

a rationally defensible and practically effective discourse. 

In the event, the Indian society change~ yet stuck to its 

traditions. 

'l:hus, the question of identifying the conservative 

forces in Indian politics is quite a difficult one. According 

to Rudolph and Rudolph, hone of the paradoxes of Indian 

politics is that ancient India 1 s regime, surely one of the 

oldest and most deeply rooted in the world, produced no 

reaction •••• only a few minor local parties today stand for 

full return to the rule of Brahmins and Khatriyas according 

to the precepts of dharma and traditional duty, and they 

. ff t 1 22 are 1.ne ec ua • 

The problem is compounded by the fact that India t s 

landed aristocracy, ever since the Mutiny of 1857~3 sided 

with the British for protecting honour and property which 

could have provided an articulate conservative platform. 

However, in the absence of stable, indigenous and macro-

political institutions and the broad class identifications 

and cohesion meant that there was no national focal point 

for aristocratic conservatism. The latter was at best regional 

and was often formed around antagonistic rulers. 1'-breover, 

the nationcl movement attracted the industrial classes and 

segments of middle class peasantry at a time when the aristo-

cracy came to be aligned increasingly with the British. Also 



After Indei)endence, the Congress hec;c:rrDny and flexibility 

enables the ~~ling party to use assorted carrots and sticks 

to allure and weaken the conservative el{=:mt.nts, often making 

important concessions but paying lip-service to the socialist 

rhetc .:ric. 'l'he Congress willingness to buy off some potent 

conservative forces and to intimidate others has helped to keep 

th f . ~ f '. 24 e c::>ns~_:: rva ti ve o :rces ~n a s ... ate o o1.sarr:ay. In the decades 

after Inde:'i.':'ndenc€, r_he Indian Nati:)nal. Congress under the 

leadership o£ Nehru established an effective political hegemony 

bent on U1e oevelopment of a strong, interventionist state 

appa r:=tus. Throu<_;r. import substitution st ra tegi es, economic 

planning and an effectiv•2 distributional coalition of dominant 

economic 3nd political interests T.rJith:Ln the )atrunage structures 

of the party, the Congress party provided t:he economic 

developmt:nt and political stability Eo r: decades. This hegemonic 

Nehr11vian statE elevated the principles of secul3rism to the 

central elements in t.:v? official liberal nationcJlist doctrine of 

India. Through education and dominant political rhetoric, the 

slogan 'unity in diversity' became the ideological crossing point of 

a variety of policies seeking to accomrrodate diver::;e linguisti~ 

social ano religious dernands for oft:iciaJ. recognition and protection. 

tJehruvian secular nationalism sought: .. .:;.t,l considerable sources to 

constrt.;.ct r-Iinduism as a mul-cifar:ious, integrative anC. tolerant 

set oi.: :)rinciples. Hence, ::ecularis::n became in the ;ost-colonial 

mas:: 6emocraC'i a privileged signifier of equal accornrnodation 

ana competitive patronage of social groups and cultural 



communities through state and party. 

Another strand of Indian conservatism is much more 

difficult to analyse, the vill&.;;Je-oriented conservatism, 

which H.L.Erdman called, "disguised" and is available and 
~5 

persuasive to many Indians including C.kajagopalachari. 

This doctrine in its core has an image of an idealised 

village community, sometimes thcught to have existed in 
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ancient India. It has its principal roots in the views that 

the village India, is the real IncH•. 'l'he association of 

Gandhiji 1 s name rightly or wrongly, ,.;ith this strand of thought, 

accounts in large measure for its potenti;:;J emotional appeal. 

11 The fact that this doctrine does defend India against the 

West,'' observed Erdman, and that it can be sanctified by 

the invocation of Gandhiji 1 s name makes it almost uniquely 

attractive refuge for alJ manners of knaves, scoundrels, 

r.E>actionaries etc., as well as genuine conservatives, in 

addition to those who ear·nestly desire substantial change 
. 26 

along Gandhian l~nes. 

In the western countrie~ along with steady industria-

lisation and development of capitalis~ society became 

stratified and conservatism became the ideology of the landed 

aristocrats in different forms in different countries. But 

in case of Indi~ the new political and economic environment 



created by the British conquest and rule of Indi~ posed 

before the Indians problems which were quite new and could 
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not be solved by the theories and methods which the old Indian 

culture provided. For exampl~ to solve the national economic 

tasks arising out of the new economic problems such as greater 

industrialisation of India, Indian economists turned to the 

theoretical works on economics of Adam Smith, Ricardo or Harx. 

N either Chanakya, the ancient author of Artha Shastra, nor 

Vyas, the immortal composer of .Mahabharata, could arm Indians 
27 

with theoretical means to solve modern economic problems. 

In such an environment conservatism in India took the garb of 

religious revivalist movements both Hindu and Muslim. These 

movements appealed to the centuries-old traditional value~ 

were able to build up o po\.;erful following among the less 

modernised masses where Congress could not. For exanple, 

T ilak did not hesitate to appea.1 tc_, explosive communal 

religious sentiments. He defended child marriage and organised 

cow protection society and began to worship elephant-god 

Ganapati as a means of stimulating mass participation in 

politics. This type of religious and revivalistic conservative 

politics is still a powerful force in Indian politics which will 

be discussed in the concluding chapter. 
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Chapter III 

'iPHE RELIGIOUS SOCIAL A.t\.l.lJ ECuNOi·UC IDEAS OF 
-----------~-----------------

C.RAJAGOPALACHARl ---------------
I. In traduction -------

C.Rajagopalachari was a man of sharp intellect, cool 

reason and logic. It was said that he had the gift for 

rationalising emotion. 
1 2 

His command over English was flawless, 

yet, unlike Gandhiji or Nehru, he never studied outside India. 

His intellect was wholly indigenous. If C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

family record is authentic, the Brahmins of Thorapalli village 

secured their agraharam under the last Hindu dynasty before 

3 
the Mughal conquest. C.t{ajagopalachari 1 s father was not 

educated in western institutions but was \.vell-versed in 

sanskrit. The community of Brahmins from which c.r<ajagopalachari 

descended p!bduced, therefore, a very special kind of priest. 

Patronisation of their special training through lana grants 

could legitimise royal authority. 'l'he presence of suc'"l Brahmins 

at the court sanctified local law, and made it known that king• s 

justice is fully acknowledged oy ortnodox standards. Through 

the power of their knowled9e of the sacred word, they harm:mised 

local events, leaders and customs with universal dharmic order. 

Legitimisation of state power came through formal subservience 

to the Brahminical order. 
4 

C.Rajagopalachari 1 s family, therefore, lived in a local 

world that was rooted in the older brahminical royal authority 

based upon sanskrit law and lore. Such knowledge was not a 
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matter of universal degree or formal schooling in a western 

sense; instead, it rested in a tradition that was maintained 
s 

and exemplified within the family through its upbringing. But 

this type of traditional knowledge was useful during 

C.Rajagopalachari's period to the local level. 'I'he direct 

lines of power from the agraharam to the royal court were 

severed by the British legal system. If a young Brahmin wished 

to rise higher in the central authority, he had to learn a new 

law and excel within a new system of legal education. 

6 
C.Rajagopalachari took the latter route. 

C.Rajagopalachari's political activities and inclinations, 

before entering the Indian Nationa1 Congress under the leadership 

of Gandhiji, have been written in detail in the next chapter. 

Due to his active involvement in Non-cooperation and Rhilafat 

movement~ he was imprisoned in the Vellore Jail by the British 

Government. In 1921-221 during his prison days, he wrote his 

"~!L!2.!2.E.l11 , where he mentioned the habit of praying and attempts 

at mental concentration. He regretted having no knowledge of 

Sanskrit without which, according to him, the life of a quiet 

devotion appears almost impossible to a Hindu. Though he read 

devotional books such as .!>~.Eal 7 
and the ~~.Y.§!l§!, the ~..§£?ha~ 

and the .§.!£1~ he considered the intellectual habit of reading 

as a mere self-indulgence declarin•:J that there is 11 a time in 

life when you know for eertain that additional lean1ing will 

make you die more learne~ and not enable you to do anything 

further useful to mankind or to correct your character in any 
8 

manner." 
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In fact, the Jail Dia~ revealed in more than one ways ., 
c.Rajagopalachari's course of action and his mental and 

... 
intellectual make-up. The desire of search for meaning and 

cause, mentioned above, drove C.Rajagopalachari, at least 

partl~ towards Mahatma Gandhiji by forsaking his thriving 

legal career and a materially comfortable life. Thus he commented 

that scores of Indians are busy in carrying out the authority 

of the Raj, imagining it as ·:..7od 1 s law ano Dharma. But his 

assessment was that those people mentioned above are not free, 

rather, those who are in prison in revolt against the Raj, are 

free, even like the rebel soldier. He is to be held by force, 

9 
not by shameful, voluntary surrender. 

C.H.aj agopalachari mentioned all those details of 

personal sickness anc. pr:·oblems of hy-Jiene on which Gandhiji 

dwelt in detail in his ~2£i2.9.f§E~· But, for C.Rajagopalachari 

his physical condition never took an ontological meaning. 

C.Rajagopalachari after listin'-:1 his physical troubles added 

"It is disgusting to record my physical ailments from day to 

day. Hovv I wish I had healthy bod·1 which could give a free 

play to my spirit. 1110 However, tor Gandhij~ his physical 

problems were not just an outside unfortunate force, but bore 

a direct relation to his spiritual proyress. C.t{ajagopalachari • s 

.!l!!.!LDiary did not mmtion his personal details like h1!!g]2io_9£2~. 

His mention of self-control did not apply to emotional and bodily 

renunciations. He did not see prison in that way. 'l'he renunciation 
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involved in accepting punishment or imprisonment for political 

actio~ was a renunciation of social security rather than bodily 

comfort. c.Rajagopalachari at this stage of life renounced his 

social status as a means of demonstrating to the society the 

differences between the acceptance of true law or dharma and 

false for foreign J.aw. 

rrhus he rnent:ioned in !lill...BJ:ary, II If hundreds of men 

and women feel t" '· vc 1 untary cooperation with injustice and 

national dishonour outside the jails are no longer tolerabl~ 

and accept imprisonrner:.:. <-r:: a happier condition of lite, because 

it releases them at once from cooperation with the Eritish, anc'. 

if they feel that the privat icn and inconvenience of the prisons 

are preferable to the sin and immoral cooperation ·,v.:.tJ: :.~he v1r:ong 

in outside, i.e., the Raj, then it becomes true martyrdom, which 

cannot fail to produce its ef:iects a~::cordin':j lv lLE: J.c:ws of god •••• 

If we believe in the cn~ed of Ahimsa, ana if we have faith in 

the law of love and suffering, th:i.s rrn;E't lead to success. 1111 

c.Rajagopalachari' s writlinqs during the formative 

period were amazingly varied. He seemed to speak with fluency 

in two languages and several distinct styles. His pamphlet, 

~~t{~_Q~!, made him 2 t ri='lincc. ] cwyer ana an English essayist. 

'Ihe writint;;s were polished, factual. 2nd elegant. y:ed~~ was 

written in anott.2:c: sc..~cJE ; an ir.cterpretation of the Hindu 

philosophy which was argued in a theological style frequently 

found in other modem wr·iters or< ;;J.~c!.uisrn. His Bha.9Y_~_glli and 

!~~ were framed in another sty] e : the learned discourse on 
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tr:adi.t:ional religious texts. 'l'hus a variety of st;,les were 

displayed by C.Rc.jagopalachari s theological, discursive, 

pedantic c.nc urgurnentative. For the sake of clarity, 1.ve will 

discuss his socio-religious and economic ideas as follows. 

II 

RiLIGIOUS IDEAS ___ .. ____ _ 
c.Rajagopalachari proviced the example of a Hindu 

intellectual who, in the ~'1/ake o.t change in India, uncer the 

tutelege of the Raj durin<;; the nineteenth and the twentieth 

century, tried to reformulate India's clasE:;ica.1 'L:r<'H:itior.. 

Obviously, fer intellectuals of this sort, Hinduism was the 

awe-inspirinc; arsenal for fightin·,~ the British maste.r, vn the 

one hand, and to provi6e a b1ue-p:r..int. for the future of 

i:ndependent India'::.~ course of action amidst the comity of 

nations, on the ::;tr.er. Curiously, Hinduism of thi::> sort was 

more a political entity than a religious one. lt resembled 
.-1'1·-

Protestatism in E.urope which played a r·ole of religion of the 

then politically powerful and propertied classes. ~imilarly, 

Hinduism cu.ring the Raj pt::rioa vJas always a product of 

compromise on the part oi. the inr:luential classes of tteir 

politlcRl ph.i:losophy. That is why, Hhoever wished to elaborate 

upon the religion ot Hinduism as a coherent, al1-el11.bracing 

system hac: to ::~pe0k me ":·e or 1 ess, will y-nilly, in a political 

vocabulary rather than a religious one. Thus, before starting 

to explore C .l:Za _j <·H.;opal ~-c::t'. ari' s ideas and explanations of 
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Hinduism, it is better to quote hirr. which succinctly puts forth 

his views on Hinduism ~ "'l'he truth is that", said c.Rajagopalachari, 

11 our religious philosophy is so advanced that it is far beyond 

II 1.2 
the reach of religious ideas prevailing in other theologies. 

Placing Hinduism on a high pedestal, thus, C.Rajagopala-

chari gav('. 2r: ::xr-e:t..: lt:L t and contemporaneous formulation of 

Hinduism. Thus, according to him, the requir.ements of planned 

and regulated cconun:z ,~~:..:;r1 ~e found in the ved~. To him, the 

old laissez -faire economy and its concomitant social philosophy 

had become outdated. Instead, there appeared the soci.alist 

economy with the passin9 of the time to meet the needs of the 

people. But he::re: C.Rajagopalachari 1 ~; advocacy for socialism 

was not unqualified; he professed that the inherent danger of 

planned socialist E>xmc:r1~ coulu cac.se pain and loss of individual 

freedom. According to him, this pair:. was due to external control 

·which a f::ects the vJOr.k ing efficienc-y of the people. 'I'hus, 

instead of laissez-:taire, the plar:nec economy should envisage 

a code C; f v;::;}1.; c~·; and culture that could operate as a law from 

within. And it should also supr-lement egte mal control or 

regulation. Such a code ot spirituaJ \ialues and such a culture 

should help in the preservation of a sense of individual 

liberty ana initiative in the midst of complicated state 

regulation. Thus he opined that a law operating from within 

was more •: .r ficient than one exte mall y imposed, and also less 

liable to evasion. And to face a11 kind of social deviations, 
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a well-nccepted ethic and 
. :3 

cc.l t ure c.:.1n pr()"jide the only solut1.on. 

From the above discussion, n2turally, C.Rajagopalach('1_ri 1 s 

ccr.;cept of culturE: fo} 1 O\ved. 'l'o him, ccJ ture was neither 

character nor morality; rather, :.t was the inside of man; an 

exte m<:'1 .LoLLer than inte1.-nal phenomenon. Culture had more to 

do with behaviour and .,..;ay of life than with character. After 

definin£ cuJture, he proceeded to aefine civilisation and he 

was of the opinion that mE' re advaGce in technoloyy and material 

aspect 
,-

(J .L life doeE" not behave vd c;. civilisation. l''lainly 

speaking, civilisation intendf•d tc connote the curDing of 

wildness, barlla rity ur·c V·- c r-.inc~ul gence o .t. passion and appetites. 

Now he argueC: that civilisation possesses two instrurr:ents to 

achieve its aim. 'i'he one is thE' o:oject of curbing or suppressing 

the sensual instincts. rl'he other instrument of civilisation, 

according to c.Rajagopalachari, is culture •••• a more pe.rvasive 

and nebulous social ph~;;;nomenon, I·Jhich was functional throughcu t 

history thrc·ugh family traininq, tradition, reli~;iou:s be1iefs, 

literature and educatL::n. Cullu.r:e ;:-)uts down overin6c:.l qeLct:: 

acting as an internal force, as distinguished £rom penaJ 1 aws 

which from thE. very beginning acted from outside. .Vhen culture 

fail e<:l, it acted through social oblequy and, in vez:y bad cases, 

th h . 1 t . i4 roug soc~a os rac1.sm. 

Thus defining culture, c •• <..a_i~gopalachari proceeded to 

dwell on Indian culture •••• his forte. According to hi~ 

simpJ icjty is the pattem of Inc".:i c->i culture, and was not 

mere stunted development, ::at he 1: eel iberate main ten?. nee of 



simplicity, and conscious rejectiun o:i: complicated J.ife and 

multiplication of wants, this bein; consistent with the 

15 
philosophy and ethical code of Indian people. 

c.Rajagopalachari linked Indian culture with the 

maintenance of dharma, or moral duty which is "an organic 

growth, vtbich it is our duty to respect an0 ':JC c.J:oulu net 

16 
treat as mere Indian superstition or eccentricity.~~ 

c. Raj agopal achari 1 s concept of dharma was taken from the 

L• r-
ol) 

Q.!~, and was two-fold in nature ~ the social good for material 

improvement and the spiritual welfare of the inner ~~rovJth of man. 

Dharma in the social context regulated human conduct and also 

fitted individuals into the right moulds of character by 

inculcating in them soClal and ;r,oral values and graces. In 

this sense, dharma in e 2 ch 1n6ividual member of society directed 

him to behave with dignity ano propriety in relation to h.:Ss 

fellow beings. When dharma was t,) reserved and practised, it 

conferred on man ano society, henl th, wealth and h appine.ss. 

If dhanna were lost sight of, the social cohesive forces 

became weak and unhinged, anc the whc)le social stn:cture would 

crumble.. Dl1c2:n2 was and is the life force of the society like 

E£~ (vitality) in an individual. It was dharma that held the 

s0ciaJ ~=abric togeU!er. It maintained Jaw and order in society 

and gave rise to amity, h.:::rmony, and understanding in the sociaJ 

~c 1 ationships of its members. 

The ideal of dharma got a vJide connotation. There was 
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no single socicl dharma for aJJ. .~~· ;:_. mutter cf fact, dharma 

in the context ni:: Indian society varied from individual to 

individual. No hJo individuals may have the s;::mc c1tarma to 

perform. £ach and every·one 1 s dharma was determined by social 

situation in which he/she found herself/himself. This lee to 

the concept of swa.dr1arma l sel £-religion) • Every member of a 

society, every member cf a fami1-:z' had his own swadharma, 

which he is expected to discharge truthfully and to the best 

of his ability and unde rstandin9. 

Dh&trriR, c_,;, the social plane, aimed at attaining 

all-round v-1elfare for the entir:e community. By means o£ 

injunctions enc prd: :: tions, clharma directed human activ ity1 

so that eadl unit in society may fulfil its functions and 

contribut.e to the ~Lri; ra! ··c:cr': c:·E society. In assigning worr. 

to everyone, the Gi~ upholds the principle of <.!juna (quality) 

and karma (duty) •••• the inbor:n abilities and talents. Each 

one, according to hi;; guna and karma, must do his duty and 

contribute tc ·r-e general well-being of the group in which 

he/she lives and functions. 

Thus expounding the concept of dharma of the Gita, --
C.Rajagopalachari proceeded to analyse its suitability oj; 

necessity in the con text of the present life. c. R.3j cuJopc~J.achari 

opined that the present civilisation Has fraught with 

disharmonies. Human enercw was eastefully consumed in the 

dish.~xmonies involved in the prevailiny contradictions in 
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ff . J.7 international a a1.rs. 'fhus he was of the opini,:'Jn that 

everything we believe and do should be harmonised with religion. 

Religion ~r;c""l politics cannot remain in different pigeonholes. 

What was needed for the oresent situation was the courage 

and the need tu syr' t::-:.c· :sise. In this respect, he praised the 

ancient Indian generatiGns in unqualified terms because they 

displayed, acc.)n\.:jc; tt.- c.r.a;2qopalachari, greater courage 

and mental acur'en t .·':Ja rc s the.i r mundane prohl "~ms. But he was 

quite optimistic that r:'sr :U:t' ' r•n ,t-JJ:::esent decline o±: the 

mental capabiJ itic::' ,:;£ the existing generations, he stated, 

from our forefathers, sumrnon cl J the spirit we can command to 

restore the basic harmony of th:Ju<;;;ht and ma}:.c a11 nE:cessary 

modifications in our tundan:en tal beliefs and axioms for that 

18 purpose." 

In the opinicn of C.Rajagopalachari, ~!£0.§.9~ was the 

answer to the complex problems, i.e., Cli.sharrn:::;nies, c::ontradiction 

between science and religj_on c.m6 politics of the present age. 

For him, there is no need to create or build a new religio~ 

because India already P'-· csp ;;::u: ;: religion and philosOphy, 

which were ver·y :.)l<~ in origin, still marvellously suited with 

the present day sciE"·nce as well 

enunciated a c:.::de of etLics and a system of values evolved out 

of the Hindu rel i cJ.i.ous r-hi 1 c so J->:1 ·_,·hJ c:h is admirably consistent 
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with science, en the one hand, and can provide also a spiritual 

basis for an egalitarian social order. Not only thi~ a 

perusal of the JI.E.§E-1:_Sh~£2, according to C.Rajagopalachari, ·will 

show trle.t the Y!:dant~ postulated that the universe is the 

result of gradual unfolding of the creative powers inherent in 

primordial substances. In fact, C.Rajagopalachari insisted 

that the philosophy of Hinduism anticipated the basic theory of 

- - . 20 
bioloc::,n.:' and physics and also the methoCis of mooern sc~ence. 

C.RajagopaladJ.ari also highliyhted the utility of the 

~dant;i;_s ethic. According to hir~ the way of life that was 

prescribed in the Vedanta is called 12~ in ill.§!• ~2.9~ precisely 

consisted in maintaining a detached mind while participating in 

all affairs that awertains to one• s place in societ<,·· 'lhe great 

secret is that work should be done in a spirit of duty and 

performed ancoedicated to God. Results should not hE l~·errnitted 

to agitate the ntind. D1...:.ties arise because of the place one 

occupies in society. 'There is, in fact, no quEstion cf 

supE'riority or inferiority jn performing the various tasks 

develving on individual.:; or grc,ups in society, all being equally 

for the maintenance the ;,.1el fare and harmony of 

the society. The work should be performed, i.e., individual 

Guties C!s:-;igned socially, in a spirit of: cooperation and 

unselfishness. He was of the opinion tha~ if any religion 

contradicts witl! tt£ conclusion ot scienc~ that religion must 

degenerate into formalism and hypocricy. And in human happiness 

depends on <3oing away with indiffe renee, and economic reorganisation 
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is to base on stable foundation o.L widespread moral faith and 

cuJ t:u:r:e a.nc if the state is tc be supl:x:Jrted by willing 

cooperation of men and women, ~~~~~ has contributio~ which 

is cruite enduring the nature, to civilisation. Equality 

entirely based on exploitation or fore~ even though administ~red 

by able ~nd well-intentioned men. it can not 1 ast or endure in 

the long. run. ~dan~ offers a reliqious faith th;:·.t c;::;n h<:WE' 

no quarrel with the scientist who works in the laboratory or with 

the geologists 1vho do research in the history of the physical 

world, and yet it offers a firm foundation for the just polity 

f 1 
~ 21 o a new wor a. 

III. SOClAL IDEAS ------
·rhe early career of C.kajagopalachari showed his 

attitude tovJards social change. In 1917, C.Rajagopalachari 

was elected as -Lhe Chairman of tne ;;;)alem i"lunicipality. 

c. Raj agopalachari 1 s stint as Chai. rman of the Salem Municipality 

threw some light on the reformist zeaJ towards Indian social 

problems and his o ~ ganisational ability and skill and 

dedi cation. Dur:ing his municip~3J 'e~r:!, c .Raj agopal achari 

was able to tackle efficiently civic problems caused by 

disease like plague, small-pox ana chclera. He vvc•s able to 

obtain funds from his influentiaJ connections for· the public 

measures like installation of public taps, since nnmiclpol 

funds were severely limited. Without undertaking any sweeping 
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measures which were socially ameliorative1 C.Raja(;op.:.lachari 

was con tent with his success in a few odd cases involving 

untouchability or the alcohol problem. Thus, in :!.918, ,.,nc:~n 

the assignment of an untouchable to the public taps of a 

Brahmin locality caused considerable Brahmin outcry, 

C.Raj arJopal.::-cLc-1!' i E:tood his ground and in the Municipal 

Council debat~ he refused to transfer the untouchable worker 

to another ward. 'l'his .:.ncioent aroused momentary orthodox 

anger and assumed considerable localised topical significance. 

On the issue o£ drinld:r:(,;i, C.Rajagopalachari was able to 

achieve limited success largely due to the cooperation of 

the Br·itish administrative mach.iner·y. Complete prohibition 

was not raised still as a full-fledged demand. But 

C.Rajagopalachari' s concern for these social prob1er•.s v-;es 

genuine. Though a traditionalist, his adherence to social 

custom was not uncritical. 

But c.r"ajac::;opa1achari alw·3:':/S .fou·;;iht shy of structural 

social changes and \"-las in favour o t socj_al and moral reforms 

within the status quo. Yet he .re.:t.L ~;Eo that the neglect of 

moderate social refo rrrs woula only invite more revo llitionary 

and violent change in the future. ,~ h :..:; be·} ie f prompted him 

during his Premiership in the Madras Presidency to undertake 

some progressive legislation in the iJ..elC of agrar20n reforms, 

the question of temple-entry ano prohibition. He v·Jas frank 

enough to admit his attitude tJwards the s,)cial re .n:: by 

saying thus : 
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11 I am conservative to admit the proposition at once 

that unless it is necessary to disturb an existing organisation, 

you should not disturb it; because the lives of the families, 

lives of individuals as well as families o.1~ al.l groups, I believe, 

have been so ordered as to get inextricably mixed up with an 

existing state of affairs and change involves vi tal pain, loss, 

injury, 

that. 

and fifficulty, not speak of mere irritation. l admit 

22 
It should. not be justified unless it is ncce~sary. 11 

No1-v let us proceed to analyse C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

appraisal of Indian culture. According to hi~ Indian culture 

£rum tl:e hoary beginning was predominantly self-restraint. 

The main feature of the Indian culture was to share one's 

subsLmce 'vv' 1 th the poor, chastity, the rigours of widowhood, 

austerity, sanyas, and all rouno relis;iou:.; tolerance. ln the 

opinion of: C.c<.a_jdc_;c·r<'lachari, the large joint-family is a 

special type of social institution particularly available 

in India. This insti"L<L-..:-Jn :.:: :;c;till alive, he asserted, not 

quite wiped out by the impact of ·he v"Jest and its cult of 

indiv iduaJ.ity. The joint famn '/ .:..s, ;::;ccording to c. Rajagopala-

chari, a socialist institution within i tsel £ and at the sarre 

time, the individuals are potent.iC~.tl::' ::ree persons. 'l'hus, he 

opined that perhaps the joint-family is the chief institution 

in India, which differentiates it from the vJestern way of living. 23 

In the next step, after the joint-family, C.Rajagopalachari 

upheld the institution of community \ • jati 1 preva} ently known 
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in India). According to hiw., jati is a community of larger 

circle than the joint -family. 'l'h e ob.U t;;ation of mutual help 

and respect are real within t:.he circle of the j ati, though 

necessarily thinned out by the vJake of industrial and cultural 

changes. The principle that holds jati together is like this : 

one's duty does not end with one's ;;;.:;. ::e- anc..~ children; it does 

not end with one's son and father, grandchildren and cousins. 

It also involves the members of the j<=lti, a11 ~1-lc~~e who belong 

to his group of potential relatives. It is not just an artificial 

extension. It is a circle which inc.i.,;·ies U.kel:' relationships 

through marriage. It is associatEd with a very real sense o t 

identity and mutual lic'bility. Sc rnucil so, t:n::;t; everything 

seemingly done in public services on account of that connection 

is in the present looked upon, observed c.Raj as:op;:d :::d·ori, as 

nepotism. This aspect of <.:1roup behaviour, observed 

C.Rajagopalachari, vias nepotism under the modern notion of 

adminis-trative equity; but all the same, Indian culture 

demands that a man should use his influence and share his 

prosperity 1 ·J::_~~' mcribcr;.; of his jati (community). In adversity, 

he is entitled to expect assistance and material help and 

s-ympathy from the members of his jati. This element of Indian 

culture, in the opinion of c.t<ajagopalachari, if disentangled 

from the need of aoPLi.n.i =:t..:::·a.tive equity ana restricted to 

personal assistance and private sacrifice, this aspect of 

Indian culture can be looJ~;;:;d upon c.>s a loose form of trusteeship, 

governing the conduct in one's group. Out of this, according 
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to C.Rajagopalacha!"i, r~,aedtdji 1 s conception of trusteeship 

form of socialism was evolved. In lnd ian culture, according 

to c.Rajagopalachari, i.T.i<" c'..lstvm o £ sharing one• s prosperity 

with his own community may be appropriately called decentralised 
24 

socialism, vd thou t the compulsion o 1~ a statist polity. The 

horizon tal family network, according to c. Raj agopalachari, can 

be treated as a special pat~tern belon:,JirH:: to India. It is 

noteworthy of preservation. Unfortunately, it has been 

considerably weakened as a result of the .lmpact o:::: \!estern 

individualism anc , >erve rted movement.s of the so call t=d social 

rhus kinship, un J .iKe :.::aste, ,Jas \videly regarded as 

an overriding loyalty vJr1ict1 may cut acros:3 political 

affiliations during tne Election ;.unes. lt was believed 

that any voters \vho were not amenable to any other influence 

could be presurrised tll. r.)t_:gh chel r Kin. A close kinsman 

wo rkinr,; against a candic:iate .:>I. his own community is S.fficient 

to damn him. Thus, C.R.ajagooalac:~ari, during the 1960's, as 

the elder statesman of t!~e swatantra Party, believed in the 

supremacy of kinship ties. D~.:: ringt:the 196 7 elections, 

C.Rajagopalachari ,,;as the s1...r0rn enemy :Jf the Congress. His 

son, however, was con testin;;; ·:ls a Congress candidate. iNhen 

asked wny he did not op .ase hi:3 son, c.~ajagopaldci-1ari is 

reported to have sa.:o, 11 ln Indian culture, it is not dharma to 

work against one'~ s~n. It did <JnJ y what our culture required 

.. 26 
of me. 



In fact, c. Rajagopalachari recalled that there were 

many periods in Indian history When thete were no effective 

governments to rule the country. But during all these periods, 

of what may be called no government conditio~ the Indian 

society tided over all these vicissitude by dint of self-testraint 

inherent in Indian culture, i.e., the joint-family ani the jati 

discipline. Not only was order maintained, trade and art also 

flourished. The absence of government made no difference. A 

mere figure-head king was enough to do the duty. Philosophy 

was not neglected, public health was maintained tolerably 

well under the caste discipline, contracts were entered into 

and fulfilled, and ptoperty was protected. All this was 

maintained by culture although there was no law in the 

Austinian sense of the term. Charities were founded and markets 

and business went on. People did not move in momadic confusion 

although there was no government in the modern sense of the term. 

The family and caste were the firm anchors which provided the 

backbone of the Indian society throughout its chequered history. 

There were at all levels something that held people together in 

a good behaviour •••• the kula dharma and Bharata dharma. 

culture not only made life fuller but also provided sttong 

political role. 27 

Thus 

Thus analysing Indian culture from economic and social 

points of view, c.Rajagopalachari assessed Indian culture by 

saying thus s "If there is any honesty in India today, any 

hospitality, any Chastity, any philanthtopy, any tenderness to 



dumb creatures.. any aversion to evil, any love to do the good, 

it is due to whatever remains of the old faith and the old 

culture. !t:>dem ideas and education and ideas have done their 

best to caricature and stifle these emotions and substituted 

materialism and selfishness for them all."
28 

Here we find the 

crux of C.Rajagopalachari • s views on flk)demity. Thus, he 

praised with unequivocal terms the 'old faith and old culture• 

and denounded roodern ideas and education which is. according 

to hi~ associated with materialism and selfiShness. 

Ultimately, c. Rajagopalachari turned narcissistic 

towards Indian culture. Thus he said that the doctrine of 

!!!!! and transmigration that had been propounded in the ~~ 

have tremendously infused and shaped Indian culture, and even 

today, the influence is still alive and active. The good as 

well as bad in Indian way of life can almost be traced, 

c. Rajagopalachari opined~ to the doctrine of transmigration. 

Thus he said that the prevalence of individual charity ia 

India, in spite of the effects of nineteenth century movements 

{influenced by westem ideas) can be traced to the firm belief 

in the doctrine of.!~· 29 

Ultimatel~ C.Rajagopalachari turned panegyric about 

which is Indian and whatever it may be. Thus he said that the 

Indian music is, practically all of i~ composed of religio~ 

philosophy and prayer. Even astonishingly, he found a glaring 

social evil like begging as a typical example of Indian cultute. 
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Thus he observed, "Our beggars go begging, singing religious 
' 

songs deep in philosophy, telling the people how to live. 

Nothing illustrates Indian culture so well as the songs of 

30 Indian vagrants and beggars." 

However, C.llajagOpalachari's concept of cultuz:e would 

remain incomplete with all its broad ramifications without 

mentioning his views on gender equality. Before analysing and 

summarising c.Rajagopalachari 1 s views on gender equality and 

womanhood, let us analyse briefly in wh8t way woman was seen 

in Hindu religious discourse. Women appeared in Hindu religious 

discourse as Mother and Nurturer, preserver of tradition and 

property. Her appearance as Mother Earth, Mother India_ the 

Nation represented a borrowing and an emulation of linguistic 

usage as developed in European nationalist movements. It is 

also an amplification and extension of the role of the Indian 

women as articulated in Indian nationalist discourse •••• the 

role of a provider and nourisher, luxuriant, beautiful and 

generous by nature, and, of course, capable of enormous 

sacrifice and suffering. 

The woman • s place as Mother and Nurturer, begetter 

of glorious sons of Aryavarta. had been undermined by several 

scholars in recent times. 
31 

It had been shown as that which 

appeared in Hindu nationalist discourse as a container or 

vehicle, the repository of Indian tradition, the essenc~ 

the inner side, the spirituality, and the greatness of the 
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Himdu civilisation. e. g., Matri Bhumi and Bharat Mata. As a 

property and sacred symbo~ Woman is in an interestingly parallel 

position to the Cow in Hindu discourse. Yet she possesses a 

powerful, necessary but dangerous sexuality: and as potentially 

iadependent actors, women are threatening ia a way that cows 

are not. As a symbol of the nation and repository of its 

tradition_ Woman is pure • • • • the spiritual side and the inner 

strength of the nationalist discourse. But as a sexual entity, 

which is represented as being primitive, innocent and irrational, 

womem is treated as a lesser thing than men. 

This impurity is evident at regular interv~ls s during 

the motherly period, pregnancy and childbirth, when the wome~ 

herself polluted, pollutes all those who come in contact with 

her. But impurity, or its potential, is present in a more 

continuous sense as well. The sexual desire of women, combined 

with their innocence and 1ack of rationality (their primitive 

instiacts), means that they may very easily tura from their 

quiatessential role as mothers, wives and widows and may turn 

into temptress and loose woman •••• threatiag order. mrality 

and the appropriate division between men•s and women•s spheres. 

Ignorant and wea~ women are supposed to be easily misled and 

often sullied. 

The family has been an important system of both 

community and nation in India and, woman, of course, central 

to the structure and reproduction of the family. The body 

of women, however, becomes the site for much of the punishment 
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that is deemed necessary to expiate the sins of the family. 

the community and the nation. The poiat emerges from the 
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Hindu nationalist discourse is that woman is 'pure• and 'impure• 

at the same time •••• is not only to be protected but also to 

disciplined and controlled. The emphasis is oa modesty, and 

the place of the women are in the kitchea and inside the home, 

the promotion of carefully structured, limited and separate 

education for girls. 

Having briefly discussed the position of women in 

the nationalist discourse in India, let us observe what 

c.Rajagopalachari said about the gender equality, which is 

worth quoting s "Equality is a good slogan where we have to 

encourage and strengthen the forces of reform against 

cruelty and stupidity, but in the organisation of courses in 

the Universities and high schools, we should not be moved by 

passioa •••• Such discrimination between boys and girls are 

necessary for the progress of the civilisation on well-ordered 

liaes and has to be made without imagining that the principle 
32 

of equality is thereby lost." After this, he dwelt upon 

the question of division of labour between men and women. 

Thus he said, tton this matter, there is nothing to sux:pass the 

geaeral doctrine of the Bha)la!,!.2_Qlli which lays down that all 

work is equally noble. Whatever task is doae as appertaining 

to one in an organised society is not only noble but tantamount 

to divine worship. There is no high and low in social work 



and ~rfoz:mance of duty. To look after home is as noble as 

politics and engineering. The upbringing of children is at 

least as sacred and as valuable as the production in heavy 

industries or service done in army or in any official civil 

departments. 
33 

The family is as important as the state." 
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Thereafter, c.Raj agopalachari made a binary division 

of all l«>rk between men and women and fixed the sphere of 

activities between the two s "The upbringing of children, 

and attention to the requirements of the family ill matter of 

food, clothing, mental and physical health •••• all these form 

the particular attention and activity of the average wome~ 

whether educated or uneducated. Society has put the most basic 

duties upon women who alone can bear those burdens. Man has 

taken comparatively easier task outside the home. Putting it 

roughly, but fairly and correctly, the family has to be looked 

after by the mother, while the co~~~nunity is to be attended by 

34 
maa. Who can say which is more important and which less?• 

Ultimately, it will raise the eyebrows of all votaries 

of womea• s liberty and equality of what c.Rajagopalachari 

advised in his address at S.N.D.T. Women's University in 

Mumbai, "My advice, therefore, j s that you should all marry 

rather than try to find independent professions, unless your 

special gifts urge you from within to serve society without 

the intermediary channel of family •••• Not in any profession 



or ambition can the soul of a woman find that sense of 

fulfilment an0 that joy -vJhich nature has ordained for her 

in motherhood •••• in a child that has to be brought up to 

"35 serve and attain honour anc respect in society. 

N. ECONOMIC IDE~ 

As mentioned earlier, c.Rajagopalachari always 
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fought shy of structural ch8nges and was in favour of social 

and moral reforms within the status quo. And his economic and 

social ideas had been fashione.-3 by his long service in the 

constructive Movement, and more especially by his experience 

in the Gandhian Ashram at Thiruchengode. During his 

Premiership, he reflected upon the issue of zamindari which, 

according to A.R.H.Copley, in no way betrayed his true 

conservative principles by state interventions into legally 

binding contracts. He himself raised the problem in the 

Madras Assembly thus s 

"The question to be considered is the sacredness of 

the contract. E'or the first time, it is said, we are dealing 

a fatal blow at that and it will disturb the roots of organised 

society. Just like religion, the roots of moral obligation, 

wound up in the sacredness of the contract, are too dangerous 

to be touched s do not touch it, de not shake it, society will 

crumble down ... 36 
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It would be interesting to note here that regarding 

the peasant question, c.Rajagopalachari subscribed to the moral 

economy theory. The moral economy theory, as used by many 

writers conceDOed with the changing societies in developiag 

countries, was fathered by E.P.'l'hompson in his essay ' 'The 

Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the 18th Century (1:171) '• 

Thompson's view of the moral economy was that the rich and poor 

were bound in a ring of mutual antagonism and need. anc tl1at 

the poor in the late 18th century Britain re-echoed the 

patriarchal ideology of subsistence for all to which the rich 

purportedly hel~ by making constant demand on the rich to 

uphold their duty to the poor. Thompson focussed on the 

contestation over resources and ideology, and his rep.tesentation 

of the English peasantry was of a radical group who were active 
. 37 in the making of their own soc1eties. 

In Indi~ the moral economy presumes the existence of 

a pre-modem harmonious social order, rest on the view that 

the lower castes and classes passively accepted the ideology 

of the pDevailing order. Frankel notes and attacks on •••• 

Mthe traditional village system under which harmony was 

preserved by the mutual acceptance of ascriptive inequalities 
38 sancticied by the religious myths of caste. In Frankel'£ wor~ 

the poor ate variously described as 'resigned', 1 de£~rent' and 

deeply conservative and iner~ strongly committed to the 

traditional social hierarchy of caste, and largely reconciled 

to their impoverishment. 39 In the same work. Frankel returns 
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to a similar refrain : 

"Village studies show that •• 6. asymmetrical obliga-

tions among unequals were oriented towaod ensuring subsistence 

for all members according to their ceremonial and p :reductive 

functions. Religious symbolism became attached to the notion 

of hierarchical collectivity in which the use of concentrated 

politico-economic power was circumscribed by moral obligation •••• 

As a result, it is arguable that commands by the dominant castes 

were perceived as legitimate and evoked high level of 

predictable compliance for the lower castes towards whom they 

are directed.
40 

ElseWhere, c.Rajagopalachari observed that the need 

of the hour was the :restoration of the old contract tc its 

old and legitimate place and the displacement of the legislation 

which in recent times has on the plea of public welfare, sought 

to occupy more and more the place of the contract. He also 

analysed that civilisation marched from status to contract • 

.Acr:oroing to him, human life depends on mutual cooperation and 

this cooperation was mostly rendered in old days on the basis 

of status, birth or rank in society. Later it came to be based 

on contract. Now the state or the total power of the society 

seeks to replace the contract basis of the society and directly 

regulate all mutual services. Thus he opined that the state 

in India, in the present phase, was eager to regulate the 

relationship among men involved in industry and food production. 
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even before fully exploiting the potentialities of the freedom 

of con tract. Hence a premature replacement of the con tract 

by state regulation in agriculture may end in a terrible 

national calamity and mismanagement. lack of interest in 
41 

production and shortage extending upto famine. Breaking 

up the bonds of loyalty had became the sweepimg measure of 

totalitarian reformation: breaking up the ties of loyalty 

between the landlord and the tenant, between the industrialist 

and the workmen, be·t,veen the editor and the working journalist. 

The result was less production of food, less production of 

other goods, less ~~,o.ck B11 around. 

The fundamentel error, according to C.Raj agopalachari. 

cf Nehru's economic policy was the reliance on compulsion, 

on the coercion of new laws rather than on the people 

themselves. In support of his {C.Rajagopalachar~ views with 

regard to the socialist policies of Nehru 1 s Government, 

C.Rajagopalachari quoted five paragraphs from the writings 

of Gandhij i : 

"When refOrmers lose faith in the method of 

persuasion, the technique of what is known as scientific 

socialism is born." 

"I do not like the assumptions underlying matJy of 

the propositions of the socialist • s programme which cjo to 

show that there is necessarily antagonism between the classes 
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and the masses or between the labourers and the capitalists 

such that they can never work for mutual good.• 

"If you have only state production, men will become 

moral and intellectual paupers." 

"'lhe socialists and the communists believe in 

generating and accentuating hatred to bring about economic 

equality.•• 

"The violence of private ownership is less injurious 

than the violence of the state. My (Gandhiji 1 s) theory of 

trusteeship is no make-shift, ce:rtainly no camouflage. I 

am confident that it will survive all other theories."
42 

However, according to A.R.H.Copley, C.Rajr:lgopslachari 

neatly avoided any betrayal of his personal conservative belief 

in the contract and the right of private property by restoring 

to more traditional conservative xeliance on the claims of 

customs. Yet he had, nevertheles~ ascribed an interventionist 
43 

role to the state. 

Throughout his political life, c.Raj agopalachari 

supported the Gandhian doctrine of trusteeship,. a.lthough with 

his own refinement. According to c.Rajagopalachari. Gandhij i • s 

'lsm• can be briefly described as the ism of trus·ceeship. The 

social and moral rule of trusteeship should replace state 

compulsion involved in socialism and communism. The social 



doctrine of holding of what you hold as a trustee for others 

is not a new conception and, according to c.a.aj agopa.lachar:.i., 

44 
it is as old as the shastras. Thus. C.R.aj agopalachari was 

of the opinion that modetn civilisation had greatly increased 

the number of situations which this sacred xelationship of 

trusteeship must govem. Every human action, no matter how 

intimate and personal, was affected with a public intexest, and 

attracted the principle of trusteeship. The doctrine of 

enlightened selfishaess of the nineteenth century utilitarianism, 

according to c.Rajagopalachari, should be refined into the 

doctrine of immanent trusteeship. 

CONCLUSION ------

"Appeals to the past", to quote Edward said, 

"are among the commonest strategies in interpretation of 

the px:esent. What animates such appeals is not only disagreement 

about what happened in the past and what the past was. but 

uncertainty about whether the past is x:eally past, over and 

concluded, cr whether it continues, ~lbeit in different fo:cms. 

45 perhaps." No statement applies more fittingly than the above, 

in the case of Indian nationalism. ::LnC.ic.n nationalists in their 

eagerness to throw away the iq>erialist yoke, in their earnestness 

to bolster Indian tradition and past in the face of the mighty 

West, painted a pristine Indian past pregnant with most lofty 
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ideas and knowledge. C.P.ajagopalachari was no exception to 

this. All through the pages of this chapter, we have observed 

that he painted an Indian past which was full of imagery and 

smack~ of cultural revivalism. 
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Of all the provinces of British Indi~ the Madras 

Presidency consisted of four linguistic groups (Tamil, Kannad~ 

Telegu and Malayalam). It stretched from the tip of the Indian 

Peninsula, Kanyakumari, to half-way upto the eastern coast of 

Bengal, the Ganjam district of the present day Orissa. Most of 

the North Indian people spoke one of the sevetal Indo~ryan 

languages that had many affinities to the classical Indian 

language, sanskrit. By contrast, the majority of the inhabitants 

of the Madras Presidency spoke one of the five Dravidian languages, 

the most important of which were Tamil and Telegu languages. 

Aside from its physical and linguistic separatenes~ the Madras 

land settlement at the time of its implementation was also unique 

in British Indian practice. The characteristic system of the 

Presidenc~ howeve~ was to settle much of the land directly 

with the peasants called ryotwari. This system not only 

differentiated the Madras Presidency from Bengal,but also along 

with zamindary tenure of other British provinces. All the three 

elements •••• geographical remoteness and the feeling of isolatio~ 

the linguistic differences, and the existence of ryotwari settle

ment •••• contributed to the development of what could be called 

'the Madras style' of administration. In many way~ the elements 
ho.d. 

that composed this style were subjective, and"much to do with the 



special way in which the British administrators in Madras 

envisioned their work. 1 

According to David Washbroo~ 11 the major connection 

between the British Government and its subjects in the 

nineteenth century was through formal administration and, 

particularly, through the process by which revenue was 
2 

extracted." The British had brought no new service groups 

with them into Madras and so were unable to adopt the tried 

and tested tactics of South Indian statecraft. They had to 
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find the material for their administration from within the existing 

structure of the Madras society. ln consequence, they came to 

anchor their administration to the dominant peasant elites of 

the South and to support their higher bureaucrats, who were 

supposed to relate the peasants to the Raj, with very 

insufficient force. "The dominant pt£asants elites over most 

of South India were of local level culture and used the 

resources derived from local level from within the loCality 

to maintain their power." 3 

washbrook further analysed that in comparison to the 

United Province, where widespread religiocultural homogeneities ,.. 

underlay the boundaries of the province, or Bengal and Bombay1 

in which economic linkages tied together the various region~ 

the Madras Presidency was a peculiar collection of autonomous 

territories. No inhabitant of Madras could speak his language 



to half of his fellows; particular institutions of religion and 

religious revivalism were relevant only to a small fraction of 

the population; market connection integrated only smal~ 

regional groups of producers and consumers. After Independence, 

the hete~geneity of the province was rationalised by its 

partition into five separate provinces. But before Independence, 

the Presidency was an arbitrary conglomerate held together only 

by the fiat of an imperial power. 
4 

·n. The Brahmin Predominance ------------ ---

The great landholding caste group in Madras were the 

Vellalas in the Tamil areas, the Balija Naidus in both Tamil and 

Telugu district~ Karnmas and Reddis in the Telugu areas. Both 

Tamil and Telugu Brahmins also had sizeable landholding~ 

however. The large landholders and the main peasant groups 

were all non-Brahmin c 3 ste Hindus. 

From the early period of British contact with South India, 

the Brahmins were regarded as the repositocy of religious and 

social power and literate skill.
5 

As priests at the head of 

the social order, the Brahmins were independent of the British. 

As a learned caste, they were more and more indispensable in 

the govemrnent bureaucracy. But their very usefulness and skill 

aroused mistrust, because they were increasingly in command of 

large areas of British administration and, therefore, in a 

position to suit their own, rather than British ends. This 



factor was not without effect in the formation of a non-Brahmin 

party in the second decade of the twentieth century. 

In the Madras Presidency, after the 1860~ the Telegu 

and particularly the Tamil Brahmins, who together comprised 3.2 

per cent of the total population, enhanced their position in the 

society by gradually filling the great majority of administrative 

and educational positions open to the Indians under the Raj. In 

Tamil Nad~ the Brahmins maintained their high ritual status 

while increasing their social and economic posit ion. Split into 

two religious sects, the Smartha and Vaishnavites., Tamil Brahmins 

were broken into multitude of sub-castes. About half of them 

lived in the three districts of Tanjore, T richinopally and 

Tinnevelly, where they possessed an unquestioned pre-eminence. 

In Tanjote, the Brahmin district par excellence, hardly a family 

among them did not possess land and had some valuable estates. 

Tamil Brahmin~ and the Aiyars especially, we~ as famous 

for their ambition and adaptability as the Chitpavans of 

Maharashtra. An official manual noted, 'there is hardly a 

pursuit, literary, in dust rial or professional, to which they do 
, 6 

not apply themselves with remarkable success. In government 

services, figures compiled by the Madras government in 1912, 

illustrate the consistently strong domination of the Brahmins in 

upper level government services. The distributions of appoin'bnents 

among Deputy Collector~ Sub-judges and district Munsifs show that 
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Brahmins in 1912 held 82.3 and 72.6 per cent of the posts 

available to Indians. By contrast, the non-Brahmin Hindus 

{Vellalas, Balija Naidus and Jlairs) held only 21.5, 16.7 and 

19.5 per cent of the total appointments. The Indian Christians 

and Muslims were well behind.
7 

An analysis of the caste distribution among those 

employed in upper levels of the Revenue and Judicial departments 

of the Madras Government reaffirms these propositions. 70 per 

cent of all the successful Hindu candidates in the Madras 

University Examination between 1876 and 1886 were Brahmins. 

As education circulated, the Directors of Public Instruction 

we~ impressed by the 'the energy with which the Brahmins 

were endeavouring to keep the lead in higher education throughout 

'8 
the country, and their growing enthusiasm for western knowledge. 

It was the Brahmin predominanc~ not just the tiny 

number of Britons who ruled the District Collecgorates and 

the Presidency. In many way~ the Raj itself had always been 

a truly Brahmin Raj. Both the Company's bureaucracy and the 

earliest public servants consisted so very largely of Brahmins 

and to a lesser extent. of Brahmilnised members of other 

9 
communities. The Brahmins were helped by two factors in 

gaining political leadership. There was a carry-over of 

traditional respect for the ritualist Brahmin to the new 

professional B rahmin. 
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With the beginning of the twentieth century., 

contradictory pressures began to mount. Those who were in 

the lower categories of the social ranking, those who felt 

disenfranchised or deprived of full human dignity by the 

earlier definitions of social reality began to take steps to 

correct public perceptions of their place in society. But 

by the~ the damage had already been done. By then,public 

consciousness of these categories and concept~ as employed 

by predominantly Brahmin and Brahminised bureaucracy, had 

become so pervasive and so strong that the entire shape of 

the political process during the twentieth century was to be 

profoundly influenced thereby. Indeed, no other single factor 

had more powerful impact upon the shape of politics in South 

India during c. Rajagopalachari's lifetime than this fact. 10 

Thu~ the combination of social advantages was bound to 

be short-lived and fell to pieces predictably in politics and 

ia civil services. Electoral politics ftom 1910 onwards came to 

be based on majority votes and after further extension of the 

franchise ftom 1920 onward~ the leading non-Brahmin groups 

were bound to compete successfully with the Brahmin both at the 

provincial and district levels. Gandhian politics too depended 

on organising the masses from 1919 onwards and the Brahmins 

had no special advantage in this. similarly., civil service 

employment with prestige, out of proportion to its monetary 

worth., could not be the preserve of a minority on the basis of 
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examinations and the majority groups were bound to demand a 

larger share of it from 1818 onwards when they became politically 

effective. This cutting down to size of the Brahmins in politics 

and in civil service was indeed predictable. 

Similarly, the Brahmin eclipse in landownership and 

general social esteem was equally predictable. For one thin~ 

the average Tamil Brahmin. even at the :best of times early in 

this century, was never a large-scale landowners and indeed 

very few of them were large-scale landowners in Tanjore or 

Tirunelvelli as they were in Kerala. They were essentially 

small-scale or medium-scale landowners though almost every 

Brahmin family owned a little land unlike other high castes 

which included the landless with the big owners. Brahmin 1 s 

landownership attained importance for the concurrent reason 

that he had usually another source of income. Members of 

almost every landowning Brahmin family were doing some paid 

work or other, often near their village so that their agricultural 

savings were ploughed back into savings. This process lasting 

over a few decades down to the 1920s built up the exaggerated 

legend of the landed prosperity of the BrahmiR. With 

competition for jobs and with the need to maintain more middle 

class expensive life standard~ the Brahmin landowners were soon 

coming down the scale. Social esteem began to erode as it was 

built on the twin foundations of old ritual superiority and 

the new dominance in the civil services and professions. The 
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former was challenged by the non-Brahmin social reformers 

successfully in the new climate of western education, while 

the latter was Challenged by the top non-Brahmin groups as 

soon as they realised that they had been left behind and they 

became politically effective enough by 1920 to have their way 

into the so-called secular and western climate under the Raj. 

'III. Justice Pa..llY__End the ~mergence of ~,..!Q!!:Brahmin Poil~±.Es 

Unlike Bengal, Madras was the last province to develop 

the nationalist political fervour. This is not to say that 

Madras was immune to the effects of the British rule or 

missionary educational enterprise. But the cultural renaissance 

in Madras occurred later and, in many ways, a different quality 

which occurred in Benga1. 11 

In this most benighted of all province~ from 1870s 

onwa.tds, new pressures on the empire and on the southern 

political economy led to a change in the picture. A new 

political consciousness came about in the South and modem 

fo nns of politics slowly emerged. By 1917, Madras was leading 

the whole of India in regard to the Home Rule Agitation, communal 

movements and the demand for regional autonomy. Like many 

other politicians in India before Gandhiji's rise to power in 

192~ Mrs. Besant was faced with the dual problem of expressing 

her own political feelings and of finding a constituency that 



would listen to her. Her mo~t inportant contribution was that 

she brought into open the hopes and grievances that were already . ,., 
apparent in the political c:md social life of the presidency.~"-

The Home Rule agitation and the non-Brahmin movement were 

the two principal manifestations ot this activity, based on new 

ideas and appearance of new political structures. Madras city, 

the provincial capital, became the cen trc of such activity by 

Western educated Indians and group of men who emerged prominent 

in business. These men, so it hapb;,ened, ,-,~ere mostly from the 

Brahmin oommunity inhabiting certain areas of Madras city, like 

Mylapore and Egmore. Wealthy and highly educated, they occupied 

legal and bureaucratic positions. The influence of this small 

group of men was indeed extra-ordinary. ln fact, they came to 
13 

be referred to as the Mylapore clique. 

During the period 1916-1929, the nationalist politicians 

who belonged tc the Brahmin community, the highest caste in the 

South Indian society, l'Jere challenged by a group of non-Brahmins 

who had then re~cently began to take an active part in the 

politics of Madras. The caste conflict between the Brahmins and 

non-Brahmins in ~~dras was a projection of the pre-existing 

i 1 ' 1 14 Th ..:~ soc a r~va ry. ere was a belief helu by some non-Brahmina 

that Brahmins were rRcially different from non-Brahmin~ the 

idea having been posited by some European writers that the 

non-Brahmins were D ravioian.s cmo original civilisers of the 
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regie~ \'lhile the Brahmins were the Aryan invaders from the 

North. This led to the view th2.t ••• 

• • • the Dravidians had been conquered and culturally 

suppressed by the Aryans and their institutions supplanted by 

an imposed sanskritic Aryan culture and religion and caste 

system by which non-Brahmins had for centuries been kept in 
~s 

an inferior pos j_tion • ..~. 

There were linguisti~ cultural and social difference 

between the two groups, \l'lhich contributed to the growth of a 

fe~ling of separatism. 

When the ZV'orley-~1into Reforms made the beginnings of 

representation, and elections were held under it in the province, 

it was found that in the quadrilingual province of Madras(Tamil, 

Telv.gu. Kannada and Malayalam) that in the small electorate of 

educated persons one whose caste was more numerous in the 

1 h d be f . d 16 d e ectorate a tter chance o be~ng elccte • ~he eieat 

of an otherwise wellequipped candidate in an election where the 

Brahmins had not supported him is believed to be the immediate 

occasion for the founding of the great non-Brahmin political 
17 

party in Madras • ..~. In the case of the Justice Party, it was 

its functions that attracted support, not its attributes. 18 

The formation of the Justice Party was a significant 

event in Madras. It was an off-shoot of an association called 
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the South Indian Liberal Federatio~ formed in 1917 with the 

declared objective to advance, safeguard and protect the 

interests of the non-Brahmin community in the Madras province. 

Newspapers, the ~~ in English, and the ~.!§.!!!! in Tamil 

were started to propagate the party's ideas. 

When thE Brahmins came to settle in South India, the 

ancient kings and chieftains, desiring to secure the benefits 

of yagnas and other reliqiou:s ceremonies, accorded to them 

the supreme position in society by reason of their education 

and scholarship and simple living and high thinking. 'I'he 

Brahmins naturally tried to introduce their socio-religious 

organisation into Tamil society, and as religious oligarchy 

and social democracy could not very well mix, it le-d to 
19 

conflict.... The people of South India could not be organised 

in terms of the four Aryan varnas as in North India, and social 

jealousies began to manifest themselves in the relationship 

between the Brahmins and the non-Brahmin caste groups in the 

South. Combining land-ownership and reli9ious exch:siw,ness, 

the Brahmins with their earlier English education began to 

get into office under the Raj in urban areas. They were first 

to respond to Westemisation, and their literary tradition 

gave them an initial advantage in this respect. With their 

command of English, they entered the rank of colonial adminis

tration gaining a new criterion of status in addition to their 

old and new political and economic advantages which further 
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widened the gap between the elite and the masses. 
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A counter-elite of these politically articulate and 

highly educated members of the communities and castes of 

lesser status and power arose. 'l'hey felt that the nationalist 

movement would only strengthen the position of the Brahmin 

castes. the non-Brahmins of the .t-1adras I>residency allied 

themselves with the colonial regime seeking protect ion of 

their position and neutralisation of power differences in the 

population. The non-Brahmin elite also gradually came to take 

interests in the education of their communities. 

~he J~stice Party consisted of rich businessmen and 

seasoned politiCians and was led by P.T.Chetti as a powerful 

group in opposition tc the Brahmin stronghold. Since nearly 

98 per cent population of the Madras presidency comprised of 

non-Brahmins, they hac a feeling of distress that a very 

small minority of Brahmins should have become so influential 

as to hole the most of the public ot:iices in Government. 'l'he 

non-Brahmins realised that the success of the Brahmins ~~s 

largely due to their ancient literary traditJ.Ons and consequent 

skill to pass examinations. The Brahmins accused the 

non-Brahmins leaders of weakening the cause of the Home Rule 

by showing their loyalty to the British rulers. 21 

However. lfJithout mentioning E.V .Ramswami Naicker and 

his Self-Respect movement, the description of the non-Brahmin 
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movement would remain incomplete. E.v .Ramswami Naicke~ who 

was affectionately addressed by his followers as Periyar 

(revered elder) was a radical social reformer. First of all 

he was a freedom fighter. His participation in the freedom 

struggle dates back to 1920s. He campaigned and participated 

in the Non-cooperation movement and was jailed for: picketing 

in front of toddy shops in Erode. He was elected as 'the 

President of the Provincial Congress Committee in 1924. For 

offering satyagraha and defending khadi, he was jailed many 

times by the British. 

His protest at Vaikom against the ban on the use of 

roads around the big temple by members of untouchable castes 

gave confidence to the untouchables to protest and fight for 

equality. It was followed by the Gurukulam dispute at Madras. 

The Gurukulam, and orphanage run by a Brahmin Congressman and 

financially supported by the Tamil Nadu Congress Committee, 

had separate dining facilities for the Brahmir and non-Brahmin 

inmates. Per:iyar protested against this practice in the 

orphanage. When his protests went unheeded, as the provincial 

Congress President he stopped funds to the Gurukulam. It is 

well recorded that over both Vaikom protest and the Gur:ukulam 

affair, Gandhiji took an opposite stand. He supported the status 

quo rather than change sought by Periyar. As a result; funds 

for the Gurukulam were obtained from other source with the 

support of c.Rajagopalachari. Subsequently, Periyar left the 
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Congress l?a rty and found his Self-Respect Movement, a social 
. 

reform group to free Tamilians not only from the Bri LLsh but 

also from the hegemonic upper castes and Brahmin ideology. 

Through his Self-Respect MJvement1 Periyar continued to 

oppose caste and gender inequalitie~ superstitions and various 

other religious practices which legitimised social oppxession. 

He tried to develop Dravidian cultural alternatives as against 

hegemonic Brahminical culture. 

Congres.§ ••• 

Chakraborty Rajagopalachari started his legal career 

in Salem and became popular. He took interest in social work. 

However, it was his profession which fully engaged him till 

1910. All the time he kept himself abreast with political 

developments. It was in 1906 that he heard about. Gandhiji • s 

work in south Africa. He also kept himself in touch with 

Tilak and enlisted himself as a member of the Indian National 

Congress. In taking this decisio~ he was guided as much by 

his own patriotism as by the sobering influence of some of 

his friends who shared his feelings. He was also inspixed by 

the example set by Sir c.Vijayaraghavachari who had been 

present at Bombay in 1885 and taken an active part in the 

deliberations of the first session of the Congress. 
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In December, 1907, C.Ra_icgopalachari participated in 

the Surat session of the COngress. It was a historic session. 

The cleavage between the moderates and the extremists had 

widened. There was little room for any oompromise. c. Raj agopa

lachari remained true to the tenets set doWD by Tilak. He got 

an opportunity to take up the cudgels against the moderates. 

In the Congress session at Madras in 1908, the organisers 

instructed that only those Congressmen who agreed to give an 

undertaking in writing that they fully endorse the policy of 

the moderates should be allowed to attend the session. 

a dictat Whidh aimed at stifling all dissident views. 

It was 

'I' hE 

situation seemed intolerable to c.Rajagopalachari and his friends. 

After careful deliberations, c.Rajagopalachari draft.ed a pamphlet, 

dealing the inconsistency in the stand of the moderates. 

C.Rajagopalachari instinctively felt that the induction 

of the Justice Party into the body politic complicated the 

situation in the Madras Province. He agreed that the Brahmins 

had cornered many of the coveted posts and professions. But 

this was not due to any determined effort on the part of the 

Brahmins to keep out other communities. By extending the 

benefits of education to more and more peopl~ C.Rajagopalachari 

felt that th(? imbc.Jance could be removed. What was obnoxious 

to him was the effort made by the leaders of the Justice party 

to identify the c.:ms;re,ss as a party of Brahmins. 
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The Congress, at least in the Madras Province, had to 

fight on two fronts. The first objective was to contain the 

British colonial objective~ and second objective was to nail 

the Justice Party propaganda against the Congress and to educate 

the people of the role of the Congress as the true national 

organisation which brought into its fold all religious and 

castes and linguistic groups. 

IR 1919, c. Raj agopalachari left Salem presumably 

intending to enter into the legal profession at Madras. He had 

j•st settled temporarily in the house of Kasturi Ranga Iyengar 

when Gandhijicame to Madras to su~ey the potential for a new 

type of political agitation. As fate had it, Gandhiji ended up 

as c.Rajagopalachari's house guest and it was in this house 

that Gandhi had the dream which he credited with inspiring the 
'>" 

style of his first mass resistance movement."'~ Af! f-c:.r 

c. Rajagopalachari, this meeting with Gandhiji changed his life. 

He left his legal career and joined Gandhiji 1 s movement. By 

1920, this very ptomising lawyer was in jail for civil 

disobedience. 

Unlike most of those who became Gandhiji 1 s lieutenant~ 

C.Rajagopalachari neither travelled nor studied in the West: 

he did not leave India until Independence. His reception of 

the western ideas and social practices was always restricted 

by a dogged, but not uncritical, attachment to the religion 

of his caste. He was a Hindu nationalist as much as an Indian 

nationalist. 
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Why, then. did C.Rajagopalachari leave the Extremist 
23 

school and follow Gandhiji ? According to David Arnold, first. 

c. Rajagapalachari believed sincerely in the efficacy of 

satyagraha, Which appeared to him a more practical technique 

for achieving India's nationalist objectives than either 

constitutionalism or terrorism. secondly, he was attracted by 

Gandhiji 1 s spiritual approach to politics. The moral zeal that 

Gandhiji injected into his campaigns appealed to c.Rajagopalachar~ 

a Brahmin intellectual in search of a worthy cause. There was 

a strong conservative trait in c.Rajagopalachari's personality. 

Whereas many other nationalists shuddered at Gandhiji's xejection 

of Western society and institution~ c.Rajagopaladhari's response 

was sympathetic. C.Rajagopalachari described in a newspaper 

article in May 1921 that he had seen the moral and political 

bankruptcy of the West. It was, he said, in India's interests 

to free itself from this degeneration. Non-coopera)ion 

"is not a mere political device to wrest reform but an urgent 

necessity if we at all dcsit:e to live when the west is drifting 

into social anarchy. To depend for order and government on the 
24 West is nothing but death to \;.S." 

Ambition as well as intellectual conviction played an 

important part in C.Rajagopalachari 1 s conversion. In Madras 

eity, he was not to be a junior partner in the nationalist 

firm, and he chafed at the political caution and preoccupation 

with legislature of the elder leaders. On the other hand, 

Gandhiji deserted by the nationalist and moderate~ in turn_ 



desperately needed a loyal lieutenant in Tamil Nadu. By 

opting for Gandhiji, when all established politicians weJ:e 

against hi~ c. Rajagopalachari bad a unique opportunity to 

assume a central position in Tamil Nadu. By temperamen~ 

lOS 

c. aajagepaladhari was reserved and Gandhiji noted his innate 
2-

shyness in their first meeting in Madras in April, 1919. ~ 

other writers have coDIIaented that he was too much an intellectual 

to be a popular leader and that he preferred decision-making 
26 

behind the scenes to public leadership. 

t-t>vements. ---
Although the Muslims constituted only seven per cent 

of the Presidency's population and only about half of that 

per cent in Tamil Nadu, and though they were deeply divided 

between Urdu and Tamil speaker~ a vocal Khilafat movement 

developed in that region by August 1920. The Muslims were 

split into three political factions, the origin of which dated 

back to the beginning of the century, but were intensified by 

the Khilafat issue. A loyalist group centered around the 

prince of Arcott. had opposed the Lucknow pact of 1916 between 

the Congress and the Muslim League and formed a short-lived 

rival to the Muslim Leavue in Madras in November 1917. A more 

enduring role was played by M.Usma~ a relative of the prince 

Arcott, who entered the Madras Legislative Council in 1920 and 
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was the main Muslim spokesman in the Justice Party. 

A secOnd group consisted of Urdu and Tamil-speaking 

merchants and businessman. Itw central figure was Yakub 

Hasa~ who had helped to found a Madras branch of Muslim 

109 

League in 1908 and had :been one of the architects of the Lucknow 

28 
Pact. A third Muslim faction was the most fanatical. Almost 

entirely composed of u rdu-speak:ing Muslims, it was led by Abdul 

Majid Sharar, a fierce pan-Islamist and editor of an Urdu 

newspaper, ~i._g~orj:. Sharar was bitterly dissatisfied of 

Hasan's collaboration with the Congress as of the Arcott•s 

loyalty to the Raj. He questioned whether Muslims could rely 

on Hindu sincerity in the Khilafat issue and urged the Muslims to 

t t . 1 29 ac asser ~ve Y• 

c.Rajagopaladhari assiduously cultivated Muslim 

cooperation with the Congress over the I<hilafat. At the Madras 

provincial Congress Conference in August 191~ he moved a 

resolution for the release of At; Brothers. For the I<hilafat 

Day on 17th October, 1919, c. Rajagopalachari undertook to 

organise Hindu support in Tamil Nadu. At Khilafat meetings 

in Tamil Nadu he supported Hasan and the moderate merchants 

encouraging them to cooperate with the Congress and isolating 

the Sharar faction. By May 1920,Hasan and his associates, with 

C.Rajagopalachari behind the~ were in control of provincial 

Khilafat Committee. 
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The Madras Government was no doubt correct in calling 

the Presidency a backwater of the Khilafat agitation. Except 

the North Arcott which had a large number of urban population. 

the Khilafat Committees were as much Hindu enterprise as Muslims. 

The moderate Khilafat Muslims gave C.Rajagopaladhari the 

numerical and organisational leverage he needed to displace 

the nationalist leadership.
30 

C.Rajagopalachari 1 s involvement with the Khilafar 

movement begs question as to how sincere or merely opportunist 

he was in his relationship with the Indian Muslims. His 

appraisal of Mohammed in his ~!B . ..D~~ suggests his sincerity. 

Bwt clearly there was much that was me~ly tactical. He used 

Muslim support in his efforts to win control of the Congress 

th 'd 31 party in e Pres~ ency. 

c.Rajagopalachari•s political authority in the South 

depended very considerably on the success of the Civil Disobe-

dience Movement. Yet, C.Rajagopalachari was seriously 

disadvantaged. In the first place, civil disobedience went very 

much against the grain of political feelings of the Presidency. 

c.Rajagopalachari had to carry the party against its own 

instinctive preference either for the tactics of the Swarajist 

Party or for the office acceptance. In his ~~!.:f, he 

wrote ' .. Non-cooperation is not a means to a political end 

but a Dharma in itself. To abstain from cooperating with wrong 



is an absolute duty. This is not simply because thereby we 

shall evict the Englishmen. It is an absolute duty for all 

time to refuse to participate in the degradation of one• s 
32 

own people." 
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c.Rajagopalachari built up a team of loyal supporters 

in the Tamil Nadu Congress Working COmmittee, including 

Dr. T .Raja~ K.Santahanam and E.V .Ramaswami Naicker. Together 

with the support of the Muslims through the Khilafat movement, 

the support of those untouchables mobilised by C.Rajagopalachari's 

prohibition campaign and his attraction to the student~ 

c.Rajagopalachari had a viable, if heterogenous and ephemeral 

political base in the Presidency. It would be wrong to think 

of him as just Gandhiji's lieutenant. His was a position of 

1 
. 33 considerable loca prest~ge. 

The Congress Party,between the Baxdoli decision of 

February 1922 and the Lahore Congress of 1929, was in the 

doldrums. With his own release in February 1922 and Gandhiji 1 s 

imprisonment in March, c.Rajagopalachari took over the role 

as defendant of Gandhiji's ideas within the All India Congress 
-

bodies. He got ephemeral triumph at the Gaya Congress when 

his views were carried in the Subjects Committee by 203 to 87 

and by a majority in the open session. But C.R.Da~ 

c.Raj agopalachari • s chief opponent at Gaya., was far too 

commanding a figure to accept this verdict. Following his 

defeat at Gaya, he resigned his Presidentship of the Congress, 
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and announced the forma~ion of a separate Swaraj Party. At 

the Allahabad AICC meeting in February 1923, a truce was agreed 

that both parties should abstain from debating their conflicting 

views on the Council-~ntry. Meanwhile, C.Rajagopalach~r~ 

in company with Rajendra Prasad, went on fund-raising tour for 

the constructive programme. C.Rajagopalachari was well aware 

of the need for party unity, but his efforts to patch up an 

agreement with c.R.Das at a meeting in Delhi were unsuccessful. 

At the AICC meeting in Bombay in l~y 1923, a compromise was 

reached to the effect that the Congress should tur.n a blind eye 

to the electoral politics of the Swarajists. C.Rajagopalachari 
34 

resigned. He saw the compromise as a fatal indecisiveness. 

On February 1922, a small •olice party with little 

ammunition fired at a procession of Non-cooperators in an 

obscure place known as Chauri Chaura in eastern Uttar Pradesh. 

When their ammunition were exhausted, the policemen took refuge 

in their outpost. A violent section of the procession set fire 

to the outpost and hacked the fleeing constables to pieces. In 

this gruesome enactment~ twenty policemen were killed. Gandhiji 

read of the incident in the morning newspaper of February 8, 

the day after his rejoinder to the Vice roy. The facts were 

immediately confirmed in a report that arrived from his son 

Devdas, who was in Uttar Pradesh and visited the scene. 

Chauri Chaura hit Gandhi with tremendous force. He 

felt that through Chauri Chaura God had spoken. Though the 
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number of arrests had gone upto 30# 000, the actio~ he felt, 

had to be cancelled. When c.aajagopaladhari learnt of the 

stoppage of the Non-cooperation movement he felt dismayed and 

hurt. He wrote s 

•r fully realise the gravity of the offence of the 

mob at Gorakhpur. But inspite of ~ tenderest and most 

complete attachment to my master and the ideals he stand for, 

I fail to see why there should a call fOr stopping our 

struggle for birthrights because of such events. The Malabar 

atrocities were a much greater reason, if Gorakhpur be a good 

reason. No, I fail to see them from here {in seclusion and 

without material~ it is true) the logicality of the grave steps 

35 taken.n 

In the years from 1927 to 1929, Gandhiji was the person 

whose voice was decisive in formulating Congress strategies in 

meeting the emerging left challenge. The left challenge at 

this time revolved essentially around the question of what to 

be the Congress goal •••• complete independence or dominion 

status. To Gandhiji and to most of his lieutenants it was a 

verbal duel whereas to left wingers it was an essential 

definition of the Congress creed, and important starting point 

for the struggle against the British. Gandhiji realised the 

need to placate the aspirations of the emerging left wing and the 
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Government in turn realised the need to respond to Gandhian 

overtures to take the wind out of the leftist sail. There was 

thus a steady progression from the Calcutta Congress declatation 

of 1928, to Irwin's ambiguous response of October 1929, to 

Congress reply in the form of Delhi Manifesto of November 1929 

and final!~ the declaration of Congress creed as complete 

independence at the Lahore Congress. 

Whereas in defining the Congress creed at Lahore, 

Gandhiji carried the whole Congress with hi~ in enumesating 

the programme of civil disobedience the Gandhian line remained 

distinct. His choice of salt issue, for instance took the left 

wing and the conservatives within the Congress by surprise. 

When at the Lahore Congress of 1929, Gandhiji felt compelled to 

accept the eventuality of a civil disobedience campaign against 

the British, he was uncertain still about the exact programme 

he would follow. ~orried by the language of militancy voiced 

by the radical elements within the Congres~ Gandhiji even 

considered it safer to offer the civil disobedience alone. 36 

To Gaadhij~ civil disobedience was not purely a political 

movement,. 'Jrhe non-violent defiance of law under certain 

circumstances was a religious duty to him and was intended to 

gradually bring moral pressure on the British. The 

philosophical content of his civil disobedience movement was 

anathema not only to the British authoritie~ but also to the 

majority of the Congress who were taken by surprise, for 



instance1 by his formulation of 11 points before the mass 

campaign was launched. 
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Gandhiji 1 s Dandi March (12 March •••• 6 April,1930) 

inaugurated the civil disobedience movement. The programmes 

of civil disobedience that Gandhiji suggested, ho-wever, 

remained controlled so that the basic tenet of non-violence 

would not be compromised. Apart from breaking salt laws, he 

suggested the picketing of liquor and foreign cloth shops, 

resignation by lawyers and government officials of their posts, 

and boycott of courts. So far as the programme of non-payment 

of taxes were concerned Gandhiji was still wary. Already 

at Lahore he had cautioned that it could be offered only at 

the final stage of the national fight. While willing to allow 

non-payment of specific taxes like chaukidari tax for instance, 

he was hesitant to talk about an agrarian non-revenue campaign. 

'l'he Madras Congress leaders surveyed the prospect of 

civil disobedience in 1930. c.Rajagopalachari had come out of 

political retirement. The decision of launching the civil 

disobedience was a body blow to the Madras Swarajist Party. 

5 rinivasa Iyengar resigned as the President of the Tamil Nadu 

Provincial Congress Committee. Gaadhiji brought C.Rajagopala

chari into line. The Headquarters of civil disobedience in 

the South India was at Trichinopally and it was from there on 

April 1930 that C.Rajagopalachari set off with one hundred 
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volunteer~ on his salt march to Vedaranyam •••• a point on 

the Tanjore seaboard. Vedaranyam1 s assets were convenient 

salt swamps and Vedaratnam Pilla~ a merchant was willing to 

host a battle. 

Ten days before the March, the Tamil Nadu Congress 

Committee unanimously made c.Rajagopalachari the President. 

To make the March a success, c.Rajagopalachari 1 s problem lay 

in turning down the volunteer~ not in finding them. He cli0se 

with car~ enjoining his pledge on each recruit. His ashram 

supplied the first eight. The eventual regiment • • • • the 

hundred gems, as ·they came to be called • • • • included a man 

from each Tamil district, seven youths resigning handsome 

Bombay job~ an en;;inet::rinl.J college lecturer and a railway 

official, the last two also sacrificing their posts. To the 

free India of the future the group >·Jas to contribute an editor, 

an ambassador, a union minister and more. 37 

c.Rajagopalachari chose the metaphor of the march to 

the sea to make illegal salt in oDder to deliberately violate 

British lavJS an6 to provoke among the Tamil people the idea 

that their protest was right. ~8 This choice was modelled 

on the salt March which Gandhi under~took in March, 1930. 

However, c. najagopalachari decided to broaden the meaning 

of the protest by combining it with that of pilgrimage. It 

was intended that the members of his group would walk by 

stages., like pilgrims or sol6iers. 
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Vedaranyam was located on the very edge of Tanjore 

district Which had many sacred spots and was crossed by the 

most sacred of all rivers in the South India, the Kaveri. 

c. Raj agopalachari 1 s group of men, almost all of whom -we.te 

high caste and young, left the inland town of Trichinopally 

for Vedaranyam on the Tarnil New Year'• Day. This made the 

departure doubly auspicious. The 'I'anjore district had been 

the centre of Chola kingdom in the eleventh century. The 

Chola kings were known to have raised great temples and to 

have made overseas conquest. It is not without some interest 

that the course of the march to the se~ it was compared to 

the Digvijaya. Thus the march was an attempt to recreate the 

Indian political potency. 39 

During the 1930s, the Congress, while fighting the Raj, 

faced the great but incomplete trans£> rmation of thE: 1947. 

This was not just a question of party organisation throttling 

lower-level spontaneity; what was involved was the gradual 

establishment of a kind of hegemony of bourgeois and dominant 

peasant groups over the national. movement. The Congress 

repeatedly aroused expectations and aspirations which it could 

not satisfy and with the development of leftist challenge 

through trade unions, kisan sabhas, radical student organi

sations, Congress Socialists and the Communists, the 

~ight-Left confrontations '.vithj_n the Congress organisation 
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itself increasingly became an important part of the party's 

life from the mid-1930s onwards. The; disillusionment of the 

radical middle class youth with Gandhian method of struggle 

was also contributing significantly 'lo the growth of the Left 
40 

by the end of the period. 

What was now in the mid-1930s was the big increase in 

their strength thrcugt a remarkable shift in their attitudes 

of men like Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad and c.Rajago-

palachari, the no-changer;:: cf the 1920s with considerable 

stature as rural constructive workers and mass leaders. A 

partial explanation in some cases might.. \vell be the oppot:tuni-

tism of middle age replacing youthful ardour. .lllbre important 

was the fact that the twin Gandhian strategies of constructive 

work and peaceful mass satyagraha seemed to be failing. But 

relatively few among close Gandhian associates hac: that amount 

of patience or idealism, vlhile Gandhij i himself felt acutely 

threatened by the new leftist challenge posing for the' first 

time a countrywide alternative mass strategy which was 

considered unacceptable to the Congress primarily for class 
L1l 

reasons. 

The months after the Lucknow Congress clearly revealed 

the foresight of Birla. Jawaharlal Nehru and the three 

socia1i:3ts r.·Jho were Working Committee members {out of 14) 

became increasingly the prisoners of the Right, without 



effective power, yet hindered by their office from frank 

criticism of the way the Congress was going. Nehru's 
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socialist speeches were made the pretext for a resignation 

threat on June 1936 by seven Working Committee members headed 

by Rajendra Prasad. Vallabhbhai Patel, c.~~ajagopalachari and 

Kripalani who had drafted their protest letter from Gandhiji 1 s 

Headquarters at wardha. Gandhiji then patched up the quarrel 

but clearly it was Nehru who as usual made the concessions. 

on the crucial point of Office Ent~ the rightists got 

42 
ultimately its way. 

The business community had all along been very apprehen-

sive about Nehru • s president ship, but hac felt confident that 

Gandhiji 1 s restraining influence and good deal of nursing 

would keep Nehru on the right rails all through. 'I'r.e~ felt 

relieved that at the Lucknow Congress, Nehru could not go 

the whole hog, being restrained by the Gandhiji • s Group. BirJ.n 

gloated with satisfaction at the outcome of the Lucknow 

Congress s "Mahatmaji kept his promise and without his uttering 

a wotrl, he saw that no new commitments were made. Jawaharlal 1 s 

43 
speech in a way was thrown into the waste paper basket." 

Birla, moreover, correctly predicted that in the forthcoming 

elections controlled by the "Vallabhbhai Group", there was 

every likelihood of Congressmen coming into office. He 

considered C.Rajagopalach8 ri•s inclusion in the Working 

Committee as a very significant tb .ino.3 ~:uaged in the context 
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of C.Rajagopalachari 1 s inclinations for working the 

constitution. 

Disquiet rather than revulsion characterised 

c.Rajagopalachari's reaction to the spread of socialist 

ideas (the first All-India Conference of the Congress socialist 

Party took place at Patna in 17th May, J.934). But it was 

another warning signal that c.Rajagopalachari had to change 

his political tactics. His signature appeared under a tesolu-

tion of the working Committee : 

"Whilst the Working Comni'Ltet-:: v.e1comes the formation 

of groups representing different schools of thoughts, it is 

necessary in view of loose talks about oonfiscating private 

property and necessity of class war to remind Congressmen 

that the Karachi resolutions as finally settled by the AICC 

at Bombay in August, 19 31, which lays down certain principles 

neither contemplates confiscation nor advocacy of class wc,r 

which are contrary to the eongress creed of non-violence. •• 44 

c.Rajagopalachari further said ' "At the same time, 

the Working Cnmmittee is of the opinion that the Congress does 

contemplate a wiser and just€ r use of private property so as 

to prevent 1..he sxp1oi t2tion of the landless poor and 

contemplates a healthier relationship between Capital and 
45 Labour.•• 
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On July 1~ 1937, C.Rajagopalachari assumed .._ office 

as the Prime ~linister of Madras ousting his riYal, s. 

satyamurthi. During his Premiership, c.r:.R_~2..gopa1achari was 
46 

notoriously authoritarian and even dictatorial in character. 

Thus the government run by c.Rajagopalachar:i carre in for the 

greatest attack. The Andhra Provincial CSP Conference passed 

a resolution in November 1937 condemning the work.ing of the 

C.Rajagopalachari ministry which was undermining the prestige 

of the Congress. Listing the "misdeeds11
, i"L pointed out that 

CID surveillance on the socialists workers were continuin~ 

securities for the newspapers were not being retrieved, and 

more importantly, the Kottapattam case prisoners were not 

being released, and the socialist Batlivala be.ing arr·ested 

and convicted. Moreove~ the repeated emphasis by c.Rajago-

palachari on Gandhian philosOphy of truth and non-violence 

and wearing of khadi, to the socialists was "the unnecessary 

and excessive propaganda of ethiCal principles unrelated to 
/!"' 

practical politics. •: = 
1 

'l he socialists were piqued at being 

regarded by the ministers no longer "Comrades in arms but as 

inconvenient nuisance 
l1[, 

causes.'l · Stating his own defence. 

C.Rajagopalachari pointed out that the Congress had accepted 

office after mature deliberations and after: great misgivings. 

Further, although in the past, Congressmen in their propaganda 

had often spoken of doing away with the gove r:nment they could 

Rot now indulge in such talk. 4.
9 

As Nehru explained to Masani, 

the two different contexts and meanings of the tenn government 
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were causing confusion. Nehru cautioned that treating the 

Congress government as an alien boo2' \JOl41d render it powerless 

and push it in the wrong direction. He counselled 11 friendly 

but critical appreciation." 50 In its role as government., 

c.Rajagopalachari's ministry could not do away with the 

• machinery of surveillance and censure., particularly socialists , 
and communists activities who were traditionally critical of 

his conservative policies. But in this event Gandhiji advised 

to use restraint. He cautioned C.Rajagopalachari that although 

there was enough evidence against the communist activities., 

••they were after all fellow countrymen ••• they might be 

51 
misguided but they were not to be weaned by government aid." 

The case for which c.Rajagopalachari came in for 

maximum attack was that s.s.Batlivala,. a socialist leader of 

Bombay who was arrested at Tellicheri on October 2., 1937 for 

an allegedly seditious speech and sentenced to six months 

simple imprisonment. 'l'he Batlivala case was the first instance 

of a Congressman arrested under the Congress regime and was 

thus sensationalised. 'I'o Nehru, the Batlivala prosecution by 

the c.Rajagopalachari ministry had shocked the Congress 

conscience in an unprecedented manner and represented a negation 

52 and a reversal of fundamental Congress principles and policy. 

At the AICC and w~Jorking Coll1Plittcc meetings of the Congress at 

Calcutta in October 193~ socialist members seriously attacked 

C.Rajagopalachari's action. 'i'o Nel,ru,the Batlivala case carried 

serious implications in non-Congress states like Punjab and 
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tion ·for every repressive activity of the government prevailing 

there. His suggestion -v:as that the Congress ministries should 

secure the Working Committee's prior approval before making 

arrests or institutin:::: prosecutions was, however, turned down 

by the strong conservative support that c.Rajagopalachari 

received at the Working Committee meeting. Referring to the 

working Committee proceedings at calcutta. Govemor Erskine 

reported to the Viceroy how Nehru• s f::ee attack upon 

c. Raj agopalachari for the arrest ana trial of Batlivala and 

kindred matters had been cotmtered by Gandhiji who came really 

53 
violently in support of the Madras Primier and carried the day. 

Elaborating the conservative point of view, Patel declared, 

"Civil liberty must have the full scope in the Congress regime. 

Please note the adjective • civil' before liberty. 'i'h€ moment 

you drop the word 'civil', liberty will then mean licence. No 

responsible government can allow licence or unlimited liberty 
,, 54 

to the people. 

Similarly, defending his positio~ C.Raj agopalachari 

wrote to Vallabhbhai Patel ' 

My dear Vallabhbhai, 

Those who have really administrative 

experience and who are in the thick of present 

conditions ana also are able tu envisage the future 

will, I thin~ agree with me that the further 

separation of the judiciary ftom the executive than 

what prevniJ now will weaken us in controlling the 
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affairs of the country. our judgements should 

be free from and not trammelled by catch\vords, I am 

so convinced of this that I consider it, relatively, 

as one in which we should have freedom of action in the 

provinces. It is now police administration that will 

dominate over the magistracy and will purify and 

liberalise the police. 

As regards Mr. Batlivala case, it is unfortunate 

that certain groups think that Madras is the proper 

experimenting ground for activities among the labour 

unions and the rebellion areas. Because this province 

is made the target of the left-wingers from outside, I 

have necessarily to be the first in drawing a line of 

demarcation bet\1cen l.Lberty and licence, between freedom 

of opinion and i:H .. itement to violence and disorder. I 

know we may have a crisis over this and I am prepared for 

it, though I knovv, sacci fice means the sacrifice of the 

province. I cannot gatr~er full. power in the field of 

law anc order, such 1 believe 1 have done in <:Jreater 

measure than in other provinces unless I am able to 

d th . 1' 55 .raw ~s ~ne. 

Yours sincerely 

c. Raj agopalachari 

Vallabhbhai, supporting C.L=<.aj agopalachari, wrote to him 

My dear Rajaji, 

•••• The Communists believe that they have 

got an opportunity now as the Congressmen as in office 

to have their own way, and unless we are able to control 

and isolate them, we can not handle any serious question 
l- -

'th h - :)b w~ any ope ot ~mccess. 

Yours sincerely 

Vallabhbhai. 
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The Kottapattam Summer school of Politics and Economy 

was started on May 1., 1937, by the Andhra Socialist Party. In 

May 1937,it was banned by c.Rajagopalachari ministry on the 

ground that it was fomenting communist and revolutionary 

ideas and some students were taken prisoners. This action 

caused considerable opposition from the socialist• critics of 

c.Rajagopaiachari 1 s ministry. Expressing shock and indignation. 

Nehru charged the C.Rajagopalachari ministry of being as much 

as a police ministry suppressing elementary right of free 

speech and association as the previous government was. In 

August, 1937, c. Raj agopalachari issued a communique releasing 

the Summer School prisoners but condemning their activities. 

Although Nehru took objection to the communique, Gandhiji 

justified C.Rajagopalachari's stand declarin~ 11 1 think it 

was necessary to draw attention to the fact that the release 

did not mean the approval of their breach. of the offence. 11 

Explaining the predicament the ministries often found themselves 

i~ Gandhij i declared, ''I fear that often when the Congress is 

in power it will use language which its predecessors have used 

57 
and yet the motive behind will be different. 

Besides this, c.Rajagopalachari was strongly attacking 

a political position that the Congress had always uphel~ namely# 

the separation of the executive from the judiciary. on 12th 

September, 1937, he wrote to Nehru : 



My dear Jawaharlalj i, 

I do not know if you join in the general 

objection to my attitude against taking up the 

question of separation between judicial and 

executive functions as part of the congress 

programme. 

(1) Whatever changes we may make now will be 

in force as long as popular government will be in 

power whether be it Congress or any other persons. 

Therefore, the question is other grounds than who 

is in power. 
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(2) If the magistracy of the district~ who are 

now automatically under the ministers, are conceived 

into an independent guild, controlled in effect by 

session judges and the Chief Justic~ all the power 

we have secured for democracy in regard to the policy 

and administration of justice will be lost and we will 

find that we are powerless to help the people to 

carry out our programme. 

{3) I am firmly convinced that the state is one 

and indivisible. The old idea that the judiciary is an 

arbitrator between the state and the people carnot be 

permitted any longer to shape administrative policy. 

(4) My view of the situation is that, henceforth, 

the police will become mor.e judicial in their investiga

tion. In the old order the magistrates were the 

executives in their judgements. I expect there will 

be a reversal now. 

(5) In any event, the cost of separation is one 

which we cannot now undertake. we cannot fail to see 

that the demand of separation is mostly from those 

classes which stand to gain by recruitment to new posts. 58 

Yours since rely 

c Ra · • Jagopalachari 
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Lord Erskine, the Governor of Madras, felt happy with 

C.Rajagopalachari as a big figure belonging to the inner ring 

of the Congress. To the British King, Erskine gave the 

following account s 

"As to the Premier himself. I get on quite 

well with him, but he is an odd mixture. He is a 

relation of Gandhi, whose son his daughter married, 

and he dresses in much the same manner. He is an 

idealist and his object in life seems to be to get 

India back to what it was in the days of King 

Ashoka. He runs the whole show and if anything were 

to happen to him we should be all over the place, 

as he is the kingpin of the entire ministry." 59 

s.Gopal, in his study of Jawaharlal Nehru, assessed 

c.Rajagopalachari t s office years in the following terms s 

c.Raja.gopalad1ari , a self-proclaimed political 

ascetic who, in the twentie~ had led the opposition --
to C.R.Das, Motilal Nehru, and the Swarajists, 

had now quietly put himself in line 

for Chief Ninistership in Madras and was determined 

to take office. Enjoying Gandhi's confidence and 

ignoring Jawaharlal •••• C.Rajagopaladhari negotiated 

with Lord Erskin~ the Governor of Madras. While he 

commended office acceptance to the convention of 

legislators as a means of wrecking the Act, he assured 

Erskine that •••• 11 there was a real chance to get rid 

of the Civil Disobedience mentality for good, and it 

would be a thousand pities if the chance was missed •••• 

In Madras, ho~ver, C.Rajagopalachari was a law unto 

himself. He was too senior in the Congress hierarchy 
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and too close to Gandhi to be answerable to anybody. 

He combined a contempt for his colleague in the 

ministry and the Working Committee with an undue 

deference to the Brit ish Govemor •••• a man of 

very average ability. The result was a negation 

and reversal of fundamental Congress principles 
60 and policy. 11 

After his resignation from his Premiership in October, 

1939, the years upto the Independence revealed another trait 

of c.Raj agopalachari 1 s personality. Following the failure of 

the Cripps Nission, c.::<.ajagopalachari made a total break from 

the Congress and entered into lugubrious relationships with 

the liberals in an effort to influence the wartime adminis-

tration of the Raj. He differed with Gandhijiopenly and widely 

at the national level. c.aajagopalachari came under fire from 

"' v.n.savakar and Dr. B.R.Ambedkar. ,.. 

In a Convocation addres~ C.Rajagapalachari made What 

Pattabhi Sitaramayya called a weighty pronouncement of a highly 

controversial and heterodox nature on the bur:ning topic of 

61 
non-violence. In a private conversation in Lucknow, he 

was reported to have made a rather detailed exposition of his 

stand in regard to non-violence as applicable to the then 

political situation. He seemed to have stressed the limitations 



of non~iolenoe in the affairs of men. He also made it clear 

that there should be a national government at the Centre and 
62 

popular gove mment at the provinces. 

Whe~ on 7 and 8 Augus~1942, the All India Congxess 

Committee adopted the well-known .. Quit India" resolution, 

c.aajagopalachari publicly opposed it. He was opposed not 

only to the launching of mass direct action but also to the 

leadership's opposition to the Muslim League's demand for 

Pakistan. He broke away from the overriding authority of the 

principle of non-violence and now began to urge that the Muslim 

League's demand must be complied with in order to establish an 

united and corrmon front with the British which they were no 

longer able to resist. 

However, much of C.Rajagopal achari 1 s outlook during 

this period was conditioned by his being a Southerner. Not 

only was the South more emotionally caught up in the progress 

of the War, besides the people of the Madras province represented 

a majority in Malaya and Burma, but the Japanese threat seemed 

always more immediate to the Coromondal Coast than elsewhere. 

Also,a Southerner could adopt a greater detachment towards the 

predominantly northern predicament of Hindu-Muslim conflioe and 

to the prospect of emergence of Pakistan. HoWiiver, his political 

capacity was inadequate for this task. 
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As analysis of C.Rajagopalachari 1 s political career 

and social, political and economic ideas would remain incomplete 

without brief discussion of his relationships with Mahatma 

Gandhi. Between them existed both personal and ideological 

relationships. It was under the Gandhian inspiration that 

c.Rajagopalachari did appear as one of the stalwarts of the 

Indian National Congress and did engage himself during the 

1920s and 1930s in various kinds of constructive activities. 

But Gandhiji and c.Rajagopalachari were so different in 

intellect that they were bound to have disagreements. 

c.Rajagopalachari was indeed to test GandhiJi's. extraordinary 

talent for reconciliation to the full. Gandhiji Deflecting of 

c.Rajagepalachari after several years of acquaintance, 

acknowledged the grasp of C.Rajagopalachari 1 s intellect. 

He wrote s 

"C.Rajagopalachari was an acute student of Satyagraha. 

He began to follow it when it first commenced in 

South Africa. In my opinio~ he knows the science 

of satyagraha as no one close perhaps does. And he 

has tried to live upto it for years. When, therefo£ 

the opportunity for going to jail came to him, he 

embraced it without a second tfm.lgh t.'• 63 

During the period of Quit India movement,c.Rajagopalachari 

had his differences with Gandhi.\i ... He said in a convocation 
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address at Lucknow University s 

11 I have worked with Gandhij i these twentytwo 

years and feel a just pride of having helpa:l him to 

develop and put into action his principles and methods. 

Many are the ties that bound me to him. It is 

pleasure to discover a difference and recognise it 

as leading to a parting of ways. But prayerfully 

and in all humility we must f~~ a such recognition 
\\ 

if it must come •••• 

We keep our fOlvz.. turned steadily in the direction of 

ahimsa but cannot make the mistake of killing the principle 

itself by opposing it to commonsense or reality. The defence 
. 64 

of India is a case to be treated as an except~on. When 

someone asked Gandhi what was the difference between his 

attitude and c. Raj agopalachari • s, Gandhi r ~plied ' 11 I see the 

same difference between him and me that there is between chalk 

and choose." 65 

During this period, Gandhiji said that Jawaharlal Nehru, 

not Rajaji, would be his successor. In 1927, Gandh~ihad spoken 

of c. Raj agopalachari as his successor. The truth was that, 

according to Rajmohan Gandhi~6 Nehru's popularity was wider 

than that of C.Rajagopalachari. Nehru attracted the youth and 

the Left in a measure that c.Rajagopalachari could not match. 

Moreover, having failed to master Hindi despite urgings over 

the years from Gandhiji~ C.'Rajagopal achari was not in a position 

to achieve a rapport with the vast north Indian masses. Gandhiji 
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realised that the action as a whol• was more likely to turn to 

Nehru than to C.Rajagopalachari. Finally, Gandhijirecognised 

a philosophical bond, in the broadest sense of the te~ 

between himself and Nehru. Gandhijisaid, 11 He (Nehru) says 

that ke does not understand my language and that he speaks a 

language foreign to me. This may or may not be true. But 

language is no bar to a union of hearts. And I know this, 

that when I am gone, he will speak my language.•• 67 

Though C.Rajagopalachari attained his greatest height 

in the years following his discovery of Gandhiji and Gandhiji 1 s 

discovery of hi~ during the phase of satyagraha and 

Non-cooperation struggle, some differences on basic principles 

of c.Rajagopalachari with Gandhiji were quite obvious' 

C.Rajagopalachari had unbounded faith in the sovereignty of 

reason. To c.::<.ajagopalachari, non-violence was not the law 

of our being that was with Gandhiji, but an ethic, an instrument 

of statecraft, one of the arms of the government. c.Rajagopala

chari's practice of non-violence had to follow rationalisation 

and therefore could go only as far as the latter could keep 

pace with it. If it foundere~ his ~ractice of non-violence 

also must come to a halt. 

Once, summing up the point of differences with 
(( 

C.Rajagopalachari, Gandhiji observed s The difference between 

you and me is not great, but it is vital,though it seems 
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small. You want, if you do, power at any prince. I have put 

a limit to the price to be paid, You think if you do that 

nothing will come if we don't take power. I can say I can 

afford to wait till it comes at my price, for, I am making 

" progress, however, slight it may be. 69 

C.Rajagopalachari's political position within the 

Indian National Congress has already been described. HeDe, 

we will touch briefly the main aspects of his political ideas 

and outlook. Before joining the Indian National Congres~ he 

was a supporter of the terrorist method of agitation against 

the Raj. After coming in contact with Gandhij~ he converted 

himself into a Gandhian disciple. The Quit India movement 

marked a watershed in the political career of c. Raj agopalachari 

which brought him into conflict with Gandhi and the Indian 

National Congress in general. Although after Independence, 

he came to hold several ministerial positions in the Central 

Ministry and also at the st. Fort Georqe at Madras, ,._ it 
0... 

wasAshort-lived honeymoon with the Congress leaders and the 

makers of the new India. Nehru's failure to get him elected 

as the President of India,and subsequently,his souring of 

relations with the provincial leaders of the Congress at 

Madras provided him the emotional and personal element of 

anti-congress stance, and fina11 y, Nehru 1 s agricultural 

policies turned him into a bitter critic of the Indian National 
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Congress which found expression in an elegant manner in the 

Swar~~~ a \.teekly joumal used to be published from Madras. 

Though politically it was his swatantratite position which we 
1,.)\-'th,. 

will deal"in Anothe:r chapter • 

. Apart from his Swatantra position, C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

political ideas and actions could be roughly separated into 

two broad outlines, viz., Gandhian and conservative. His -
Gandhian outlook and ideas had been discussed elsewhere, so 

we will devote here his conservative ideas. Though not 

opposed to gradual change, c.Rajagopalachari was against the 

elimination of all traditional restraints and the hierarchy of 

guidance, and he opined that if the traditional restraints 

were abolished from society, there will be nothing to keep 

the humanity together in an orderly cohesion. Without moral 

restraints, h€: insisted, thet:e vJilJ be no force that will hold 

the structure of the society together. The notion that secular 

government and democracy can b. eo. substitute for religion is a 

moonshine, opined c. t!aj agopalnchari. According to him, ..._ 

religion v1as the basis of civil sc;c·j_f::t.y and source of all good 

and comfort. Unless religion and values issuing from it ate 

preserved under the guidance of the elit~ there will be no 

hope for the world, or any part of it, in the dangerous 

condition that have come into being as a result of: technical 

advance. Thus, C.Rajagopalacnari bemoaned that the present 

situation is going towards a breakdown of authorit:v and 
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tradition and towards godlessness and proletarianism. Thus 

he exhorted the present generation to arrest that trend as 

much as possible,and he opined that evolutionary forces do 

work irresistibly, but man•s place in the evolution is to 

work intelligently to modify, resist and correct natural 

trends. 

c.Rajagopalachari's political outlook was greatly 

influenced by hiS Brahmin be.ckground and upbring in g. Thus, 

~1hile taking the oath as the Governor General of India he 

told, "I am an Acharyya ar>d I shc,uld not be emotional, but 

in the lives of the Acharyyas also there may be occasions 

when free escape of errotions is like a purif·ying bath. And 

th . . h . 71 
~s ~s one sue occas~on. 

While, as the Governor-General of India, the Governor 

of West Bengal, and as <=, Sv-;atantra leader, he took the role 

as a teacher and preacher, Unlike Gandhiji or Jayaprakash 

Naraya~ \'lho even after Indepe:nc'ien;:c continued their critical 

outlook about political authority, in the case of c.Rajagopala

chari, we find a complete chanqe c.f:. hJ.s earlier attitude towards 

political authority. Thus,before Independence,c.Rajagopaladhari 

as a non-violent Gandhian fol ower sought to justify disobedience, 

defiance and imprisonment against the Raj was ·~harma• s while 

to placate, to obey and to maintain the bureaucratic structure 

of the Raj was itself the greatest a-Dharma. He completely 
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before the audience of the Benaras Hindu University 
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Convocation, that the process involved in the attainment of the 

freedom through the methods of disobedience have left behind 

certain less desirable results, alon.; with the attainment of 

the object. These results, according to him, 1 ike the 

incidental harm done to the body when anyone take drugs for 

the cure of a serious disease, have to be corrected by 

convalescent disciplin~ by an effort and determination 

amountin;1 ·to reliyicus fervour and faith. After employing 

this simile, he advised the audience to throw away the habit 

of disregarding 1a·1rJ a.nd i'lt.:.thority that had been a legacy of 

the Raj period. Instead, he exhorted that, "we must restore 

the unqualified reverence f;)r t:'"1c f'.tate that was cultivated 

by our ancient~ the reverence for law and discipline is 

equivalent to the reverence for Dharma '·'w~ tl~.at was insisted 

upon in the old days. In fact, "'e want a revival of feudal 

manners and chivalry, but in terms of modem democracy. 72 

Similarly, c.Rajagopalachari supported modern democracy 

that had been adopted in Independent Indi~ but not for its 

1ntrinsic values and revolutionary ideals, rather, he supported 

it on a quite conservative standpoint. He supported the western 

democracy in India against socialism. Thu~ he said, that Indian 

should trust democracy to ensure just distribution and not to 

look to the class struggle for salvation. Class struggle, 



according to him, means hatred, fouling of atmosphere, 

unh·3ppiness for all and submission to the crudest type of 

tyranny and the end of it. The delays of democracy are very 
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73 
much better than the violence and hatred of class struggle. 

Now let us analyse·c.Rajagopalachari 1 s political 
0. 

outlook ftom~theoretical standpoint. By and large, 

c.Rajagopaladhari endorsed the Gandhian belief that civilisation 

consists not in multiplying of wants but in the deliberate 

and voluntary restriction of wants. Similarly, he also said 

that lthigh thinking is inconsistent with complicated materiRJ 

ll74 
lif~ based on speed imposed upon us by mammon worship. 

However, to understand the full range of C.Rajagopalacheri 1 s 

conservatism, it is necessary to go beyond this posture. A 

second point of view which is reflected in c.Rajagopalachari's 
i,.s 

assertion~~. that he, like Gandhij i, believes that machinery has 

its place. And he, like Gandhiji, is an enemy of the machine 

when i~ becomes the master and man becomes its slave. 

Planned economy and cooperative life cannot be effectively 

achieved, asserted c.Rajagopal c:.c-rJ.:=•ri, if it depends on more 

authority, however, powerful. For achieving it, there must be 

a generally accepted culture which ,,.,j 11 act as a law from 

withi~ to assist the law imposed from outside. Unless there 

is the help of culture,. more material pJ.annirHJ culminates in 

f d a ~ t. 75 rau no corrup 1on. 
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Interpreting the same theme, C.Rajagopalachari asserted 
11 

that s Properly designed and placed on a spiritual basis, a 

regulated economy need not to be inconsistent with individual 

satisfaction and individual seal. The restraints and habits 

of mind are required to be developed for altruistic action 

''76 which must flow from faith and inner conviction. 

If the question is put : how the •culture• and 

• spirituality' can be secured, C.Rajagopalachari wes• not 

free from apparent contradictions on this point. He defined 

•culture•, as •essentially the prevailing pattem of joyous 
77 restraint accepted by the people. He linked it to the 

maintenance of dharma, cr moral duty, v1hich is an organic 

growth and should not be treated as mere Indian superstition 

or eccentricity. 



Thus, finally, t8ken toqether, according to 

H.L.Erdman. 
78 c.Rajagopalachari's emphasis on restriction 
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of wants, en minimising dislocations, and ~.:he need to sustain 

culture through the family ana the jaati, and the like, he 

would go far toward maintaining the status quo in India. 

lfl this sense, Erdman opined that C.Rajagopalachari was 

fundamentally conservative, ~ihich he freely admitted, without 

invoking dogmas. And C.Rajagopalachari drew himself close 

to the messiahs of backwardness. It may be a consolatio~ 

opined E.rdmat~ ·th8t c.Rajagopalachari eschewed traditional 

justifications for supporting traditional institutions, 

practices and values. 79 
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Chapter V 

c. RAJAGOPALACHARI AND THE SWATANTRA PARTY --- -- -----
I. Introduction - ----

The formal decision to establish the swatantra Party 

was made public in Hadras on June 4, 19 59. Only in the 

narrowest sense, however, does this tell anything about its 

birth. ·rhe date of conception was uncertain, although the 

1 
period of gestation is known to have been long. However, 
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before starting tot race its birth ano growth and the ideological 

position of C.k<.ajagopalachari within the Swatantra Party, let 

us describe how c.Rajagopalachar~ a Congress stalwart over the 

decades, was drawn to the new party and became its father figur:e. 

After Independence, C.Rajagopalachari held several 

portfolios in the Interim Government. He became the Governor 

of west Bengal in 1947-48, the Governor-General of India in 

1948-50, a Minister \-vi thout Port folio and the Home Minister in 

Jawaharlal Rehru • s Cabinet and the Chief Minister of the Madras 

Presidency in 1952-54. But most of these official positions 

of c.aajagopalachari were of little official power. c.Raja<.J:')pala

chari's self-righteousness, his opposition to the 1942, 

Quit India Movement, his lenient attitude towatds the 

Communists and the MJ.slim League during the World war II had 

antagonized a large section of the Congress rank and file 

towards him. In fact, his post-war and post-Independent 
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official positions were mostly dependent on Jawaharlal Nehru 1 s 

sympathetic attitude towards him. But let us analyse 'Why 

Jawaharlal Nehru leaned towards C.Rajagopalachari during this 

period, since he (C.Rajagapalachari) was a rabid Congress 

rightist during the 1930's, and about who~ Jawaharlal Nehru 

once exclaimed •••• ' As for c.Raj agopalachari •••• is there a 
) 2 

more dangerous person in all India'? 

During this perio~ there was both an.increasing 

alienation and weakening of the left-wing elements outside 

the Congress and radical forces within the Congress itself. 

The decision of the members of the Congress Socialist Party 

in 1948 to leave the Congress had been a blow for Jawaharlal 

Nehru. Jawaharlal Nehru, sympathesized with the general viewpoint 

of the Congress socialist Party and liked many of their leaders. 

Jawaharlal Nehru was particularly sorry that Jawaprakash Narayan 

should have been lost to the Congress. In an effort to win 

back the socialists, Jawaharlal ~ehru wrote to Jayaprakash 

Narayan 1 "I am greatly distressed at many things in India. 

But perhaps what distresses me most is the wide gap ~ich is 
lt 3 

ever growing between many of us and the socialisti. But 

these efforts and approaches of Jawaharlal Nehru towards the 

socialists pxoved fruitless. Jayaprakash Narayan was critical 

of Jawaharlal Nehru's general outlook. He commented, "you 

want to go towards socialis~ but you want to help the capitalists 
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in that you want to build socialism with the help of capitalism. 

You are bound to fail in that." 
4 

It was in this context that Jawaharlal Nehru relied 

heavily on C.Rajagopalachari. MoYemve~ C.Rajagopalachari's 

turning towards the Congress was encouraging to Jawaharlal 

Nehru. So, Jawaharlal Nehru favoured C.Rajagopalachari's 

continuance as the President of India after the promulgation 

of the Republic. But c.Rajagopalachari's past vacillations had 

not been forgiven by the rank and file of the Congress Party. 

They pteferred Rajendra Prasad, the President of the 

Constituent Assembly. ~Vhen this feeling in favour of 

Rajendra Prasad in the Parliamentary Party surfaced, Jawaharlal 

Nehru felt surprised and wrote to Rajendra Prasad hinting that 

he should announce his lack of interest in the office and 

propose c.RajagOpalachari' s name. Rajendra Prasad declined 

to oblige and said he left it to Nehru and Patel to edge him 

out. What Nehru did not know was that Patel favoured Prasad 

and had arranged for widespread expression of opinion in 

Prasad's favour in an informal meeting of the party. So Nehru 

had to accept his defeat and let c.Rajagopaladhari retire. 

It has been part of the conventional wisdom about 

Indian politics that the righc-wing political activity has been 

ext rernely ineffectual. 'l'hus, two leading students of Indian affairs 



have commented on the reactionaryactivity in the following 

fashion $ "It is one of the paradoxes of the Indian politics 

that. India 1 s ancien regime, surely one of the oldest and 
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most deeply rooted in the worlCl ftJ:CCtAc:Ed nc reaction • • • • Only 

a few minor local parties today stand for a full retum to the 

rule of Brahmins and l<hatriyas according to t.he precepts of 
5 

dharma or traditional duty, and they are ineffectual." In a 

more general vei~ another scholar has argued that Jawaharlal 

Nehru once observed that the opposition forces were not weak 

in India, kbEa but obscurantism ~nu inertia c.,f the people were. 

The weakness of conservatism more specifically was noted 

before independence by a J.v'J.8haraja v.rho cormnented that •• it must 

seem strange in a country whose ways of life are so dominated 

by custom and tradition as mdi~ there sho:..::.ld b.:: nc political 

6 
party W'lich called itself conse r:vative." 

On August 1~ 194~ India gained independence from 

British rul£,. 'IhcrE; lvas no doubt that the mantle of povwer 

would fall on the Indian National Congress. E'rom the 

standpoint of India•s ccnstl'V;:l'Liq:~ Elements, as for all others_,. 

the future was Clouded. Over the years of the British rule, 

traditional India had confront.r.:.c m:.rr.e:rous challenges. Many 

princely polities had been annexed, and those remaining had 

atrophied considerably. Conscious efforts at social, legal, 

educational, and other reforms, as vJ€11 as changes flowing 

from the advcnL of r.e,il-rcc;cs, modem communication, new 
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forms of industry and the like, seemed to strike at the roots 

of the Indian society. over wide areas, erosio~ if not sudden 

destruction, seemed to threaten indigenous institutions and 

value~ and at least from the time of Rammohan Roy in the early 

nineteenth century, there were always articulate Indians who 

advocated chal'lg€ s, some modest, some to drastic, in traditional 

India. 

Uppermost in the minds of conservative Indians in 

1947 was the knowledge that Jawaharlal Nehru would probably 

dominate the scene, and this generated considerable anxiety. 

From the late 1920s onward~ Jawaharlal Nehru had explicitly 

identified himself with more radical elements in the country 

and had inveighed against the princely order, the landed 

aristocracy, the capitalist class, the defenders of socio

-religious orthodoxy, the gene:rc:il stagnation of rural India 

and the like. 

Jawaharlal Nehru did, of course, tower over the 

Indian political scene after independence, until his death in 

1964, and in var:ying degree& each of the groups against whom 

he had inveighed did face challenges during his tenure as 

Prime Minister. 'l'he princes had their states integrated into 

the Indian Union, and thus they lost '.heir residual power, 

their status suffered and their economic position deteriorated 

badly. 'l'he same was true of the great landE!d aristocrats, tcth 

in the former princel~l states and in former British India. The 
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middle peasantry ca·fA.'- ultimately to con front pressure for 

heavier taxation, ceilings on land holdings, a vague threat 
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of collectivized agriculture and a variety of efforts designed 

to improve the general position of the lowest strata of the 

rural population. The business communities were confronted 

by a wide range of respeictive legislatio~ including 

prohibitions on entry into certain fields which were reserved 

for state-sponsored enterprises~ limitations on expansion in 

other areas~ quotas and excises, particularly in the textile 

field, intended to make hand-woven cloth more competitive; 

attacks on the managing agency system which had structured 

Indian enterprise since the nineteenth centucy; heavy corporate 

and personal taxation; and occasional intimations of nationa

lisation of the private sector. Legislation intended to reform 

Hindu family relations, inheritance, and other aspects of the 

traditional private lav1 challenged the orttodox of whatever 

status or occupation. 

Each of these moves produced adverse responses, 

but for the most part these responses were isolated efforts 

which did not develop into a cohesive force. Some princes 

refused, a.t '.:.h(.:.: outset, to accede to the Government of India; 

one or two resorted to military resistance; and in 1951, some 

former ruler~:~ anc tu."'d.~ aristocrets attempted to form Rulers• 

Unio~ to agitate against the integration of the native states 

and the decline of the aristocracy more generally. The landed 
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aristocracy, often in consort with former princes , , · ..... ~- '":T' ·: 

took their fight against land reforms to the courts. Non

aristocratic landed groups worked through many channels, 

including caste associations and such groups as All-India 

Agriculturalists• Federation (1958) 1 while at the village 

leve~ the attempted rise of the depressed groups was countered 

in a variety of ways, including attrition in prolonged court 

battles, boycott of village councils on which they sat, refusal 

to respect elections, and a whole spectrum of more or less 

coercise measures, including the buming of homes and crops 

the destruction of cattle, physical assaul~ and so on. At 

the national level, the late President of the Republic, 

Rajendra Prasad, steadfastly opposed certain provisions of the 

social reform legislation and threatened to withhold his assent, 

or to resign from his office, unless modifications were 

forthcoming. The business communitie~ having tried to anticipate 

and to undercut Congress Planning efforts by advancing a 

development plan of their own in 194~ betrayed a crisis of 

confidence in the regime immediately after independenc~ and 

periodically thereafter they displayed anxiety over Congress 

policies, especially whenever there seemed to be a move toward 

Soviet style planninc;:. 

Many of these challenges were, thus, acutely felt and 

many of the responses were certainly conservative; yet there 

was no coherent, explicitly conservative response at the party 

level during the first decade after Independence. Thete were 
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many reasons f:Jr this, but the brief catalogue of challenge 

and response during the Nehru era suggests one important factor ~ 

the aiversi ty of the social forces involved. In addition to 

major inter-group cleavages, however, there were also intra-group 

cleavages, based in large part on the historic social fragmentation 

of the dincu sclciety; and these also worked against the formation 

of a coh~sive opposition force. 

A brief glance at the historical record will snow that 

even ,,.Jithin a given group, viz. the aristocracy, the landed 

peasantry, the Dusiness communities, etc., unity \,vas at best a 

remote possibility. v~ith respect t:.:: the princely order, for 

example, it is clear that at alrnost ever.i critical Juncture in 

its history, it v;as beset b.:t intElT;al cleava9es which seriously 

impaired its collective position. 'The story is tole th2t 

sometime before the rebellion of 1857, a leading Inc ian ruler 

looked at a standard Brit ish map of the sub-con tiner1t, with 

British India coloured red, princely India :lelhHv and commented 

that one day the princely India will also be red. Yet this 

sentiment. v.;,Js either: not ~Jidely sh::::r:ed1 or else, it did not 

matter, bec2use at no time did thE r • .Jtive rulers act on the 

maxim that it would be better to hang together than to hang 

separately. 

Prior to independence, the 9reat landed nobles of British 

India were virtually compelled to be better united, because they 

had to function within a somewhat more open and tmre reformist 
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environment. Over the years, the zamindars had organised 

themselves, at least locally, to petition the raj and eventually 

to elect representatives to the legislative councils, in which 

they had reserved seats. 'I'he y amply ciemonst :rated their 

conservatism by proclaimin~.J and defenoin'::i cht-:ir: elite status and 

by steadfastly oppO;;.iin'::i alrrost ever-.1 significant piece of land 

reform legislation introduced by the ~rltish to ameliorate the 

co!)ditions of the actual tiller::) of the soil. Throughout t:he 

years of the British Raj, however:, differences between big and 

small zamindars '~-Jere evident: each group, as in the case of 

the princes, was beset by religL..1us and caste animosities. 

Furtt:ermor-t::., the political division of India into British and 

princely areas in1'1ibited the development of associations which 

would L>rins;; t.o(;;ether the zamindars and their closest counter

parts in the princely states, the jagirdars. 

'l'hus, while sharin'::l many interests and aspirations vis-a

vis more democratic tendencies, tne aristocratic classes never 

formed a cohesive oppositlon force, eit.her: at the uat-ional or 

state level, either unoer. tJ1e Br.i1.: ish or after 1947. Both the 

aristocrats anu the defenders ot religious orthodoxy might be 

eminently conservative r,ut cnejr activities were ;.nevitably 

fra9mented. 

However, it was the L rmation of tr1e ~"'orum of Free 

Enterprise in 1956 which was later responsible for the formation 

of the o:J·.vatantra I?arty. The .c~orum of f'ree Enterprise was a 

non-political organisation, fo.r:med vvith the avowed purpose of 
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educating the public opinion about the merits o .f free enterprise 

and the danger of excessive state domination and state control 

over citizens 1 activ iti.t::s. Howe'.'€!'1 the Forum u f Free E.nterprise 

declarE-d itself against the co."nplete l~issez-fai n:, because, 

accvrd::i.n-; to it.s spokesmen, nlnet.centh c.::m:ury capit~l.isrn had 

no place in the contemporary wuLJd, anc this was not cu~ to the 

feeling of ~heer expediency, but but re::.::3ed by considerations of 

rapid economic growth and i:c r tL~ rr.;,;inlen.?nce o£ pol itica~ 

democr<3C)'. 

in du .stria 1, 

11 'l'he .Fo ru.m un rese r:edly 3ccept the concept. ..; !: e fulJ cr 

unjust 1-rlvileges; in fin.:, thE estab1 ishment of a 1t11E:lfare state. 

Indeed, '·'""hold that the·s~· ,-,bi"'·r"'t·{·.·r.:--- ·.··' 1 ' )."'· .:~_:·:_::Ji,,._ . .(_-_· 
"""" ... .~ .... ....., .,.. _, - .. ..L .: - ,:;::'; ·. -~ ~- '• '. \,,.. - - - .. mere 

system. Inherent in our acce:::;tance ::"JL tnese social aims is also 

that of :·lanned economy, and comnon cxisteuc~~ e;i Fiutuc:l 

interdep•.::nc..ence of a state-controlled and a frEe enterprise 

sector. .~hat we do not accept is the theory that state-owned 

sEctor should continuously expand until it dominates the national 

life •••• will ther:e be a regimentati.:m ot Ji±e, totally a1: 

v;:;.rie.nce with India 1 s outl...:.:ok anc t r:auiti;:Jns, vmicl: nave always 
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recognised the place and worth of individual in society. ••
8 

J•pa rt from c. Raj agopalacha r.i, Vtinoo l"'.tasani (a former 

founder of the Congress soc~alist Party) haa been criticising 

1:he Congress long befc,re tnt:· l.·la'.::lpur tZesolution of 1959. ln 

fact, in his book publisheo in l954$ hf: drew attenticn to the 

d 1 ' t. 9 ange.rous po .3r~!;a J..on of Indian political forces between the 

Congress and the Communist Party sinCE: consistent ideological 

opr.X>sition to communism hac, hitherto .oeen negligible. He 

emphasized the importance of religion to keep India fre'e from 

thE threat of C()mmunism • 

• ,s an independent rnernbe r: c f the Parliament, lV'JC!sani made 

a pointcc :::-e fence to the lop-sided ideological balance in the 

lndlan Porliament. 'I'hree rc-rajor parties, the Con<:;Jre.ss, the Praja 

~ocialist Party and the <communist Party, alJ cl-3ime0 to be, 

according to f.'iasani, socic:lists. 'l'hus, Masani asserted that no 

liberal or conservative or centre-party exists ~vt1ich is 

non-socialist. Ivlas~ni a no Jaipal ..:J ing\l, member of the Independent 

group of tt·le Parliament, on •·J.O:r:cr • ..,,, 1959, pro_9oserJ the 

intention of the group ot :012-con:ins; til€ pr:e·cursor oi a new 

midole-of-th(: road political par:t}· ,;hich would stano for rdxed 

ecor.orny and oppose cooperativE" farming anu ceilings on income. 

However, the immediate provocation for the formation of 

the _.;;,,;?t.an·trC1 Party was the adoption of tne Nagpu:::: Kesolution on 

co-operative farming by the C :1ngress Party in ~..~3nuary, 1959. 

Follcwj.n~; are the extract:s of the Na1,;;pur r<..esolutioE; 
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(i) "The organisation ()f the village shoul6 oe based on 

village p.3nchayat :::: 2nd village cooperatives, both ot which should 

have adequate poHers and resources to <.Si.scharge the functions 

alJotted t0 them. A nun·ber of village cooperatives may form 

th - . t . C;LsElVE:S l~l 0 a un10n. All permanent residents of the village, 

v1hetner ov-.11~ng land or not, should be eligible for membership 

of the villc.ge cooperative wh.i..ch shm.~.ld prorrotE thE welfare of 

its memb.O>rs by introducing progressive farming methods and 

imp roved techniques of cu.l t ivat ion, developing anirnal irusbr:mc r:z; and 

fisneiy and encouraging cottage industries. In a.ddJ.tion to 

providing credit and discnarging other: ser-;icing functJ.ons, it 

will arrange for pooling and m.:n::keting the agricultural p roouce 

Both the panchayat ano coor)erative should be u1e spearheads of 

all 6evelopmental activities in t~c village an~ more especiall~ 

should encourage intensive farrning \vith a view to raising the 

per acre yield of the ;:.gric tura.l c roduce ... 

( ii) ~1/The Luture a<._;,ra:dan pattem should bt that of 

coopcrat ive joint farmin-g, in wn icil tne l<::nd will be pooled for 

joint cu=.tivation, tr1c f~:m.e:rs continuing to retain their property 

rights, anc gettin; a share from ti1e net nroduce in proportion 

to thE tr 1 :::nc. :J?urttiE' 1:, those who actually work on the land, 

whether tney o-wn the land or not, vlil.l .;et a :::hare ln prooortion 

to thE' viorK. put in ty them c.r; tl:ce jojnt farm. 

14
As a first step, prior tc the institutL.m .Jf joint 

farming, service cooperatiVes st1ou1o ce o r.;,;anise6 tnr,;-r:..<;bout the 

c 



country. rrhis stage should be completed vlitbin a period of 

three yeax:s. .t;;ven within this period, h<HoJEvsr, \Jherever 

possible and '.vhen generally agreed to c.y tnt.-: farmers, joint 

- II 11 
cult~va~ion may be starteo. 

(iii) ''In order tc r:E:mo·~e \.neE rtainty regarding land 

reforms :;no to ~ive stability r:o Ul.E:' farmer, ceilings should 

be fixed on existing and future holci.ng:s ard legislation to 
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this effect, as well as fen the atoll tion of the intermediaries, 

should be completed in a11 states b:y the •'end of 1959. 'l'his does 

not mean any ceiling on iliC(>me, as it: is expected that, by 

intensi·,;e (:ul"livation t1s well ::s by addi ticnal occupations, rural 

incomes Hill L~::-:e. s ud1 su q;J ~..<s 1 anc should vest i::, the panchayats 

and should be nc.naged thr ·;uqh c:x•pE:rC\t ive s consisting of landless 

•2 
laboure rs. 11 1 

\iv) ••with a view to assurin·~ a fair return to the tiller, 

a minimum or a floor pri.ce ~;hould be fixed reasonabl}' in advance 

of the sowing season with respect to each crop, and arrangements 

should be made to pu.rd12.st. cirectly, vJhenever necessary, the 

" " It 13 crops p :roouceo. 

(v) 11 The introduction of tne citate trading in wholesale 

t r:aoe i.n foodgroins is we.lcomed anc shoulo be fully yiven effect 

to." 14 

(vi) 11 Every effort should bE: made to brine,; the uncultivated 

and w2su: lone into cultivation. The Central Government should 

sppoint 2 C:_;mmittee to devise Suitable me<.:lsures for the 
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'l'h e decision to farm the ;:;; watant ra party was taken at an 

info rrnal me.::t ~ng of the All India AgricuJ. t ur~sts' :Cede ration, an 

o rganisaticm <T.ainly of l.::mdowncrs ana ric.h pe21sants, in Madras on 

June 4, 19::>9. r.i.'his meeting drew up e. st:·::..cr::ent of the princip:e s 

which was to form the basis oi th(:~ swatantra Party. 'l'o inaugurate 

the Party .:::nd to adopt its ::~tat<rncr~'- cf principles, a preparatory 

convention \vas held in Bombay on Auqust 1 an(S 2, 1959. 

Masani, in his opening remarks, cl;::lirne<'l U1;~c the ~watantra 

Party provided a clear altemative t;; the pr:inciples of the ruling 

party, 11 by puttin<::~ the indiv ioual Ll.•ffit in the Centrt of the 

pictures anc .n .. :jE.ctins lock1 st..JCt: :<r~:( carrel the methodology, 

as oppo sec~ to the ideas of :;;oc ial ism, which is more accurately 

d 'b' t ·t·· ~~u~ escr1 eo ~s st3 e capl. a11.sm • Irt nis inaugural ::;.ddress, 

c •• {ajagopalachari said, • • • • "we stand fer: the g'reat or:i11cioles . . 
enunciated by Gandhiji and constantly ::::rnphasized by him of 

maximum freedom for the individual and rrinirnurn interference by 

17 
the state." 

lhe convention adopted the statement of principles of the 

party. It may be noted that soon atter ti.E: forr;>atiDn of the party, 

it absorbec the Janata Party of ,,iha:r, the Krishak Lok :Party of 

AnChra Pradesh 2nd aaj asthan, the .i..ndi.3.n National Lierrocratic 

Congress in I·1adras. Later the Gram ~-<.aj Part:/ ...)f Uttar 

Pracesh, and the unit·ed Independent .~.!':'"'nt of Uttar .l?r·a.:.esh 

joined it. 'l'be emergence of the Party, tnerefore, ma:y be 

consi6er-ed a reg:coupin9 o:t the C.JoserJative forces ~n .indian society. 
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There can be little doubt that India's native 

aristocracy was in large measure a self-consciously pDOud group 

which explicitly referred to and defended its extraordinarily 

pr~vileged position in Indian society. Throughout the consti

tutional deliberations of the 1920's and 1930'~ they insisted 

that their rights and privileges should not be ignored or 

encroached upon. In confronting the British, the aristocrats 

quite understandably emphasized their ungrudging support and 

sincere assistance to the crown. Many a British official frankly 

admitted the crown• s debt to the aristocracy and regarded the 

final deposition of the native states in particular as illegal, 

immoral and a despicable sell-out. 

While this style of argument commended itself widely to 

the British. it was not designed to appeal to the articulate, 

non-aristocratic elements in Indian public lif~ notably those 

who comprised the Congress, one defender of the native rulers 

thus insisted that the natural instinct of mankind is self

prese·.n.:"~ tt""'-·· and another insisted that we wish to preserve the 

individual and historical identity of our states which our 

forefathers carved out for themselves and handed down to us. 

Such self-interested and fully conservative arguments 

could haD3ly suffice by themselves and the rulers were by no 

means oblivious of this fact. While admitting that they were 

conservative to a certain extent by tradition and instinct, the 
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aristocrats were insistent that they were the conservators of 

a great tradition. of an ancient civilisation and of a proud 

culture, lbich was superior to the dynamic, machine-made 

civilisation of the West which was to some extent being imported 

to India by the British and westernised Indians. The emphasis 

on the role of the princely states in the indigenous tradition 

and on Indian culture as superior to that of the west held out 

some hope for a more favourable response from the mo::r:e 

conservativ~ non-aristocratic Congressmen. 

Also indicative of their determination to exploit 

prevailing problems and sentiment~ the aristocrats claimed that 

they were above communalism of the newer class of politicians, 

that they treated the people in their states as children rather 
C.!llJ '"e,7) 

than as subjects, instead of the comple~ bureaucratic " of 

the Brit ish India. 

Given such feeling~ it is little wonder that most 

articulate aristocrats balked at any strong suggestion of the 

advent of parliamentary, denocratic government on all India 

basis, especially under the auspices of the Congress. As one 

British supporter of the princes put it that democracy, as 

known in British Indi~ they do not find alluring in part 

because it represented rule by the lower classes, an inversion 

of the traditions of three thousand years. Another referred to 

the Congress as subversive elements and bile producers which 

justified the conclusion that in such conditions, one can 
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hairlly expect the Indian princes to sit in their Durbars with 

folded hand~ while the lawyer~ school-master~ money-lenders 

and industrialists decide the fate of India. 

The aristocrats themselve~1 were no less critical of the 

Congress Party than the British who stood by them. One of the 

leading zamindars referred tot he Congress as a new class of 

demi-gods and career politicians who exploit the ignorant 

masses for strengthening their own class rule; and he insisted 

that the Congress was an upstart body and had not built up the 

traditions of authority and command through time with a 

corresponding attitude of obedience aiiDng the masses. Many 

reiterated their prolonged hostility to the Congress ideas and 

scorned the talk of derrocracies and all such things, rejected the 

prospects of a Congress regime as one run by tradesmen who were 

not born to rUle. 

In the light of such sentiment~ it is not surprising 

that many ruler~ before the integration of the states, we~ 

quite outspoken in their insistence that they will never submit 

to being governed by British India, over many parts which princely 

states in former times held sway, and most emphatic was the 

statement that the princes fought and sacrificed their blood to 

win power and they mean to hold it. If the Congress wants 

to rob them, if the British shod<-~ .1 et them down, they will 

fight. Jn the event, these brave words were not matched by brave 

deeds, but two points remain clear. :t'ir.:st, these words represent 
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the authentic voice of aristocratic conservatis~ aefending the 

rule of I<hatriyas acccx:d lns tc the tradition and precepts of 

dharma, although efforts were made to go beyond such defences, 

in o.tder to appeal to non-aristocratic consez:vatives. lt is 

abundantly clear., however, that the aristocracy did not look 

with favour upon the middle classes, "!cL alone the masses. 

secondly, related to this, 'ias the fact that there was much 

s~rouldering resentment against the Congress, regime which the 

ruling party had by no means able to obliterate. 

Not all of the aristocrats were vehement about the 

Congress, at least in public. Before independence, many were 

disposed to assure the nationalist leadership that they were not 

reactionaries who wanted to effect a total princely restoration 

or steadfast consez:vatives who acknowledged the need for change 

but felt it must be gradual. 

In some ways, the upper castes at the village level 

advanced positions comparable to those of the aristocrats. As one 

scholar has observed, the decline of the Brahmins and Khatriyas 

was not a happy thought for these classes, and ·the prospect of 

degeneration ~ich wuld bring the Shudras and untouchables into 

greater prominence was an appalling prospect. Numt;rcus 

village studies fully document this point. Upper castes 

complained that the lower caste, -v1ere now swollen-headed. 'l'hey 

do not want to serve the upper castes and they cannot depend on 

them. Efforts by some government servants to work directly v-1ith 
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the lower castes at the village level, had generated coldness 

and even hostility from groups on the higher levels of the 

social hierarchy, who asked themselves whether the government 

was out to destroy the social system of the Hindus. One effort 

by prominent private citizens and govemment officials to gain 

temple entry for untouchables elicited the response that the 

government is mixing the maize with the millet. A wide range 

of coercive techniques had been employed by the higher castes 

to keep the lower castes in their place, and this in its own 

way is an important manifestation of conservatis~ albeit of a 

less politically organised and sort. 

Many middle peasants and substantial tenants have 

been quit..e willing to see the end of large-scale 1 andlordism, 

without being any way solicitious to those who are subordinated 

¥o them: and they frequently condemn efforts to give land to 

the landless as contrary to dharma or else as unproductive. 

In these and other ways, caste Hindus demonstrate their sense 

of superiority either explicitly or implicitly to the depressed 

castes; and they demonstrate as well their refusaJ to confront 

the fundamental problems of rural India. Still, it is important 

to not:e that non-conservative vocal:ulary is often used to deny the 

claims of the depressed groups. Furthermore, it is also important 

to note that the exponents of these v iev·is are not necessarily 

sympathetic to aristocratic or Brahminical world-views J 

many anti-khatriya and anti-Brahmin groups have c.h;:~llenged the 
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position of these superior classes, l-lbile steadfastly denying 

the claims of those who remain below them. 

More difficult to come to grips with such straight

forwatd manifestations of conservatism is a doctrine whase 

practical consequences are profoundly cooservative, even though 

its exponents profess to want certain major changes in Indian 

life. This doctr.i.ne has as its core an image of an idealized 

village community, sometimes envisages as having existed in 

ancient India. rt has as its principal roots (i) the view that 

village India is real India; ( ii) the reaction against imperialist 

arr~Jance and against the corrosive effects of British rule on 

traditional, village India, pitting the real India against the 

westr and \i.:.i) linked to this, the virtually universal reaction 

to the dislocations of early stages of industrialisation, 

includin.CJ thE. Indian variants of Luddite and utopian socialist 

themes. The association of Gandhij i • s name. rightly or wrongly, 

with this st ranC: of thought accounts in large measure for its 

potential emotional appeal. 

Different exponents of this doctrine give it different 

twists and embellishments, but some major perspectives are 

alroost universally shared. Of central importance is the view 

that the Indian village is, or was at one time, almost an 

idyllic, self-reliant, har,monious and spiritual little republic. 

The caste system, one of the most uniformly condemned aspects of 
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Indian life, was, according to this view, originally a plausible 

approach to the requirements of a division of social function and 

did not contain the rigidities commonly associated with it in 

recent times. Nor did it relegate a significant segment of the 

population to the position of untouchables. 

The anti-western and anti-industrial themes are related 

to this one and are almost uniformly articulated. The introduction 

of machine-made goods, both foreign and domestic; the introduction 

of western legal procedures, western educatio~ western political 

process.es, and the like, is widely portrayed as a cause to the 

present distress. There is a general rejection of individualism, 

in favour of social cooperation and concern for larger social 

groupings. Specifically, there is a rejection of competition 

associated with laissez-faire economies, of the win-or-lose 

struggle associated with western legal procedures. The 

individual is to subordinate his passions and needs to those of the 

extended family, the caste and the village as a Whole; and an 

important corollary of this basic view is the requirement that 

the rich, the wise and the well-botn must use their advantages 

for the common good - the so-called doctrine of trusteeship. 

Because cooperation and harmony are major desiderata, conflict 

and coercion in any form are not permissible; and hence the 

notion of class war and even of legislation through majority 

rule are to be rejected. In so far as privileged classes use 

coerci~e techniques which are to be eliminated, education in 
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doctrine of trusteeship must provide the corrective. It is 

generally argued that the ideal can be approximated only in 

smaller communities unsullied by significant concern for material 

things: hence urbanisation and industrialisation along western 

lines must be resisted. Indian spirituality must be maintained 

in the face of western materialism. 

The contention that such perspectives have conservative 

implications is based on the following considerations. First of 

all, for many exponents of these ideas, the principal dangers to 

the idealised village system lie not in the village itself, but 

in the forces outside the village which are undermining it. Hence, 

in many cases, there is relatively little attention devoted to the 

actual distribution of power in the Indian village. secondly, 

when the rural power pattem is realistically examined and 

changes are deemed necessary, the latter are to be achiaved 

through education in trusteeship. Thirdly, the pattem of 

constraints within the joint family and caste are often totally 

neglected, and these social groupings are looked upon as instruments 

of social welfare. Fourthly, while there is some attention given 

to the desperate plight of the lowest classe~ there is less 

than passionate concern for their unhappy material condition 

because a concern for material affairs tends to erode concern 

for spiritual matters. Thus, c.Rajagopalachari supported Gandhiji's 

views that civilisation consists not in the multiplication of 

wants but in the deliberate and voluntary restriction of wants, 
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and he also supported the view that high thinking is inconsistent 

with a complicated material life, based on high speed. 

From some vantage point~ it is really immaterial 

whether one calls the exponents of such views conservatives, 

reactionaries, utopian socialists, or something else more or less 

flattering. In some respects, it also matters little whether one 

assumes that they genuinely desire the changes Which they pDOfess 

to want or whether one insists that they are frauds. The 

important point is that policies consistent with the model of 

idealised village would serve as almost il total bar to any major 

transformation of the Indian village. In other words, the 

doc..trine supports the status quo in fact, .if not in thro ry. 

Particularly for the lowest strate of the population, there is 

little hope for improvement, materialJy or otherwise. It is 

abuncantly clear from the historical and current state of 

Indian village that there is no salvation for the lowest strata 

within thet frnmevJOrk. And the entire history of mankind should 

be proof that privileged classes do not become trustees to any 

significant degree without substantial pressure from below or 

from competing elites who speak for the lower classes. under 

existing anc forseable Indian conditions, the village itself 

simply cannot provide the economic unde.rpinnings needed to 

sustain a movement for the betterment of the lower classes. 

If the commitment to cooperation, trusteeship, and the 

like precludes any major changes in the village in the interests 
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of the lower class advance the anti-urba~ anti-industrial 

commitments clearly run counter to the interests of the urban 

industrial class. lt is easy to see why the exponents of the 

idealised village did not endear themselves to untouchable 

leaders, cr to India 1 s captains of industry. To the untouchable, 

a defence ct th£.: village was a defence of his prison. To the 

industrialist, a defence of the village was more a nuisance 

than a threat. 

Hoving discussed the ideological background of the 

Swatantra Party, 1 et us look at the core ideology of the party. 

The anatomy of the Swatantra Party has been discussed in some 

detail by H.L. Brdman18, according to whomtthe leading figures 

of the Swatantra Party were all comparatively old men who were 

united in their opposition to communism, and what they regarded 

as the increasingly statist policies of the Congress, especially 

under Jawaharlal Nehru. Certain differences among the leading 

figures were obvious. Among the leading figures, Masani and Mody 

were Parsees, and others were Hindus. Of them, c.Rajagopalachari 

and K.M.Munshi were Brahmins, "YJhile Ranga was a clean shudra. 

Masani and Mody were highly westernised, and very clearly 

oriented tcwaros mooem business and industrial worlo, "Yihile the 

others in varying ways, ~lf?re more in tune with the non-industrial 

world. To complicate the matters even fu::ther, Ranga and Masani 

were radical, relative to the main thrust of the Congress in the 

1930s; while others were, in different ways, relatively 
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conservative. The diversity \vas ap!Jar.en~ .'5C that it elicited 

the oft-heard, derisive comment that the Party was a melange or 

d f f d 1 . ] '\.-, .. c 1'1 19 me ley o un amenta ly uncongen~a .. 0€:0-:..:e "ows. Thus. 

Erdman observed that swatantra Party leadership was united in 

its opposition to communism. And the inner r::ircJ.e represented at 

least three major strands of thought -the ide~lised village, 

d ~ " 't 1 ' 2.C militant Hinduism, an mooern inoust.r-iaJ cap~ a ~sm. 

C.Rajagopalachar~ in responding to Jawaharlal Nehru's 

charge that it was impossible to know what ~watantr~ stoo0 for 

because it contained diverse elements, observed that "the straight 

and easy path to understand the Swatantra Party is to read what 

has been said in twenty-one short articles of the Party•s 

foundation document. There is no ambiguity or prmd1ity in . +-'' 21 
:t- • 

The heart of the Party's doctrine is, to be sure, embodied in 

these fundamental principle~ in elaboration of and adaition 

to these. Unhappil~ these would not suffice to define the 

nature and role of the Swatantra, even if they were crystal-clec:.r. 

Many of the conflicts and tensions revealed by a study of the 

social bases of the Party that emerged in the realm of the 

doctrine as well. None the les~ attention must be paid to the 

official pronouncement of the Party, and the twenty-one point 

programme serves as the appropriate starting point. 

If one had to categorise them en bloc and briefly, the 

twenty-one points pro0rarrme could be called predominantly classical 

liberal in tone, suggesting a moderate, non-traditional outlook. 
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They reflect the general aversion of the national leaders to 

reactionary and to authoritarian national views; and they reflect. 

as well, ".:he .influence of the modernists in the realm of doctrine. 

The Indian heritage, especially via Gandhij i, is also present, 

but in an understated way, sccialist rhetoric also intrudes in 

it.22 

'I'he fundamental principles are important, moreover, not 

only for what they say, but also for what they do not say. Much 

is excluded from their purview, and on all such issues, the 

Party members are allowed to advance any position not inconsistent 

with a fairly narrow-reading of the twenty-one programme. 

Significantly, foreign policy, linguistic policy and religious 

and cultural issues in detail, receive 1 ittle or no explicit 

attention within the framework of the fundamental principles. 

This reflects the conviction that the principal task of the Swa-

tantra Party was that of opposing the Con(_Jress •statism', and 

those who can agree on this should not be divided by other issues 

deemed to be less significant. 

The liberal aspects of the twenty-one points are 

abundantly evident. The first, for example, calls for equality 

for all, without distinction of reli9ion, caste, occupation or 

political affiliation. This is followed by a defence of 

individual initiative, enterprise and energy in all areas, 

with emphasis on economic sphere. The subsequent points are 

best described as rigorously antistatist, with attacks on the 
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policy of statism_ expropriation, the conferment of more and 

more powers on officials of the government, collectivisation 

and bureaucratic management of the rural economy, crippling 

taxation, abnormal deficit financing, and foreign loans, and 

so forth. In calling for minimum interference by the state in 

all sphere~ with emphasis on economic sphere~ the Swatantra 

leaders urged the restoration of private initiative in land, 

ship and factory alike, and emphasized freedom of property. 

Soon after its formation, the Swatantra Party 

projected the philosophy of economic liberalism_ opposition to 

statism and state capitalism called socialis~ and openly 

advocated competitive market economy. 

Explaining the electoral strategy of the 1962 election~ 

C.Rajagopalachari stated that he would "ally with the devil 

h imself11 to defeat the Congress. The twin objectives of the 

Party for the 1962 elections were : 

11 I •••• the achievement by the swatantra Party of the 

position of the opposition in the Lok Sabha, thus providing 

an alternative government to the country. 11 

11 II •••• the best possible representation of the 

Party in various State Assemblies, consistent with the 

f . t b. . .. 23 J.rs o Ject~ve. 
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Keeping these objectives in vie~ the Party fielded 

1038 candidates for the State Assemblies and around 170 

candidates for election to the Lok Sabha. The performance of 

the Swatantra Party in 1962 elections was hailed by most 

sections of the Ptess in India and abroad and by people 

generally as satisfactory and as laudable achievement for a 

Party then barely two-and-a-half years old. The Party emerged 

as the second biggest Party in the country by capturing 207 seats 

in the State Assemblies as against 153 won by the Communist Part~ 

149 by the Praja Socialist Party and 115 by the Jan sangh. The 

Party became the official opposition in four states - Bihar, 

Rajasthan, Orissa and Gujarat. 

In so far as the elect ions to the Lok Sabha were 

concerned, the Party polled around 9 per cent of the total votes. 

Its share in the proportion of the votes secured in several states 

was significant. The Party obtained 25 per cent of the votes 

polled in Gujrat, 18.57 per cent in Orissa and 18.10 per cent 

in Rajasthan. In these state~ the number of vores polled by 

the Swatantra Party was around half of that polled by the 

Congress Party. The Swatantra Party in the Lok Sabha had 25 

members as compared with the Communist Party Which had a 

strength of 29. In the Rajya S abha, the Party's strength went up 

from seven to eleven. 

The Party leaders utilised the period intervening 

between the third and the fourth general election~ i.e. from 

1962 to 1967, for the growth of the Party in the country. 
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Various political and economic events like China's attack on 

India in 19 62, death of Jawaharlal Nehru in :l9 64, Indo-Pak War 

in 1965, death of Lal Bahadur Shastri in 1966, etc., generated 

anti-congress wave in the country, and the Swatantra leaders 

wisely utilised this changing mood of the Indian people in 

favour of the Swatantra Party. Thu~ the political climate in 

the country at the time of the fourth general elections was 

anti-congress and Pro-rightist. Long before the 1967 elections, 

it was evident that the CongresF; system was on trial in the 

country, and that the pattern of or-=-party dominance was breaking 

down. 'l' .i.J. ~ :9G 7, Indian politics was truly one party oriented, 

comprising the massive Indian National Congress and a number 

of small opposition groups in the wilderness. 1>.11 this changed 

with the election of 1967. In short, the 1967 elections constituted 

a -v;atersbea in the politics of independent India. 

For the 1967 elections, the Party requestea the peeple 

to send at least 100 M.P.::; and ivlJ_ ... -'\::::: ir the Lok S.abha and Bidhan 

Sabha respectively. The Party's high command was always eager 

to join hano with the op:posit~on p -1rt.:!.E'E' except the communist 

Parties. During the 1967 elections, the· Party developed electoral 

understanding in the states of Ra:fc:_:.than, Gujrat and Orissa,viz., 

with the Jan S angh in Raj as than and Guj rat and Jana Congress 

in Orissa. In Orissa, the ..1n :::1-sr:::c:=.r:<~ .::ng between the Swatantra 

and the Jana Congress was based on a strong fOoting, and both 

agreed for a common twentyone point. pn)qramme to lead 

Swatantra-le::d government. In Guj rat, the Party had understanding 

only for 15 Vidhan Sabha seats. 
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In alJ, the Party fielded 978 candidates for the 

state legislatures. The Party in all secured 259 seats from 

12 states, as against 207 seats from nine states in 1962. The 

Party's areas of influence in both the elections of 1962 and 

1967 remained almost the same. The Party came to power in 

Orissa with the help of the Jana Congress. In the states of 

Gujrat and Rajasthan, it emerged 2::: an official opposition. 

But the sudden rise of the Party was without any 

grass-root organisational background. The Party grew from the top 

and very little work was done at the grass-roots level. David 

24 
Hume has observed that generally, rJ~ring the fovnding period 

of a Party, the programme has considerable importance, because 

it serves as the rallying point of dlspersed elements, bu.t later, 

the organisation takes the foremost place. This reference also 

appliEs to the Swatantra Party, '3!3 in l r:'t:er years, the Party 

leadership was faced with problems on building a viable organisation. 

The Swatantra leaders never ca:t:E::d icr sound organisation from 

the very beginning and aimed at•congress Hatao• (removal of 

Congress) Programme only, by all means. sc the sudden rise of the 

Party, with the help of existing support of caste groups, 

Princes, industrialists, aristocrats, etc. w3s bc:.sed on weak 

foundations. The Party failed to develop its organisation in 

a sound and methodical manner. 'l'he Part~i f2iJed to inculcate 

ideological articulation among its hastily assembled, opportunistic. 

and ambitious but influential elements. (.Jp.Jy an ideology or 
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commitment to the Party. Programme could have kept these 

various elements of the Party together. After playing a 

decisive role between 1962 and 1967 in the national politic~ 

the Party gradually ceased to count. And this was because the 

Party had not satisfactorily proceeded towa~s the task of Pa~y-

building. The Party's approt:\ch of act·ommodatin£ and co-opting 

the ready-made leadership and group of power-structures in it. 

without baptising them ideologically, m::1de it faction-ridden. 

The persons who joined the Party never became Swatan tratites in 

the true sense of the term. Hen<fe, sc-r~n 2fter 1967 elections, 

cracks started to appear in the Party. Thus, besides, poor 

party-building and indiscipline arnon•J party workers, the other 

important reasons for the sudden disappearance of the Party 

from political scene of the country ;Jere ; 

\a) Overrlependence on caste groups; 

(b) Almost total dependence upon the former princes; 

(c) Incl !nation to preserve .=tnd c:on se:rve than to advance; 

(d) Failu~e to study the dynamics of politics; 

(e) Negative attitude of Congress Hatao (removal); 

(f) Lack of commitment among the Party workers and 

leaders; 

(g) failure to check the process of change initiated by 

the Congress, .:specially after its split in 1969; and 

(li} limited sphere of activities. 
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1 1'"1'"' 
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the Party from the political scene of the country. The Party's 

more negative and less positive approach to the policies of the 

Congress, 1 ike cooperative farming. establishment of public 

sector, planning commission, nationalisation of banks, abolition 

of privy purses, etc., l!laS contrary to the trends of the day and 

this diminished the image of the Party in the eyes ol the public. 

The public image of the S.watantra Party had always remained that 

of a Party which in domestic affairs planned for unrestricted 

free enterprise and complete abolition of public secto~ and in 

the field of foreign policy, fer a close a} J iance \·>i th the West. 

Ultimately, the Party disappeared from the political scene of 

the country. And, in the end, the Part:/ lost its original name 

when it merged with the six opposition parties into a new 

nation-wide opposition party, namely, 1 Bharatiya Lok Dal' (BLD) 

on August 29, 19 74. 

Following are the principles of the Swatantra Party as 

adopted by the All India Convention held in Bombay on August 1 and 

2, 1959.
25 

"'rhe Swatantra Party is pledged to social justice and 

equality of opportunity for all people without distinction of 

religion, caste, occupation or political affilation. 11 26 
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•• The Party holds that the progress, welfare and 

happiness of the people depend on individual initiative, 

ente~~rise and energy. The Par~] stands for the principles 

of maximum freedom for individual and minimum in1ferference 

by the state, consistent with the obligation to prevent and 

pubish anti-social activities, to protect the weakt~r elements 

of society and to create the conditions in which individual 

initiative shall thrive and be fruitful. The Party is, 

therefore, opposed to the increasing state interference 
27 of the kind now being pursued. 11 

11 The Party holds that state should foster and utilise 

the sense of moral obligation, the pride, the satisfaction 

and fulfilment felt by individuals in serving others, whtdh 

are inherent in Indian tradition, instead of adopting 

legislative or other forms of compulsion. The Party, 

therefore, adheres to the principles of trusteeship 

adumberated by Gandhij i.l• 28 

"The Party holds that the policies of the Government 

should be founded on faith in the people and not on state 

compulsion and the encouragement of hatred and conflict. 1129 

11 'l'he Party stands for ever.1 effort being made to foster 

and maintain spiritual values and preserve what is good in 

Indian culture and tradition and avoid the dominance of a 

materialist philosophy of life without any reference to 

its content and quality. 1130 

"The Party holds that steps should be taken tG 

remove the pervading sense of uncertainty that has 

been created by the present policies of the govern~ent. 

'l'he Party holds that a sense of stability and incentive 

for individual effort can be restored only by strict 

adherence to the Fundamental Rights. :• 
3 1 



"The Party holds that in the policies adopted for 

national development1 priority must be assigned to the 

basic needs of the people, namely, food1 water, housing 
32 

and cloth in g. 11 

''The Party believes that every citizen has a 

fundamental right to educate his children accoDJing to 
33 

his choice and in a free atmosphere. 11 

"The Party holds that the paramount need for 

increasing product ion and that this is best attained 
. 34 

through self-employed peasant propr~etor.u 

11 The Party believes in an mtensive programme of 

agricultural improvement by promoting the material and 

psychological inducement for greater production without 

disturbing the harmony of rural life. The Party holds 

that there should be no disturbance of ownership1 

management and cultivation of land." 35 

11 In industry, the Party believes in the incen1;1ves 
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for higher production and expansion of inherent competitive 

enterprise with adequate suleguards for the protection of 
36 

labour.'' 

''The party stands for restriction of state enterprize 

to heavy industries such as necessary to supplement private 

enterprise in that field. 1137 

11 The Party is opposed to the state entering the field 

of trade and disturbing free distribution. 1138 

The Party stands for the preservation of the freedom 

of the small and self-employed artisans, craftsmen, who are 



in danger of losing their occUpational opportunities 

by reason of the policy of statism. 11 39 

11 The Party stands for great thrift in public 

expenditure. 11 40 
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"The Party is opposed to a programme of development 

based on crippling taxatio~ abnormal deficit financing 

d .,41 an foreign loans.· 

''The Party shall, in all matters, keep before 

itself the cardinal teachings of Gandhij i, maintaining 

faith in the people and in the efficiency of truth and 
42 

non-violence." 

11 The Swatant ra Party holds that democracy is best 

sei:Ved if every politicetl Party allows freedom of opinion 

to its members on all matters outside the Fundamental 

Principles of the Party. It, therefore, gives its members, 

full liberty on all questions. 1143 

Besides, Swatantra Party's outlook on lhE' following 

issues are discussed severa.1Jy s 

The most controversial issue abo,,t the Swatantra 

Party was its economic policy. Restriction of state enterprise to 

heavy industries was necessary tc su.pp1eme:rt. 1.:-r-.:vate enterprise 

in that. field, opposition of State entering the field of trade 

and disturbing the free distributicn ~!'(~ 1"':crcch.cing controls 
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and official management, greater thrift in public expenditure~ 

opposition to a programme o[ development based on crippling 

taxatio~ abnormal deficit financing and foreign loans beyond 

capacity and full and lasting employment in all sectors of life 

•••• these policies formed the core of the economic policies of 

the Swatantra Party. 

The Swatantra Party considered the 'Joint Cooperative 

Farming' in the Nagpur Reso 1t1t .icm Lc ht:~ r:-alculated to mislead 

people. Accordin9 to the Party Resolution, once the peasants 

lost their individual ownership, po .. :;.sef;sicn And utilisation of 

his farm, the free and self-respecting peasantry whidh was the 

bulwork of democracy woulo disappear ar.~r: tr~e tureaucrats wultl 

acquire a stranglehold on the economi~ sccial and political life 

of the rural areas. 1n point of ::a~~·t, ·the Nagpur Resolution 

would replace the old Zamindar with one big super-zamindar, viz., 

the Government. The swatant.ra Pa:::·ty ::>tated that it stood by 

the peasants of India in this matter and would protect the 

peasantry against any attempt to f:iJ. Ct-1 ths 1 :::r.d away from them 

under the beguiling slogan of joint cooperative farming. The 

Swatantra Party rejected the scl1eme oi ~el.l i.n,;:s on landholdings 

as likely and further to injure the efficient f 2 rrning and 

maximisat~on of movements of food-grains to ind~strial and urban 

areas. This seemed to be an open plea for the protection of 
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the interests of the land-owners, i·;:Jno:o:ir:g the interests of 

the community ! That is why Jawaharlal Nehru had said that 

the Swatantra Party wanted to take back India to the "middle ages 

of Lords, castles, and zamindars.'1 44 
However, the Swatantra 

Party's stand on cooperative farming vindicates it~ positio~ 

viz. it stands for private property and initiative of private 

individuals. 

According to the Swatantra Party, state enterprises 

should be reduced to the hc.rcst minimum. The Party did not deny 

that the state had no part to play in industry. In certain 

recognised fields such as ccn;r::u::,lcrn .. .J.ons and defence industries, 

the state had its legitimate field. The state might in the 

interest of national welfare, i£ fo1.r:.6 nEcessary, enter into 

industries such as are of the nature of pioneerin9 enterprises. 

or where the needed capita] co~:J a net tE: obtained otherwise. In 

such cases, the state should withdraw the moment when private 

competitive enterprise can be dr. 21 .,.;ro .lnt<, them. 

Later c.Rajagopalachari suggested that state ownership 

and control must be resorted to in those cases where it \-Jas 

established after impartial enquiry that it was necessary in 

the interests of the community as a whole and also that it would 

.incr:ease efficiency and production in such a degree as to 
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d . d 4~ outweigh the inherent ~sa vantages. This does appear to be 

a fEasible proposition. It only iaplies that the Party wanted 

full freedom for private entrepreneurs. 

The Party's Electlon M<=lnife:;stc stated that the role of 

the state was that of facilitator and regulator but not a 

participant. There was a great deal th,:;t government could do in 

a developing country, through the development of roads and other 

forms of communications, transport nne cbeap electric power. 

Mino Masani clarified this position further while speaking 

in the Lok Sabha on December 5, 19E.3 •• c '~'J'he appropriate 

sphere of state is to build the infrastructures, the foundation 

for economic development. It means irr::i.gation and water supply, 

it means roads transport and communication of every form, it 

also means education. And finally, t:u:~re sh:YJ] d .te em essential 

minimum regulation to stop anti-social practices. All this is 

the legitimate role of the state as understood to be· in a 

civilised society. 
46 

But it is where the role of the state stops." 

In fact, the Swatantra Party's argument counter: to the 

prevailing ideas about the role of the state in modern society. 

The Party was very eager to draw the 1 ine which the state should 

not cross. It wanted the state to play the role of a 

'night-watchman• and nol that of a '.velfare state•. 



The Swatantra Party was disillusioned with planning 

in India whi.::h according to it, was 'totalitarian' and 

'incompatible with democratic ways'. A collectivised economy 

could not co-exist for long with political democracy. While 

the Swatantra Party rejected outriqht the cu.crent pattern of 

centralised and top-he~y planning based on totalitarian 

programmes, it was not opposed to planning as such. Planning 

must, ho'V-vever, be cart:"ied on within the limits of the Constitution 

without relaxing the care for freedom guaranteed in it. Above 

47 all, it must know where to stop. 

The appropriate organization, the swatantra Party 

believed, for such planning of the affairs of the nation, was 

the cabinet responsible to the Parliament and through it to the 

people, and that while the government might resort to such 

expert assistance as it desired, there should be no other body, 

which in effect usurped the power of making policy aff.ecting 

the life of the nation. 
43 

Though the Party apPosed India •.:; Five Year Plans, it 

was strange to note that the Party leaders held their own views 

about plans. Professor Rang~ the Party's spokesman, believed 

in plannin<; ana said, "our Plan is a Gandhian Pla~ a plan that 

has for its foundation Dhacma, a plan that is based on the 

initiative of the people, a plan that stands for self-employment 

49 and security of our people." 
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t'lhat was the S.watantra • s alternative to the Plan 1 

Mino Masani said, "We have an alternative by which we believe 

that plan would prove to the pedestrian. We believe if you try 

not to drag the savings of the people into the public secto~ 

if you tr; not to divert them from the pursuit of agriculture and 

allied industries, where you get higher returns on your investments, 

our national income will go up much faster than what the (Third) 

plan contemplates. '1 50 

The Swatantra Party was opposed to state ownership of 

all the means of production and distribution which was the creed 

of socialism. It opposed the socialism of the Congress Party 

on the plea that it would kill enterprise and initiative in the 

agricultural field and frighten foreign capital in the 

industrial and private sector. The Party stood for 

'decentralisation of state power• and a policy of cl:'eating 

opportunities and facilities for small-scale private industries 

widely distributed over the country. 51 

The Swatantra concept of socialism was defined by Lobo 

Prabhu. 'rhe Party understood by socialism, "the advancement of 

the interests of the common man by taking from the rich and 

poor what they can give without the state competing with them 

in respect of What is within their capacities. It is this form 

of socialism that has enabled the free countries to establish 
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standards for their population whiclJ. can never be reached by 
52 

the brutality and godlessness of communism. 11 

The Swatantrites wanted the economic development of 

India to be left mainly to the private firms and also to 

foreign firms with whom the private industrialists of India had 

a close connections and affiliations. They believed that when 

money and power concentrated in the same hands, it would lead to 

totalitarianism and centralisation. At the same time, since 

the political atmosphere was saturated with socialist d1etoric, 

the Par~r could not escape being affected by it, at least for 

tactical ~urposes. Hence, it claimed that it was a better 
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socialist party than all others. 

The Swat antra Party 1 s views on foreign affairs are 

striking in many ways. The Party was highly critical of the 

Congress government's foreign policy of Non-Alignment (Rajagopala-

chari said, 'If non-Alignment is a sacred word and can not be 

given up, our policy should be 'Non-Aligned alliance with the 

W t .. s4 es • 

On Indo-Pak relation~ the Party stood for settlement 

of outstanding disputes with Pakistan so as to enable the defence 

of the sub-continent to be secure against communist aggression. 

The solution of the Kashmir problem., the Party advocated, should 



be such as to reduce, if not end Indo-Pakistan ill-feelin~ atld 

such as to promote good unoer~tat1d.ing ':'l'L~ en:ity between the two 

countries • E·or adequate defence against China, the Swatantra 

Party welcomed joint defence agreement.~ with other Asian 

countries. 

VI • ~RaJ2.99pa1~£h!llJ:_!!!§_E.!.s~ .. :t:o.l.£ . .§.S_S:_f_ogp~.L.Q.!~_b.,!E 

~.5lE~.f.!LE.2m 

C.Rajagopalachar~ ''the most astute intellectual among 
. 55 

the elite of lncicn na.t.icnalists11
, and who always disliked 

communism, had advocated earlier for our body politic and to 

save Parliamentary denK)~.:To:r:, ''not an ultra or outer l.eft but 

56 
a strong and articulated R iqht. '' For, he· continued, a party 

of the Riqht gives e:x:.t"rc:::sr:5c'r to the distresses and disturbances, 

which are not less real and important than the need for change 

and proc;resr;. He emJ?.hc.;::i::·ec' trat a rightist party in a 

Parliamentary democracy by test inc; ancJ mea sur in•; both proposed 

legislation and the day to day administration, t,vould challenge 

the wisdom of the governing party and compel modification when 

those in power act in a way whi.;:,:h '·"culd produce more pain than 

profit to the community. He exhorted that those who were 

interested in the conservative aspt!ct oi the progress should, 

therefore, exert themselves to build up such an opposition. He 

was to repeat this apPeal a few years later, this time for 

foundin.:;; a conservative party~ "a party that openly and boldly 

stands for and guided by the pc.:.nc.i;.:.Jes of conserving what 
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we have and what is good, before proceeding to change or disturb 

the status quo. Chdilge slh ... ula r:ot come from mere compliance with 

untested and unrealistic slogans of revolution. The Congress 

has thrown to the v-1inds the principles of conservation of what 

is good and what is rooted in the soil and has been acting more 

57 
or less as a prisoner ot its owTt slogans. 11 

C.kajagopalachari 1 s criticism of the Nehru Government 

as a Swatantra leader and his pointing out of the loopholes of 

Indian derroc racy are elaborately discussed as follows s 

(a) ~mocracy and_.Moneyyow~.f 

c.Rajagopalachari pointed out, like a seer, the sole 

that money power played in elections •••• collection of crores 

from the corporations against the laws of the land, tc be used 

for indulging in wholesale bribery and making it impossible for 

the honsst but pooL man to win the suffrage of his people. 

c. Raj agopalachari made a revolutionary suggestion that the 

elections should be nat~onalised as is done in case of national 

census. (tO 

c. Raj agopalachar:i had strongly pleaded for a ban on 

elect ions don c,t ions by companies. If companies cannot pay, 

individual directors made large donations out of black money 

or by so mc:.nipulatin-:} the: accounts of the company that it does 

not aPpear that the money had been paid by the company. Further, 

the comp'~nies hoc resorted to the device of: payin.;;; large sums for 
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the advertisements to the souvenirs which had never seen the 

light of the day. Therefore, open and honest donations by a 

company or an individual were much better, provided any breach 

. h 41 of it vJas severely dealt w1t • How practical was c.Raja-

gopalachari' s foresight is proved by recent political develop

rnent.:c. in our country in connection with company donations to 

the political parties both in times of election and outside the 

election period. l'hus, the present Chief :Slection Commissioner, 

Mr. T.N.Seshan called the present limits on election expenditure 

e.s i..he 11 biggest joke". Ridiculing the oishonesty involved 

in the electoral pr·ocess, I·ir. l'.N.Seshan said that candidates 

spent ;::;e:veral times more than the present limits. Yet, the 

first thing the candidates did after catering the House was to 

pledge honesty and truth. They could always claim that the 

posters, vehicles and the likes were sponsored by a friend or 
~l~: 

the party. 

C.R2j agopalachari had also sugqested that when a 

general election was declc>.red, the government in office should 

resign ;:;r,c. 2 caretaker government should be installed. This 

may be possible in states where President's rule can be 

imposed. But tr.cre :i_c; no provision in the Constitution for 

such action as far as the election to the Lok S abha is 
Ll~ 

concerned.~ 

How true were c.Ee.j<::gopalachari 1 s apprehensions had 

been borne out by happenings in the subsequent elections in 
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India's parliamentary dernocr:acy. The 1989 General Elections 

were estimated to have cost anything in the region of Rs. 7000-8000 

crores, and some economists felt that even this figure was very 

conservative. The Election Commission admitted to having spent 

Rs.l1C. :1.4 cro.res in c'iin,ct administrative expenses. According 

to the candidates statement of the expenditure submitted there

after, another Rs.300 crores 1-vere spent during the campaign. 
44 

However, government expenses are really incidental in 

an election. 'I'he real expenditure is the money squamdered by 

political parties and the individual candidates in campaign 

or buyin'J votes. According to Election Commission rules, a 

candid ate is permitted to spend up to R s. 1. 5 1 akhs, but this 

figure is simply fictitious. Everyone knows that it is much 

higher. In 1989 elect ions, figures see-sawed between Rs .10-20 

lakhs per candidate. Even if one takes the lower estimate it 

:f:S 
would still amount to Rs.600 crores. 

Where does all this money come from ? It is said that 

Indian black money economy is in the region of 9 00000 crores. It 

is from where the money comes from. Be it Kulal\: or the erore-pati 

from the cor_porate world, the money-bags pave the way to 

46 
electoral booth. 

'l'he prophetic mind of C.Rajagopalachari dwelt on the 

future of Indian democracy after Independence as a founder of 

the Swatantra Party, and even before Independence, as far back 
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as 1922, while he was in Vellore jail. Thus, he wrote in Jail 

Diary, 11 we all ought to know that S wa raj will not at once or, 

I think, even for a long time to come, be better 9ovemmen t or 

greater happiness for all the people. Election and their 

corruption, injustice and the power and tyranny of wealth, 

and inefficiency in administration, will make a hell of life 

as soon as freedom is given to us. Jvlen will look regretfully 

back to the old regime of comparative justice, and efficient, 

peaceful, more or less honest administration. ·rhe only thing 

gained will be that as a race we will be saved from dishonour 

and subordination. L-l.ope lies only in un.l.versal education by 

which right conduct, fear of ':jOd, and love will be developed 

' h . . f ' . l d. d 4 7 among t: e c~t~zens rom cnl noo • 

c.Rajagopalachari tried to remove the general notion 

that the Swatantra Party and the Swatantra movement were 

conservative. To do thut he tried to modernise the term 

conservative. Thus, he opined that, "S,tJatantra does want the 

state to c;Jnserve what is good in anything before proceeding to 

reform it. It can be called conservative for that reason. 1148 

The S\vatantra Party, according to C.Kajagopalachari, wants the 

fundamental rights guaranteed in the Constitution of 1950 

restored and preserved in fact. The swatantra stanos for, as 

its name implied, is the restoration of cit:izen' s freedom of 

action, not inconsistent with ;Jeneral welfare, and therefore, 

it wants the renoval of barb(;;;d-wire entanglements known as 
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permit licence quota raj, which sits heavily over: all national 

67 
product ion and t r: a de. 11 

According to C.H.aj agopalad1ari, Swat antra party v.;ants 

less government and more freedom. At no time in the history 

of India, according to the members of the Swatantra Party, did 

government press so heavily on the minds of the people at all 

levels as during the time of the Nehr11 government. And this 

pressure is an incubus, not a contributor to t.lJ.e health or 
68 

strength of the people who after all compose the nation. 

J.egarding lana reforms, C.l;lajagopalachari said,Swatantra 

wanted everything to be done to give full security to the tenants 

and every opportunity for the welfarP. of the workers, rural and 

industrial. The Swatantr:a Party was opposed to interventionism 

to prevent free competitio~ and was opposed to every policy 

that tends to frighten capital out of its function. We cannot 

produce, said c.aajagopalachari, without cnpital ano should not 

levy taxes to obtain capital but furnish incentives to national 

savings. It is only this that aistinguishes progress and 
69 

prosperity under freedom more mere appearance of prosperity. 

According to him, the Swatantra Party wanted land reforms to be 

based on informed leadership, to be executed without attempting 

to extinguish the fundamental freedoms guaranteed in the 

constitution. The Swatantra opposed to statism dressed up 
70 

in attractive garments.-



According to C.Kajagopalachari, the Swatantra Party 

and the ~watantra movement could not be equated with the 

conservatives or liberals or any other party in the United 

Kingdom o:r: the United States oi America. It woulo be best 

to call it a • constitutionalist party'. According to hi~ 
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the rulin•; party's (i.e. the Congress) conceptions were bodily 

lifted from the communist conceptions of short and coercive 

way to progress and prosperity. 1'he original of: trd s copy, 

according to hi~ had been a failure. And any sy'Seem working 

against human nature was bound to fail, E!'7t:m if it began with 

the deceptive promise at the outset. 'l'he desire to have 

prosperity is rooted in human nature and civilis.:Jtion is rooted 

in it. In a fre·e economy zeal ana enthusiasm are automatically 

guaranteed. In the socialist world, the on.1y proprietor is the 

state, neglect and apathy become the national climate. This 

cannot be counteracted by wasteful proliferation anr_" e·,-:t<:n,glements 

of bureaucracy. 71 

Finally, C.kajagopalachari opined that the Swatantra 

party opposed the Congress Party's statist policies based on a 

repudiation of the fundamental principles of the Constitution 

and freedom guaranteed thereino To those wt1c are in the 

Swatantra movement and who feel abashed at the power which 

the ruling party has secured by bein;;; in office anc acquiring 

control over the economy, exhorted c. Raj agopal achar~ in a 

provocative language, "let us do lrJh?.t.. ·.-;e slh:)<.:;1 :~ cc ano not be 

concerned about the results, Jet us not yielc to the temptation 

of non-doin<; anc1 beccme apathetic.u7~ 
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CONCLUSICN -------
In conc1usion, it can be assessed that both in it:s 

ideological appeal and its support b<:~.se, the sv-:c.t2r .. t 1··7' P::::cty 

'1.-Jas riqhti::.t Ideologically, it was wedded to a free enterprise 

economy, closer understanding with western democracies, :.~no ?.. 

liberal political platform. Its support base was extremely narrow, 

limited to the landed classes anc private industry. ..i:n terms 

of its Eindu communal backgrouno and its traditional base among 

petty traders in small towns, the ... lana ~angh appe;:,re6 to be 

. ht. t 73 
more r:! .. g, ~s • Also, regarding the political strategy of the 

74 
Swatantra Party, v1hat s.Gopal observed is highly rcmad.r,.YJe • 

. \eccr:ding to him, the swatantra Party did not seem to have 

realised tha.t it was not in the directions of economic and 

forei(_j'Tl pol icy but in the vJeakn.sss of administration that the 

telling criticisms of the Nen ru Government could be made. An 

underground economy was grcwin(:; and the integrity of the 

bureaucracy had become very ragged at the edges. Thus the 

Swatantra Party insteec cf fic;htin•; the Congress on real grounds, 

directed its policies and, strength against. an imaginary 

enemy, i.e. the Con 9 ::c !" ~ sec i al. ism. In fact, the Indian 

National Congress was n~er socialist, not e·ven during the time 

of the Nehru Goven1men t. 
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<.;hapte r VI 

<.;QNCLU:DlN\J OBJ~K.V AT ION --- _.._,. __ _ 

Conservatiilsm as a movement yenerally startea with t!:t:: 

publication of the famous book by i:;dmund Burke, namely, 

!~le~~~....2!L.'!:h~~.2~i:£!L.!n....!E~!t..J790. ln fact, Burke's 

book was a critique of the French Revolution. some considered 

the book as the stc=Jrting point of modern conservatism. Actually, 

modern conservatism started after the French Revolution. Burke 

himself did not use the term 'conservatism', although he did use 

the word to • conse:rve'. vHde usage of the term first began 

among the .::;uropean t r :~ditionalists of the early nineteenth century, 

groping for a new philosophical terminology against the French 

H.evolutionery era cf 1789-1815, especially against the rrost 

radical and terrorist party, the Jacobins. It would not be 

correct to present cc)nservatism only in its rroderate form 

espoused by l::.dmund Burke ( 1729-179 0) and to omit the more 

former was evolutionary; tn€ latter, counter-revolutionary. 

Both favoured tradition age:in"';t ;, r:.(:- inr:cvations of the French 

r<.evolution. 'l'he former was constitutional; the latter was 

partly¥ authoritarian in its stress on eu-c.hority of some 

traditional elite and often was called not cons~Lvative but 

reactionary. 

Properly speaking, those who wish to c._·nse rve what 

exists, to perpetuate the status quo, are conservatives. Thus 
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conse1:vatism is le·ss a body of belief than i'l. is ~' point of 

view or a state of mind. It cannot be identified with a 
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particular place and time or with a specific schoc.;l of thotJght. 

ThE! generic opposite of conservatism is radicalisw., but i.vhat 

is radical in one context may be con;:;ervative in ,:-notbr:r. It 

is also true that one can find some common c;;round underlying 

the arguments and actions of the most self-consciout> :-::ons•:.rva-· 

tives of more recent history. Anarchists, communists, 

socialists, and liberals, all assume that human reason is 

cqyt!)-.. 1 c of understanding the nat:u:n: of man and nature of 

society. By pointing to an inconsistenc::l bet vl6Cn man • s nature 

ana his soc:< al condition, they at least imply that reason is 

largely an infa11ihlc guide in helping us to set thin:;Js right. 

For th~ const.r'.J<.=•tivt:, reason is an aid but not the infallible 

guice to understand tl:'le nature of man ~md society. 'l'here are 

too many imponc1e:r::~blef;1 and there is too muct complexity in 

the fabric cf any <;;iven society for reason to be capable of 

cornp rehenoin<; what m.;t:iv 2te::.; Fi('fl or how society works. 

lrH ian conscrvatisrn presents some important and 

distinctive features. l'h ere is no difficulty in : n-cating an 

indigenous aristocr·acy i3nd lanr.:'cd nobility, 'Whose response 

t.c challenges drove then1 towards the search for arl.s,;:ocr~--n.ic 

conservatism. However, the absenc.."E: of stable, indigenous, 

macro-political institutions anc the i3bsence of .broad class 

.iuu tifications ana cohesion meant that there was no national 
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focal ooint for aristocratic ccnservatlsm. .Lht:.· latter was at 
£ 

h::.;.:;t regional; and often it was formed around antagonistic 

individual rulers. 'I'he fact is that HindL:.isrn had no organised 

tt.oreover, in abvut.: ha.lf of In6i2, princely politics 

vJere swept aside b:,· th<:: r<ri tJsh, different institutions, values 

and new social classes came to the fore, ~hich ultimately led to 

parliamentarism. 'l.'rt:.:::~ i~ yet another complication. 'l'he 

historic weakness of In6ia 1 s macro-political institutions, the 

instability of the prin:::el:;; ~ ... :.itics and the pro-British stand 

ultimately taken by most leading aristocrats, combined to lead 

many Inoians to h0ld t:·,at t:h.:.:· rTal India had nothing 1t/hatever 

to do with princel::l' states. lfor them, the real India was to be 

founc in the thre:e p..i. 1 1a:r::; o; lbe sE.!lf-regulating Indian society 

- joint-family, caste and village - which enabled India to 

withstand instability in t.h'::: 1-'.:.(;cdt:r polity. This type of 

conservatism exist.ed ~vith mon(irchs and lc:mded nobles. .i'urthez:more, 

the cast.e syste~ c ften .PC .rt rr~:.: :r:· c;s totally inflexible# contained 

within itself a pro foundl:,' c.:;nservative mec.~anisrn c .1. ~lange, 

which helped to avviC: ftvnta1 attacks on. the system. 

ln Inc.lia# then, one will .find aristocratic conservatives; 

village-oriented groups ,.,£lich rejected bot~ aristocratic order 

and British institution;:; and vaL.lcs; '1i3 Jz:;;e-or.ientcd groups 

which accepted parliamentacism but .hi.ch 1>1antcd the new political 

institution.3 to be used in oefence o£ village India; and .;::>the.cs 



who, in var.{ing ways and degrees, 14ere more fulll'· c.::mmitted to 

transform India along westem lines. For a long time, these 

groups functioned in a coloniill setting .,.,~bich further complicated 

the complex relationships. 

The p:r.imar:y objective in this ·,:vr;{ has been to highlight 

the origin and development 0 f the social, economic and political 

ideas vf c.~<.ajagopal·3Chari in the backdrop of the continuing 

debate between tradi -cion and r<ocernity· in India. 'l\J confront 

colonialism poli t.ically, culturally and intellectually, Indian 

thinkers conjured up a nationalist discourse; some placing their 

emphasis on the revival of ancient Indian institutions, structures 

and ideas, ho~vever, not without modifications; others emphasised 

the emancipatory role of the western ideas and principles of 

social organisation. ';~hile the fo nner group of thinkers had a 

strong mobilisational role against imperialism despite their 

harking back to the past: the latter, despite their progz:aaaive 

image, remained elitist dul:3 to their class character. 

imothe r purpose of the proposed study was to show, in 

this connection, that most o t the votaries of the so-called 

Indian tradition, however useful of their critique of the v'i'est, 

supported the status quo in the name of the tradition. Past 

and tradition can be reconstructed according t0 the o emand of the 



particular group or class in society. ·rhe revivalistic 

nationalist~ during the nineteenth and the twentieth 

centuries, in their eagerness to mitigate the colonial 

subjugation, provided a wholesale justification of the 

past. 

2U4 

Another related objective in this work was to analyse 

the background and substantial content of c.Rajagopaladtari 1 s 

critique of the Congress policies under the banner of the 

Swatantra Party. :erom the mid-fifties till his death, c. 

Rajagopal aCJ.'1ari was one or: the s.ha rpest and most perceptive 

critics of the Congress regime in India. It is interesting 

to note thst this ';;<.ightist 1 opposition to the Congress rule, 

despi't.e its intelligent experienced leadership ar:d potential, 

failed to n~c:::J:::., a breakthrough in the Indian political arena and 

peter•2d out rather prematurely. 

'l'he introductory chapter started with a state((]ent of 

~he objectives, significance and methodology of the present 

study, followed by an overview of the literature connected with 

this work. ln the first chapter, it was stated that C.H.ajagopala

chari wrote no works of sustained theoretical interpretation. 

His fir:st loyalty was to the practicalities of statecraft. Yet, 

his conservatism was a searching and brilliantly integrated 

synthesis of ideas from European and Indian culture. As he 

grew in age, the substance of his tnought derived less from 

European and more from Inc3ian culture. 



In the second Chapter, it has been shown that in 

the Weste~ countrie~ along with steady industrialization 

and development of capitalism, society became stratified 

and conservatism because the ideology of the landed aristo

crats in different forms in different countries. But in the 
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case of India, the new political and economic envitonment created 

by the Brit ish conquest and rule of India, posed before the 

Indian problems which were quite new end could not be solved 

by the th~ories and methods which the old Indian culture 

provided. In such an environment, conservatiwm in India assumed 

the garb of religious revivalist movements, both Hindu and 

JYiuslim. These movements appealed to the centuries-old 

traditional values, and were anle to build U) a power following 

among the less rroae mised masses where the Indian National 

Congress could not penetrate. ~·or exarrple, 'I'ilak did not 

hesitate to appeal to explosive communal religious sentiments. 

he defended child marriages and organised cow-protection society 

and began to worship elephant-god, Ganapat~ as a means of 

stimulating mass participation in politics. 

In the third Chapter, it has been demonstrated that 

c.~{o.jagopalachari provided the example of a Hindu intellectual 

who, in the wake of change in lndia, udder the tut:elege of the 

Raj durin9 the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, tried to 

reformulate India 1 s classical tradition. Obviously, for 

intellectuals of this sort, Hinduisms was the awe-inspiring arsenal 

for fighting the Brit ish master, on the one hand, and to provide 
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a blue-print for the future of independent India's course of 

action amidst the comity of nation~ on the other. Curiously 

Hinduism of this sort was more a political entity than a religious 

one. It resembled protestantism in Burope which played a role 

of religion of the then powerful and propertied classes. In 

fact, c.Rajagopalachari, through numerous works, gave an 

expedient and contemporaneous formulation of Hinduism. Thus, 

according to him, the :requirements of planned and regula ted 

economy could be found in the yedE!!~· To him, the old laiasez

faire economy and concomitant social philosophy had become 

outdated. Instead, there appeared socialist economy with the 

passing of the time to meet the needs of the people and which 

can be traced in the ~~~· 

In the fourth chapter of this work, an attempt has 

been made to show that c. Rc1jagopalachari belonged to the old 

guard of the Indian National Congress which dominated the 

Congress leadership during the 1930's. '.L'he varied experiences 

of the 1930's, rang.inc;~ from the socialist challenge, agrarian 

crises, civil disobedience movements and ministry-making, and 

British moves in reaction to the above, enabled t:he Congress 

leadership to mature and crystallise into a coq)osite group. 

'l'his group which d1aracteristically also came to be labelled 

as the High Command, came to make decisions and to control 

the broad developments of this period. For all practical 

purposes, this group remained under Gandhij i • s overall guidance 



and influence and was generally described as the Gandhian 

leadership. 

A study of the composition of the Congress working 

Committee in the years between 1929-39 shows a recurrence in 

it of a few names like Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad 

and c.Rajagopalachari. These men were the lieutenants of 

G andhij i who could be trusted to carry forward the Gandhian 

point of view in any major issue of the decade. They were 

men wieldins;; considerable authority in t.hE' ir n.:spcctive 

provinces and were, therefore, able to combine strength of 

their locsl bases with their all India positions. ~heir 

st•ppor·t was invaluable to Gandhiji who himself was a continental 

leader \'Jith no strong provincial base, as they proviaed the 

vit.::l Jink in the loCality~province-nation chain dGring any 

movement occurring on an all lndia scale. 

Broad parallels in the fen~:'"J -y· backgrounds of the three 

leaders, common values they cherished and interests they 

represented, le-d them to f::.mml;:::,.te " !":imilar, if not unanimous, 

point of viev; on most major issues of the day. Born into 

essentially conservative rural b.::.c~:s;r(;UnL.~", all the three 

leaders had their essential moorings in the traditional culture 

and values. ,;.:,arly villa<;E' edu.cat.ioH, r:hiJd\<}GC~ ?ssociation with 

tales from epics, proximity to rural environments in the 

initial yGar~, and early marriages in acco:cd:=n·,.:c \d th conservative 

customs, Nere experiences shared by the three leaders. 

Subsequently, a11 three of them made a considercLle €. i:tot"t to 
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educate then;selves and establish their· careers. 'l'hey were 

all essentially self-made men. Exposure to western r ouce>tion 

did not disturb their essentially traditional core, but they 

were not to be unquestioning believers in traditions .-wrJ 

customs. 'I'he attempt to strike a balance between the traditional 

and the modem \'las a characteristic that sprang fror'i the:u: 

t-~s;::~ntial conseJ:Vatism. 'l'hey were instinctive supporters of 

both hierarchy and authority, and }"et tht::ir moral and polit.icnl 

bEliefs led them to reoel against religious orthodoxy and 

irrational social customs. i~hile dealing \vith social abuses, 

ho•tJever, T.hf·:y r.·JOuld rather reform the symptoms than uproot the 

cause. As Prime Minister of the r..rao ras Province, c. Raj agopala-

chari, £or .:~xe>rple, v1as alive to the necessity of taking up 

agrarian and tenancy issues, but would not countenance doing 

away vii r:.l: the ~amindarj: system itsel £. 

~Iov1ever, during 1937-39, ~r;hen C.Rajagopalachari was the 

Prime Eini ster of the Mad t'·3S J? ,:-E:: ~~.i.C:.::E-ncy, his political outlook 

and style became clear. The government of C.Rajagopalachari 

came in for the severe::'i: attack. 'J.·re Andhra Provincial 

Congress ~ocialist Party Conference passed resolution in 

November, 1937, condemnin~ t:he v;orr,;. :m~ of the C.Rajayopalachari 

ministry which vJas undermining the prestige of the C:.)ngress. 

Listing the misdeeds, it poin\ed m; t t:J:.~'t CIIJ suJ:Veill ance 

on the socialists was continuing, securities for the newspapers 

were not being retrieved, a dEfErential att.itude to British 

officers was being maintained,. and more importantly, the 
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Kottapattam case p.risonE'rs vver·e not yelt. being released, and 

the socialist Eatlivala was arrested ana convicted. The socia

lists were piqued at bein~; .regar:dE:c by the ministries no 

longer as comrade-in-arms, but as inconvenient nuisance 

elements. Stating his own defence6 C.R<:ja·;;opc:l.:chari pointed 

out that the Congress had accepted the office after mature 

deliberations and after great misgivin!;)s dnd it \..JOu.1o not be 

advisable for the people to agitate for al) these things and 

demand tLa.t the Congress ministry would do everything. Further, 

al thow;;h in the past, Congressmen in their propaganda had 

often spoken of __ dp~~~~b_!D~gQ~ernme_g~, they could not 

indulge in such talk now. As Nehru explained to lVJ.asani, the 

t~r,'O different contE:xts anc mearun:js of thE: word ~vere causing 

confusion. 

'i'he case for which c.t<.ajagopalachari came in for 

maximum attack was that of .J • .J. 3c:t.l~v.:.:1 E, a socialist leader 

of Bombay, who was arrested at 'l'ellicher}' on October, J.939, for 

an allegedly seditious speecrl and .:;;~r: tence6 t~c six months 1 

simple imprisonment. The Batlivala case was the fir·st instance 

of a Congressman arrested under the Congres.::; r.-e>::J~me. and was 

thus sensationalised. 'l'o Nehru, the Batlivala prosecution by 

C.L-<.ajagopdlachari ministry had "shocl-;:ed the Congn:ss conscience 

and it rcorcsented a negation and a .reversal of fundamental 

Congress nrinciples and policy.," 
1 

At the AICC an<.'. .wrking 

Committee meetings of the Congress at Calcutta in October, 1937, 

socialist members seriously attacked C.kajagopal~dlari' s action. 
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1'o Nehru, thE Batliv~la case carried serious i~lications 

in the non-congress states. His suggestion vJas that Congress 

ministries should secu!€ the Working Committee's prior apptoval 

before making arrests or instituting prosecutions; this was, 

however, turn.ed down by the strong conservative support that 

C.RajaGopalachari received a-c the .~orkiny committee meetings. 

'j he Kottapattam ;;) umme r .;.iichool of Politics and l:.conorr¥ 

was starte:d on l•Iay 1, 1937 Ly the Anohra COn<:Jress socialist 

Party. ln :"1r1y, 1937, it was banned by the C.Kajagopalad1ari 

ministry on the ground that it was fomenting communist and 

revolutionary ideas ~1nC: some students were taken prisoners. 

This action caused considerable opposition from the socialist 

critics of C.Kajagepalad1flri rninistr~l· .t;xpressing shock and 

indi<Jnation, l\ehru charged the C.f<.ajagopalad1ari ministry of 

beiny 11 as much a police ministry suppressing the elementary 

rights of i.ree speech ana association /'ls the previous 

2. 
gove:r:nment ~-·as. 11 

In the fifth Chapter, it has bt.~n shown that during 

the last phase of his political career, to mitigate his 

political wilderness, c.Rajagopalachari emphasi::.~d the neeo for 

a rightist party age.inst the license-permit-quota raj of Nehru. 

He exhorted that those wno ~vt.re interEsted in tnE conservative 

as aspect of ptogress should therefore exert themselves to 

builo up a rightist OpPosition to the Congrecs. AC0vtding to 

him, the Congress government had thrown to the winds the principle 
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of conser.vation of what was ~ood and r.:,oted 1n the soil, and 

had been acting more or less as a prisoner of its ov.n slogan. 

But c.Rajagol)alachari, at this stage, 'das quite conscious of 

his old age, ana also his long record of service in the 

Congress Party and his personal attachment to N<".l1 ru prevented 

i1im from assuming the leadership of the Swatantra Part~ and 

he suggested the name of Prof.N.G.kanga to take up the 

.l?resicentship of the Party. 

II. fgncludl;n_9_Q~§l!V.....2tions 

c. Raj agopalachar.i, throughout his political career, 

broadly subscribed to Burk.ean conservatism. '.i.r:t...s, according 

to hirr~ evolutionary fo reed do work irresistibly, but man 1 s 

plnce in evolution is to work out intelligently to modify, 

to resist anc to correct the natural trends. If the traditional 

restraints and hierarchy of -.Jnidance are eliminated, ":here will 

be nofuing to keep the humanity together in orderly dlhesion. 

Without moral restraints, there will be no force to keep the 

structure of the society together. According to him, religion 

is the basis of civil society. Unless religion and values 

issuing from it are not prese:rved under the guidance of the 

elite, there will be no hope for thE· world or any part of it 

in rhe dangerous condition that have come into being as a result 

of technical advance.
3 

Thus c.F<.ajagopalachari opined that a:mservation is the 

first law of progress. If mere change is to be condemned,people 
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should not hesitate to call themselves consErvatives. To 

conserve, according to him, is to look after what is good and 

not to let thoughtless ruin overtake what is essential and good. 

He even argued that it is better to remain poor and happy than 

to be favoured with facilities to grow richer. '.i.ht.--: era.z.e for 

higher and higher standards of living should be substituted by 

a craze for spiritual freedom. 

C.Rajagopalachari ~·zas attracted by Gandhiji 1 s spiritual 

approach to politics. The rroral zeal that Gondhiji injected into 

his campaigns appealed to C.Rnjagopalachari, a Brahmin 

intellectual in searc.'"l of a worthy c<=1use. There was a strong 

conservative trait in c.r<ajagopali3.dlari • s personality. His 

reception of the western .ideas and social practices was always 

restricted by a dogged, but not uncritical attachment to the 

religion of his caste. Some writer:s have commented tnat 

C.Kajagopalachari was too much of an intellectual to be a 

popular leader and that he preferred decision-making from 

behind the scenes to public leadership. And for such a man, 

power would not come from popular acclaim, but from association 

with a cause or personality. Thus, l'J..ichael Brecher
4 

'.vas of 

the opinion that c • .<.ajl.ag:>palacha:r:i was p robebly the nOs t 

astute intellectual a:r.cntJ z.;1e elite of the Indian nationalists. 

He was also the only .:;iouth-lr;(.iian to achieve a nation-wide pro-

minence as a Congress leader. A Hadrassi Brahmin of fair 

complexion, C.Rajagopalachari's deJ.tcnte appearance be.iea his 
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intellectual vigour. ·I'here was a cold, almost icy reserve 

about him, a pronounced aloofness and stem composure. Precise 

in thought and speech, he was also capable of biting satire. He 

hac a quick, razor-sharp mind and was less given to emotion 

than any of his colleagues in the nationalist rrovement. 

Apart from his conservat:tve leanings, C.Kajagopalachari 

throughout his life upheld the Gandhian notion of trusteeship. 

According to him, modem civilisation has greatly increased 

the number of situations wrlich t.he sacred r·elationship of 

trusteeship must govern. Every human action, no matter how 

intimate and personal, is affected by a public interest and 

attracts the or:inciple of trusteeship. 'l'o explain the doctrine 

of trusteeship in simple words, whatever any person holds as 

hiS own, ht: should look upon it as given by ·;jod ana shvuld be 

used only t::; r ']ood purposes. 'l'his is the reconciliation between 

the ct-.arter of individual property anci the claim of society. 

Like a lake which overflows wt1en it cannot contain any more water, 

men who have amassed wealth should g:Lve it freely for the 

benefit of others. So1 , it is that Gandhiji pointed out ~at he 

called the do ct ri':12 of trusteeship as the ans~ver to, not a 

s 
justification for, modem socialism. 'The ooctrine of enlightened 

selfishness of the nineteenth century utilitarious should be 

ref.J.ned into a doctrine ot immanent trusteeship. The means to 

reach this end shou1<.J not be compulsion, but a refinement! of the 

moral sen~3C by education anC religion, 
6 

Dharma is the single vJord 

7 
th-3t can fulfil this task. Religion cannot be piegon-hol ed, but 
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should be wcven into every activity of life including social 

and political activities. Thus, C.Rajagopalachari envis&gned 

a societ·y :,J~.ere there will be minimum government and maximum 

~reedom for the individual, decentr:alised responsibility 

instead ot cent r:alised planning, and concent: ration of 

authority and a rroral revolution instead of legislative 

compulsion, the inner law taking place of the extemal policemen, 

leacin; to the graoual transformation of the personal ownership 

into trusteeship for tnE community, without detriment to the 

fundamental princinle, namely, tht:: personal interest of man. 

Besides his conservative and Gandhian leaninys, anti-

communism \vas the governing psssion of c. '{aj agopalacnari 

throughout his life. It underlay all bis policies. It was 

the central concern of his politics. Thus, during the 

premiership, he described the Communist Party as his enemy 

number on8 ana considered the Communist Party as a great and 

dangerous trap for the country. H-e even commentied that he did 

not understand dialectical materialism and had too much prejudice 

. t 't 3 
aga~ns 1 • 

It •,wuld be highly relevant here to dwell on 

c ... {aj agopalachari 1 s role as a pr;;:acher: and interpreter of 

Hinduism through numerous books. It may be noted that the 

themes of his religious bo.:>k:: ·were brahminic Hinduism, the 

identification of orthodoxy with the acceptance c1f the authority 
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of the Vedas and brahman~ along with the tremendous absorptive 

and cooptive power as long as the dissident elemmts accepted 

their place within a caste hierarchy. 'l'he material base of this 

social order lay in the village proouctive system of caste, 

jajmani ana untouchability. There were numerous local gods and 

goddesses who remain at the cent r:e of popular religious life 

even today. 

Conflicting opinions exist regarding C.Rajagopalachari's 

political carGer: and ideology. Thu~ someone said
9 

that 

c.~~ajagopc::l2chari was a self-righteous Gandhian and also was 

autocratic to some extent. Unlike other Gandhians, C.t~ajagopala-

chari hec :.he courage to c ri ticise qandhij i. 

But his critics1 0 argue tnat c. C(aj agopal achari had no 

political philosophy at all. He was above all an intellectual 

and never: bothered a.oout the masses. he .vas not even a true 

Congressman unlike other: Congress leaders. Ultimately, during 

the 1960's, he became a bL:1hmin ltacer in 'Iarnil Nadu through 

the Swatant ra Party ;:latforrn. 'lhe greatest obstacle in bringing 

out any political ideology from C.,t<.ajagopalachari's political 

ca1,ec r, speeches and writings was his inconsistency. He just 

expressed his opinions f:r:.1n time to time and never oothered 

about their logical consistency. 11 
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1 Nehru to P.Subba ray an, NovE:-mbe r 21, 193 7, 2_!1:lli, 8, pp. 3 59-6 o. 

2 l!?J:2., 8, P• 249. 

3 Raj agopalachari, c., Swara~ }4..ay 2 7, 1961. "When I read 
your book on Hinduis~ it seemed to me that you 
really have a utilitarian approach to religion. You 
preach Hinduism not as if you believe in its 
doctrines, but because you think they vJill make for 
morality in politics." Minica Felton, I Meet Raja_i!, 
( h2cmill an, London, 19 62), p. 7. 

4 Brecher, lv;ichael, ~!lf~!.~-EQ.!.llllil..Jgogr_2Eh,y, {OUP, 1959), 
p.86. 

5 According to C.Kajagopalachari, 11 the •'~~hole plan of socialism 
is based on this axio~ namely that the world is 
sufficient in itself and it is only inequality in 
distribution which makes us miserable. If the world 
is sufficient for all its inhabitants then divide it 
equally amongst us. ~ocialism is the extension o£ a 
Hindu joint family system to the whole v.;orld. n 
Rajagopalachari, c. ~S§_E~ind B.2£.§, I-·J.adras, 1932, p. 30. 

6 Accoroing to c. t<aj agopal achari, 11 'i;hat socialism really 
demands is a chan<;:~e of heart, not an unwilling people 
yoked to the law. A new way of life, a new culture 
what is airred at. '.l'his cannot be achieved by coercion 
but only by a chan9e of heart.'' Rajagopalachari, C., 
~~~!!LEva J~y!!!;~ Madras,. Volume I, p. 283. 

7 According to c. Raj agopalachari, "Dharma is not to be confused 
with the fanaticism of some followers of r.linduism. 
Dharma is the widespread inner call among people of all 
classes in India to reduce their wants and to give 
their possessions for the good of othe r.s.n Raj c:gopala-

chari, c., Sat~am ~!L~~ Volume I, p. 434, october, 1959. 

8 C.kajagopalachari cor.1ment.•sd t:tcat "I cannot understand all 
this stuff about dialectical materialism. I never 
could. 1 suppose 1 have too much prejudice av::inst it. 
These young men (~arxists) who have lost their faith are 
looking for sornetLing fresh to hook themselves on to. 
'.:.h8ir s;od has fallen down and now they need another 
one. ':L'hey are honest, but they are not ready to 
acl-mowledge thc.t thE~e is no E'i.nal answer. 'l'hey are 
looking for panacea, fer a solution Which will solve 
everything. 11 l•ioni.ca .t-'elton, .tl!?£.~.-Rc.j uj_i., (1-'iacmillan, 
Lc-ncon, 1962), p.8~. 
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9 .1'1rs.llr.Arunasivakamini, Reader, Department of Public 
.~dministration, ·unive rs~ ty of Madras, Intel:View was 
taken on 8. 4.91. 

10 Dr.P.Jagadesan, aeader and Head, Uepartment of History, 
University of .IVJ.adras whom I interviewed on 18.4.91. 
Also to be noted is the comment of Jay Dubashi, "Copley 
is wide of the mark in describing c.t<.ajagopalachari 
as a moralist in politics. Actuall~ c.~ajagopala 
-chari had the terrperament of a priest, onl}' he changed 
liis gods from time to time. It was once Gandhiji, 
then Jinnah; later still, wnen all gods are in proper 
heavenly niches, it \'las private enterprise garbed in 
the mantle of liberty. Like Bernard Sha~ C.kajagopala
chari never reall:,; believed in an:-z'thing. But like 
most lawyer~ he was clever at rationalising anything 
he happened to J::::elieve at any time." 
.!J}dia_'f.O~;b IJecercl:>er 16-31, 19 78. 

11 ?.egarding inconsistency, C.kajagopalachari said, nIt should 
be foolish for anyone to claim that his views on 
every subject had been unchanged for fifty years. 
lf there was a change of opinion the later opinion 
should be held as mere· correct as based on more 
experience and rrore thought." lyer,M.V., B:,aja,i! s 
~udy_,o!_hi_s_Pef..2Q.Ealit~ Volume I. 

: : . . . . 
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